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Forew rd.
As gtated in Com etency Goals and Performance Indicators K-l2,

is publication is _baseai,_te_missio_n_____
of our instructional staff is t4proniote the growth.and development -*

of every boy and girl through good instruction. Our intent -as the

State Education Agency is to provide assistance to'teachers, parentt
and administrators so they can work-together to offethechildren
of North Caroli a the best education possible. One way we provide
this assistance is to prepare and disseminate guidelines that chart
.directions for nstructional prograilitng.

. .

This publi ation of Competency Goals an d Performance Indicators
with emphasis Limon pupils who!are educable mentally handicapped is
designed to be, (tool in the dev dpment'of curriculaland in the

planning of ins ruction. 'Teachers are encouraged tobe flexible in
theuse of the, oals and indicators tated herein, as each girl agd

boy is dtfferen and requires an indi dualized approach in the
instructional p ogram.

a

- We believe the material i n this publication, used with other
.resource Materials and good teaching approaches, will be of value

, to those who work With our edUtablemehtallihandicapped learners.

SpeciAl appreciAiOri is extended to local school personnel and

( Instructional. Services staff, especially members of the Division .

for-Exceptional Children, for thefr, efforts in the development of-

this publication.

At

A. Craig- 'PhillThs

State Superintendent of Public Instruction

.
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Preface
If One conceptualizes life as a continuous interaction between the

organism and his/her environment, then learning is likewise a continuum

from birth to death. Educable mentally handicapped'children are atypical

learners for-V4Williirdevelopmental-a - ' t learnin s are

not an exact match to their non-exceptional ne'peers, .School curricu um
for the educable mentally handicapped begins at a lower level thah that

' for average pupils and reaches a ceiling in most, if not all; areas before
average pupils. The curriculuM, minimum expectancies, and performance,
indicators are similar .for the most part. The primary differences in wh4
constitutes curriculum,'expectancies and .performance indicators for the `

ego cable mentally handicapped and average pupils are: (1) at the early .

ages, curriculum for the educable mentally handicapped are mattrials that

average pupils acquired prior to entering formal schooling; (2)the educable
,mentally handicapped needs longer to master curriculum and achieve minimum
expectancies resulting in a noticeable time lag between acquisition of
minimum expectancies for average pupils and the educable mentally handi-
capped:, and (3) the educable mentally handicapped do not proceed as far

- in the continuum as do average pupils. .

,
-400 This collection of Competency Goals and Perfprmance Indicators for
'North Carolini educable mentally handicapped pupils is presented as a com-

panion volume to Competency Goals and Performance Indicators K -12. Much
of it is drawn directly from the parent volUme which should faspitate
the integration of educable mentally handicapped pupils into regular class-

rooms. The major changes between the volumes are the addition of a section
on vocational education; the deletion of the, sections on cultural arts and
educational media; and a sharp focus on those.competencies and performance:

indicators deemed essential irha balanced'curriculum'for educable mentally

handicapped p ils. This volume is intended as a resource for both reg-

ular and excep ionalwchildren teachers who serve educable mentally handi-
. woe

V

is material is not intended to create a static, mecha cal curri-

. culum, or that would be detrimental to pupils and to the educ tional

process,,but rather as a tool to assist educators in creating curriculum
and instructional progi'ams to maximize tie learning potential of educable

mentally handicapped pupils.
4

COmpetency.goals.and performance indicators for eduiabie mentally
,

handicapped pupils will differ from pupil to pupil. For many EMH pupils,

Pe same Competency goals and performance-.indicators developed for pupils

in general education will be appropriate, butat a different time and i
A different manner thane pits in general education. If one does, ih

fact, believe in individual` differences , at the best a document 'such

as this can only serve as a repository of general competencies from which

will be selected those competencies that'are appropriate for ady one indi-

vidual at any specific time.

i i i
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Competency goals and performance indicators, are ideritiffed in .most

program-areas by grade level categories (K-3, 4-6, 7.:9, 10-12) and tig-
nifidant secondary level courses. While some pupils will nit become,
competent in all, the goals, others'wil:go beyond:' It is believed,
however, that the-majority of vpils can achi*e-these goals through
good instrOction. Additionall ,.the use of goals anti` indicators from

--at-grade .te -es I Wh_the_il
it.prcently pladedmay be.necessary and more appropriate, depending on
the abilities and special rieeds of some Oupirs. It will be,througli-the
selection pf the appropriate goals and Wicatori and .their modification
that a teacher cart, tailor classroom instructionta meet the individual
needs of pupils.

...

The Individualized idUcatip Program should be-used to deterTine
the competency-goals and performance indibators ,for individual excep-
tional children. The Individualized Education Program, mandated by
state and federal legislation; must include (1) a statement.of the pu-
pil's present levels of educational,performance; (2) a-statement Of
annual goals, (3) a statement of short-term instrutional objectiv
(4) a statement of specific education and related services to be provi-
ded to the pupil, (5) a description of the extent to which the pupil
will participate in regular education programs and ascription of the --
program to be provided, (6) the projected dates for initiation of ser-
vices and the duration of services and -(7) objective criteria, evalua-

. tion procedures, and schedules for determining:, on at least an annual
whetbgr or not the short term objectives are being achieved.

11

.

The Individualized Education Program is to be developed by a COD-
mittee,composed of a representative of the local education agency other
than the pupil-'s teacher, teacher(s) of the pupil who responsi-
ble for implementingthe Ihdividualized Education Program, the parent(s)
or guardian(s).of the pupil, the,pupiIWhen appropriate, and other in-
'dividuals at the discretion of the parent(s) or the 1°01 education.
agency. _

6
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. , George A, Kandy
Asiistant'State Superintendent for Istruc-fiorial Services
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Health
.

The purpose of the Health Education competency goals is to assist
administrators and teachers in the planning and evaluation of, educable
mentally handicapped pupils' knowledge andsklls-in the area of,health.
The performance indicators represent the'core learning outcomes that
most educable mentally handicapped pupils should be- taught as a result
of comprehensive health.education program.

/;

ucation for educable mentally handicapped pupils includes
personal hygiene and dental health; growth a6d`demelcpment;.mental
health; consumer health, nutrition,,chemicals; human reproduCtion; and

,communicable diseases.' Within the grade levels specified below the
following emphases are recommended:,

K-3: Mental Hd4lth, Personal Hyglehe and Denttl 'Health, and
Growth and Development '.

,
.

,

4-6; Mental Health, Personal Hygiene, Growth and Development,.
Consumer Wealth, Nutrition .

. .

.( C

7-12:. Mental Health, Zonsumer Health, Nutrition, Chemicals
Human Reproduction, and CommunicableJpiseases

/
..., .

.
.
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. COMPETENCY GOAL(S).

Y.

Healthful Liying/Health
.00"1

' P-ERFORMANCE INDICATORS >-

Each indicator is one of may which can assess a
. performance. Others May beused if they

are more appropriate. for.the learner.

Gfades K-3 .

. 1.. The ylearner'Will demon -.

strate positive setf.21
mage

0 I

.

2: The learner w411-dis'cu'ss

dood.and bad feelings
with others T

3. The learner respect
rights and property of .

-others ,.

4_ The learner wi=ll demon-

. .fstrate an understanding
of the importance- of
body cleanliness

0,

5 ;The. leahel will ade.:
quately perform self-

. help skills in dressing,
tdileting, anal eating.

.

-1.01: Identify things tfiat they can do- well
02 *Participate in class discussion bn things that

make .pupils fee) sappy : (
1.03 Name'things to do to help (Ahem feel good about

-.themselves --:
.1 ;04--lCommentl_ther fdr-a job well done

' 2.01 View-and discuss filmsio.feelings
2.02 Role: play assigned!tharacter or situation
2.03 Identify feelings displayed.in pictures ".,

2.04 Identify characteristics in her people that
'he/she likes .

.

,
, ,

3.01, Discvss reasons -for certain 'school rules
3.02 Identfy a.postession of your ,own and telj why

. it is important to:,you
.

. .

3.03 Explain some-rights- that you have and some that
you. don't have

3.04 Keep perso4il*belongings and school materials
in proper place° ..1,1g . . .

-
..:

3.05- Attempt to locate the owner of all item that has
been found . 7

-

4;01 Discuss the importanceof'persgpai cleanliness'
4.02 Display Urals used for personal clsianliness
4.03 Demonstrate use of tools and tec iques'

4.04 .11afhe;and-dress hums') manikin or olls

4.05 Wash fice, brusheetfi and comb hair,...
4.0.6 Keep pErsonal grooming'chaet. :

4.07 -Mike scrapbooks of pictures illustrating habits'
.of-ridrsonal cleanphess .

5.01 Ness dolls and manikins .

5.02 Give instruction 'heeded for buitoniog, lacing,
tying, zipping.aasnapping, '4-

. .

5.03 sConduct self, inspection by ldtking in-mirror
5.44 Help establitt a clothing closetfor'children

whd need aOquate or extra clothing during the -

day

5.05 Followinstructioosfor proper toile
5.06 Help-establish home and fambly living ;enter in

classroom where proper table mannerscan be dem-
onstrapd.and.practiced .

5.07- Ditcuss the.importanc of using' good table
manners , .,

.

fl



6. The learner will select* ,

clothing suitable.td
temperature and weather
conditions

7. The learner will distin-
guish between beingwell
and being sick

8. The learner will prac-
tice good Osture

*.

Healthful Living

.6.0l 'Hike posters of clothing that is appropriate
for the yarjous seasons of the year

6.02 Sort pictures of clothing according to seasons

7.01 Describe how you feel when. you'are dell ,

7.02 Describe haw.you feel when you are sick 41'

7.03 Discuss' the' advantages of belnerwell
7.04 Discuss the disadvantages of being sick

8.01 Discuss the importance of good posture
8.02' Recognize examples of good posture in pictures

and in live models
Identif rules for correct posture

9.01 Discuss rest and sleep in relation
place, reason and"need

9.02. Observe rest period during school
9.03 Prepare charts showing number of hours pupils,

rest each night 4, -

9.04 Select from magazines pictures,which show good
rest on sleeping practices

9. The learner will estab-
lish a routine for
getting adequate rest

10; The learner will demon*
strate arrawareness of
good eating habits

The learner will prac-
tice desirable health
habits_ .

. .

orades,4-6

1. The learner'0101-eion-
strate the abrIty to
make choices basedpn
probability of outcome

to time,

10.01 Display posters of foods arranged in .combinations
for meals ,

10.02 Use pictures to prepate menus
10.03 Prepare and serve nutritious snacks
10.04 Discuss meals served in the schdol cafeteria
10.05 Try all foodthat.are served in the cafeteria

11.01 Dispuss and demonstrate what to do when sneezing,
coughincj'or blowing nose

,* 11.02 Discuss the importance of washing hands after
going to.toilet and before eating

11.03 Keepan adequate supply 'of tissues,paper towels
and soap on hand

11.04 Discuss reasons for not drinking or eating from
utensils of others

1J.05 Assist in keeping classroom and school neat and
clean'

----'\

..

, .

.

1.01 Can.discusssituations which require value
. .

judgthents . N ,

1.02 Can liSt several alternativet for, solving a,par-
ticular problem ,

1.03 Gen choose-an alternative that would bring about
the moat desirable outcome.

4: 12
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f

. "The learner-will demon-
'-.1trate an understanding

Of evaluation .6y others
and self' . k

3.. The learner will demon-
-strate-an interest in
gobd grooming.1

4,, The learner will,Aembn-
strate an appreciation
of,the body and its
functigns'

. The leerier will recog-4
nize the need for proper
medical; and derital

examinations

6. .,Thejearner will demon-
strate understanding of
basic principles' of human

-- growth and reproduction

' 7. The learner will select
reliable sources of
health information

.8. The learner`will recog-
nize inaccurate health
beliefs

. The learner wjiT accept
partial responsibility
jor.his/her ownlealth*

1. °

10. The learner will' discuss.,

food groups and their
importance to maintaining
good, health_

b.

Healthful. Living

2.01 Assist in keeping progress reports, on achieve-

\ mentand behavior,
2.04 Explain purpose of grading and reporting
2.03 ., Assist in identifying his/her own strengths

'a/id needs , .

,

.

2.04 Suggest some strategies for meetint needs

3.014, Kttp.bosly and hair clean

. 3.02 Weaclean,c,lothing

4,:Q1 Locate the major organs of the body in a WctuPe'
-

or model
-4.02 Discuss:the funotiOnof the major body organs
4.03 List reasons for taking care of the body;

5:61 Discuss services thatare proOded (74 doctors
and dentists 1

5.02 'Prepare a poster or bulletin board depicting
health services .

5.03 Identify three reasons for preventive health
care

6.01 "Identity major'stages in human life cycle

6.02 Distuss differences in vowth,patterns and-indiT
vidual characteristics

6 .03 Uie proper terms fOr parts of the body in dis-

cuSsions. ,..
,

, ,

;6.04 Discs how a fertilized eg0-9rows inio.a baby

7:01 Ideq

7
.2tealth sources that are most likely to

.?4x7:.,be'a cc.0 and complete J
,, ,I.7.4..

.
r '' ,P, ,, . !:,.!.; 1,

..

,,V,, , t ..1 -. " -. .

8.01 Ideotgy.common superstitions
8.02 Mak& sound judgments regarding health advera e-

N%ements,.(TV, radio; ngitpapers, magazines) .

s. 10
9.01 Select proper diet and clOthing

9.02 Avoid situations that are hazardous to health

9.03 Report. to teacher or parent any unusual symptoms
relating to physical or emotional health

.11

.

10.01 Classify-common foods accOrtaltto their major
groups

10.02 Specify number of servings needed per day to
maintain.good health

10:03 Name some,health problems that are caused by
poor nutrition

5 13
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.
11. The learner will demon-

strate basil' under -.

standing of preparing,
serving and storing -

food

. .;

12. The learner will demon-
strate knoyledge of drugs
that are.harmfulto the
body

'ciradeS 7-12

1. The learner will'dse
communication skills
effectively to prote
better interpersonal
relationships

2: The learner will .be
aware of positive
personal attributes °

, 3. The Jearner:will set
.' attainable short term
- goals

'

The' ;learner will demon-\ Strate an awareness cif
emotions onbehavior

.5. The learner willdemon-
sti'ate awarenessof coping
with emotional stress

I')

6. The learner-will identify
factors which influence
health relatld pprchasing

; io decisions

.

Healthful yiviing.

11.0) Discuis the importance of cleanl iness in pre-
paring and-serving food

11.02 Discuss the danger of food poisoning if food
is not properly stored

11'.03 Describe correct storage procedures for a vari-
z ety of foods

,
.

12.01 Distuss the drugs and 61-aohol 16
the body ,

, i _,
.-,

12.02 Name three reasons for'not using drugs ors_alcohdl
%.

,:...
.

'1.01 Li,, sten.to another person speak without inter-
..rupting him , .

.1.02 Demonstrateannteret in what As' being said
1.03 List three verbal-stateients that invialanother

,,,

'person to continue
1.04 Contribute to group discussions and decisions

2.01 List five things abouthimself/ elf that
fie/she admires - ' F

. .

. ,
. -

.
o -j

,., 3.01 List three personal objectives that are to
4.

be
*accomplished

,
3:62 Specify appropriate strategies for, meeting ob -.

jectives
3.03 'Secure necessary assistanCe
3.04 Determine if goal has been reached

4.01 Describe how emotions might affect'tasloper--. 1
formances .

, - .- driving when angry
- playing a.game when you are angry with one
of the participants':

- mowing the yard when you wanted to watch TV

$.51.01 Discuss emotional situations and h6w he/4she reacted
5.02 List alternate constructive ways of reacting
5.03 Role play situations that cause frustration
5:04 Demonstrate the-ability to back away from highly'

.tense emotional situations

6.01 Give reasons for purchasinga particular product
6.02 Distinguish valid and invalid reasons for making

a purchase
6.03 Select a product-roduct based on factyal'data

14



7. The:earner wil.1 demon-.
trate ability to seek .

'help,for health problems.
CI

- :

8, ,The learner will apply
nutritional principles
to the selection of
well balanced menus

eP.

The leaener will demon-
strote knowledge of the
effects 'drugs have on

.the human body .

4

10. The learner will demon -
strate .a -basic under- .

:standing of human
,reproduction

11.* The learner will-demo.; .
strata' knowledge of
family planning

12. -The learner will demon-
strate knowledge of
problems and consequences
associated with various
expressions of sexualAity

HealthfUli Living ,.

7.01 DistinOsh symptoms for whicht professional
%l'assist,Ance should be sought when given a series
fofefiveqets of health problem syMploms

7.02 List fiie common minor health complaints.which
requireino professional assistance

!

8.01 Selectmen balarked diets, for losing, main-
.' taining_orgaining weight wherygiven a list

. of foods and their caloriet

9.01 Identi6; drugs as stimulants, depressants.,
hallucinogens, and narcotics- when given a list
of commonly used drugs s,

9.02 Identify the medical usearld potential danger
to bodies when given a list\of drug and sub -
stance ,'categories

9.03 Predict harmful effects on thebody if drugs
are used-for,reasons other than medical purposes

10.01 Identify the parts of the reproductive. system
10.02 `Relate the parts of the sexual stem to other

)parts of he body
10.03 discuss the reproddctive systeM a it relates

to onels%tcital sexuality

1_1.01 'List and 'discuss types and kinds of family'

planning .

11.02 Discuss.the moral-and social implications Of
family planning

11.03 Understand the major complications which may
arise in pregnancy and the cpnditions which.are
litely to 4ring.them about

11.04 Describe the adjustments a,couple must make in
their lives when they have a wanted or unwanted

child 4k-

11.05- Discuss the statiment, "Family planning ii a

worldwide concern." . '

12.01- Specify problems.and consequences which may be
associated with Illegitimacy, prostitution,
homosexuality, promiscuity.

12.02 Specify ways individuals, faMily and Society
can reduce problemi associated with these
various forms..of sexual expression

7 :15
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11. The learner will demon-
strate Nwledge of
factors which can influ-
ence the'health of-the
'pother and can: affect

_the normal reproductive
process including the
healthof a child

14. The learner Will identify
factors contributing to
the transmission of tom
mUnicable disease'

e-

I

HealthfLil Living
a

13.01 List and discuss factOrs such as nutrition,
drug 'use., infection, pre- and post-natal care,
etc:

.

V.

14.01 List ways of spreading specific communicable
diseases

14.02 Identify communicable diseases for which one
,can be immunized

t

16
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Physical Education
ghysical educatlon,is.an organized, sequential, and systematic part

of the curriculUm,thardevelopt knowledge, skills, attitudes, and under-
standings. Physical. education provides the opportunity fol., each indivi-
dual to disCover and,understandtheibody and how it functions; to realize.
the potential of his ox..hef physical capacities - both the assets and
the litOtation&.. The combination of instructionand participation, in

4
games, rhythms andidance, gymnastics, - aquatics, fitness and conditioning,
and outdoor activities results in experiences in which intelle4ual, so-

---ciaT, cultural and emotonal.understandings and respahsibilitiekare de-
veloped. -Physical edpeation.offers immedt4teexperiences releva t to
pupils today while prepamiuq them to live health, vitality, nd vigor
in tomorrow's complex world` .

Major Competency Goals of Physical Education °

In the process of developing a physically educated person, the fol-
lowing goals Oiould be achieved in a planned, sequential instructionalk,
program that begins with basic movement and culminates in activities
that can be enjoyed for a lifetime:

1. The 1- earner will develop efficient and effective motor
skills (locomotor, non-locomotor, and manipulative) and
basic perceptlia:rmotor skills necessary for successful

. participation in dance, gymnastics,, games, skirts, and
aquatics.

The learner will\develop a level of physical fitness to.
adequately meet the ,demands placed upon the individual
by the environment.

. The learner will acquire 'knowledge and the intellectual
skills and abilities necessary for successful partici-

, pation,in physicalactiYities.
1,0

4. The learner will develop a positiveelf-image through
participation in physical education

5. The learner will develop desifable social behavior
through participation in physical-education.

9
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PERCEPTUAL MOTOR; BASIC
MOVEMENT, RHYTHM AND DANCE HEALTHFUL LIVING /PHYSICAL EDUCATION

COMPiTENCY GOAL(S)

Grades Kr...3

4.'

. 1. The learner will develop
efficient. and effective
fundamental motor skills.
(locomotor, non-locomotor
-and manipulative)

.1

r

et.

ti
PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Each indicator is one of many which can assess 0
pupil's performance. Others' May Ile used ifthe'y
are more appropriate for the learner.'

'N

1.01 Demonstrate the basic lotomotor skillsiof
walking, running, jumping,, OFFing, leaping
in 3 different directions -- foeWaVd, back-
ward and sideways

1.02 Efficiently combine 2 or more Of the basic
locomotor skills to demonstrate skipping,
gallop g, sliding, starting, stopping,
falling, landing, rolling, and crawling in
3'different directions -- forward, backward
and sideways -

1.03 Demonstrate the basic non-locomotor skills
of stretching, twisting, curling 11 3 dif-
ferent. directions --forward, bickward and
sideways

1.04. Efficintly"combine.2 or more of the, non-
locomotor skills to demonstrate swaying,
Wir77png, rfting, pushing, pulling in 3
different d rections forward, backward
and sideway

1:06 Demonstra thefundamental manipulative
skills ofsending or propelling am object
by throwing, striking-, kicking and pushing

- a variety of-objects with different body
parts in 3 different directions --forward,
backward and sideways .

1.06 Demonstrate the fundamental manipulative
ski.ls of receiving an object by catching, .

collecting and trapping a variety of objects
in'3 different directions -=-forward, back-
ward and sideways

1.07 Demonstrate the fundamental manipul -ative

skills of traveling with an_object by
.

carrying; dribbling and bouncing a varielit
of objects in 3 different directions -- lr.

forward, backward and sideways
1.08 Demonstrate special manipulative skills with

innovative equipment as directed using:
- tires- -scoops
- parachutes -lummi sticks
-wands

.

-bamboo poles
- carpet squares -bean bags
-ropes, tones

,
1

- hoops -balls (varietk,Of sizes
-blocks . amLtextUres)

10 18



1

2. The learner Will develop
efficient and- effective
perceptual-Wtor abilities
(kinesthesis, visual and
Auditory discrimination
and visual motor
coordination)

ti

3. The learner will develop
efficient and effective
motor skills necessary
fOr partipipation in .

movement

-44,14,
1,

4

-

Healthful Living

2.01 Demonstrate a kinesthetic and body awareness
by identifying and moving different parts of
the body'upon request (body awareness,)

2.02 Demonstrate laterality and directionality by:

- identifying and moving different bay parts
on the right side of the body and on the
left side of the body (laterality)

2.03 Demonstrate visual discrimination by:
- responding to colors, shapes and objects

(visual acuity)

- watching and responding to a moving object

(visual tracking,)

2.04 Demonstrate auditory discrimination 15y:

.,,,,,- responding to verbal instructions as well

as a variety of other cues guch as bells,
rums, horns or music (auditory acuity)

istening and responding to a moving sound

auditory tracking) , ° -

'2.05 'Demonstrate visual-motor coordination by:
- performing aneye-hand coordination skill
such as patching a ball in a scoop or
striking a tether, ball

- perforeng an eye-foot coordination skill
such as kicking a mqying ball or punting
a ball

3701 Demonsthte the ability to identify and, move

different body parts

.3.02 Explore non-locomotor movements in body parts

and in the whole body:

, -bending

.--shaking

-swinging
-twisting

3;03 Explore locomotor movements with many varia-

tions:

-walking
-running

. -skipping je)

) =leaping -sliding

-hopping (one foot) -crawling

-jumping (both feet) '-rolling

- turning

3.04 Demonstrate an understanding of the use of

time by moving body parts and/or the total

body utilizing:
-tempo,(fast, mediuM and slow)

- a natural sense of timing (a non-counted or

internal sense of responding in time)

3.05 Demonstrate a rhythmical use of time with al

variety of objects and instruments (lummi
sticks, scarves, shakes, drums)

-bouncing
- pushing/pulling
- extending



s'

Gradee476

1. ,Thelearner will develop
efficient and effective
Motor skills necessary .

for participatiOn in
, dance

4

Lades 7-9 4

.

1. The le ner will develop
effic*ent and effective
mot skills necessary
for .partiOpation in
da e .

Healthful Living

1.01 Create non-locomotor movement combinationsin
- the body to make,%siMple dance

1:02 Explore a variety f locomotor movements using
of-time and space

1.03 Combin locomotor movement using pattern and
rhythm

1'.04 Demonstrate'a rhythmical use of time with a
variety of objects and instruments

.(tinikling poles, tambourinei, hoops)
( 1.05i, Demonstrate the ability to move into the for-

mations most commonly used in roundo'folk
and square dances:
- clockwise and counterclockwise circle
- single circle (facing in, partners facing,
facing line of direction)

- double circle (partners facing, partners
facing line of direction)

1.06 Demonstrate the steps most commonly used in
.round andfolk dance such as:
- heel and toe polka.
- two step (step, close step)

1.07 Demonstrate the basic figures most commonly
used in square dance such as:
- bow and swing (partner, corner)'
- balance
- do-si-do

allemande (left,, right)
- promenade

- swings (two hands, elbow, buzz)

1.01 Demonstrate the ability to participateM
round, folk and square dance by using:
- formations
- dance steps
- basit" figures

, 112 Demonstrate. the steps most commonly used in
a variety of conteMporary and current dance

1.03 Demonstrate aNvariety of non-locomotor and .

locomotor movements and theii....combinations
1.04 Develop warm up technique to tune and train

the body for onerSAeoWn style of, dance
1.05 Participate i,n a variety of dance forms used

ina4rent dance

114
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GYMNASTICS

COMPETENCY GOAL(S)

Grades K-3

1. The learner will develop
efficient and effective
motor skills necessary
for participation in
gymnastics

Grades 4-6

1. The learner will develop
efficient and effective

,/ motor skills necessary
for participation in
lyymnastics

Grades 7' -6

1: The learner will develop
efficient and effettive
'motor skilistnecessary
for participation in
-gymnastics

Grades 10 -12

1, The.learner will develop
*ficient, and effective,

. motor-skills necessary
foc_participation-in t

8r
Oft/Attics

PERFORMANCE.INDICATORS
Each indicator'is one of many which Qan assessa
pupil's performance. Others maybe used.if they
are more appropriate for theyearner,

!f.

; .

3.01 DeMonstrate the basic locomotor skills of
walking, runningi jumping,-hopping and
leaping used'in-gymnastics'

1.028 Demonstrate the basic non-locomotor skills
df stretching,-tWisting and curling used in
gymnastics

1.03 Efficientlg, combine2 or more of the baSic
locomotor.skills to'demonstrate starting,,

i155171; falling,-landing, rollknd'ud
crawling used in gymnastiis'

1.04 Efficiently combine 2 or more ofthe non-
locomotOr skills to, demonstrate twinging,
TEETiTc7pulling, ba-l-ancins,and hanging,

used in gymnastics
/7"

1.01 Demonstrate jumping'in a variety of wayi by:
- using one foot or both feet in different

combinationi e

- jumping for distance and height

1.02 Demonstrate balancing in-a variety of ways by:

- holdihg various staticibalanced pbsWons by ,
using different body,parts anebody surfaces:
for example, baltnce an one foot, or two
hands and A knee '

- maintaining a dynamic balance while traveling

along a narrow surface
1.03 Demonstrate the ability to perform basic skills

_ on.!the low bAlance Beam tha6include:,
- traveling the length of the beam in.afor-
-mard, ba,cfmardtand sideward direcMn

1.01 Demonstrate all of thelaic gyninitiCs skills
""outlined in the 4-6 section ,ith a higher level

of profictency;;and" competence

.

.

1.01 Demonstrate competencieS in the'dymnastics
skills woutlined in the 7-9.sect-ion'with

' greater effectiveness and proficiency

1 3



GAMES AND SPORTS

COMPETENCY GOALS)

0

PERFORMANCE INOleATORS
Each indicator.is one of many Which can tessess a
pupil's performance., Otheri may be used if they,
are more appropriate for thelearner.

Grades Kp3

1. The learner will develop
efficient-and effective
motor skills necessary
for participation' in
games and sports

Grades'.4r6

1. The learner will'dovelop ,

efficient and effective
'motor skills necessary
for partici dtion in
games and s its ,

04

Grades 7-9 .

1. The learner will develop
efficient and effective
motor skills necessar.v,

- for participation`in
games and sports

I

.

C

4
o

1.01, Demonstrate. compeicq5krin the batic locomotor
and-non-locomotor skills necessary for
cipation in games om

1.02, Demonstrate the: fundamental manipulative
skills Of sending Tor propelling an object
by throwing, `striking, kicking and pushing
a varietiof-objects' at 4- different inten-
sities --'strOdg, medium and weak_

1.03 bemonstratelthe_fundamental. manipulative .

skflls'ef receiving 'a object by catching,
collecting-, and trappOg a Oiriety of objects
in 3 different Orations -- forward, back-'
ward and sideways

1.04 Demonstrate the fundamental manipulative
skills of traveling 'with an objett,by carrying,
dribbling, and- bouncing avarietrof objects
-in 3 dfferentlOirectionv -- ,forward, back-
ward and sideways 4 m

V

Oh fif
1.01 Demonstrate the basic movement patterns 'with,

greater refinement and- efficiency .

1.02 Demonstrate,the ability to perforthe skill
of,striking 4 wttb,thChands or with an

. 'implement -- uted:inliet games
1.03 Demonstrate tfiribility..to combine two or more

basic movement*paVterns such as throWing and
striking, thrdwilWand catching, striking and
catching useiliin :games ,s0ch as softball -

1.04 Demonstrate tq ablAity to:participate in
team running gameOhich-involVe a variety of *,
movement pattefni'Otstrikinstidribbling, _____
thftWifig-,'CarrY44,-ciatching and stopping .

.

. . ..,

s .
t ' ,

o

. .. A1:01 PartiCipate in'tdam - games and sports: .
)

Demonstrate an-ability to participate ifl:
- basketball . ., -sotcer 4
-touch football ''4. , II - softball

, .

- --volleyball 0 74.dfield,hockey-
speedball.

1.02 Participate in individual games and activities:.'
Demonstrate an abili

,, .
ttto

,
participate in:

- bowling --archery
-golf \e" =track and field

.

'

o

. .

1.4

2

ro



Gtades 10 -12

1. The learner will develop
efficient and effective
motor skills necessary
for participation ins

games and sports'.

4

klealthful Living

1.03--Z4ticipate in dua) games and activities:' -t
'Demonstrate an Ability'tobparticipate
- badminton - deck tennis
- tennis paddle tennis

handball - table tennis ,.
.7=7wrettling shuffleboard

,-,horseshoes

.1.01 Demonstrate competenCies in the team and.the
individual and dual sports skills as outlined
in the 7-9 section with greater effectiveness

I

1.02 Demonstrate knowledge, skill And appreciation
for lifetime spotts.by,participating in acti-
vities such as:
- archery
- badminton

bowling
- golf.

1.03 Demonstrate an appreciation for outdoor educa-
tion activities by choosngt0 participate in
activities- such as:

- angling /bait casting I.- hiking

- cycling
f

- swimming
- skiing (snoil'and water) - .camping

- boating - back packing

handball
I
horseshoes
table tennis

- tennis

15
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FITNESS

COMPETENCY GOAL(S)

'

.

PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
°Each indicator" is one of many which' can assess a'
pupil's performance. Others may be used if they
are appropriate for the learner.

Grades K-3

1. The learner will develop
a level of physical fitness
to adequately meet the
demands placed upOn the
individual by the
environment

Grades 44:
(

. 1. The learndr will develop .

a level of physical fitness
to adequately rftet the
.demands placed upon the _

:individual by the
environment

rA

1.01 .Demonitrate muscular strength and endurance
iri the arms and shoulders by
- hanging from a bar with arms flexed.'
- supporting wetght in a straight -body pushup
position

1.02 ;Demonstrate muscular-strength and.endurance
thee legs by:

- *executing a bridge-up supporting body
weight on head and heels in a back position

- springing forward with both feet for
distance --'

- hopping alternately right and left feet
1.03 Demonstrate-muscular strength and,endurance

in the,abdominalsjv,executing a curl-sit up
(half way)

1.04 Demonstrate cardiovascular endurance by:
- running in place alternating a fast and
slow pace (length of-time based on indili-.
dual capabilities)

- running/walking 300' yards at own pace
1.05 Demonstrate flexibility by:

- touching.thetoes from a standing position
- alternating left and right
- executing a trunk rotation exercise

performing a giant circles exercise by
standing erect with arms at sides and

'sWinging arms in large circles from front
to back

1.01 Demonstrate muscular strength and endurance
in the arms. and shoulders by:
pulling body weight up from a straightarth
hang

- pulling a rope in a tug-o-wa
1.02 Demonstrate muscular strength a

in the-legs by:
- continuously jumping a rope fo

period of time
- jumping vertically from a standing position

as high as possible
performinga,standing broad jump with the
arms swinging forward and upward,-taking off
from the balls of the feet

1.03 Demonstrate muscule'strength and endurance'
in the abdominals by: ' M10411

-,alternately transferring the ight from the
ftet to the hands in a mule-k ck fashion .

- performing several bent -knee it; ups,

faSh- ion

d endurance

a des.ignated

,
16
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4

Grades 7-9

he'learner will develop
a level of physical fitness
to adequately meet the
demand4 placed upon the
individual by the
environment

Grades.10-12

.4/

O

Healthful Living

1.04 'Demons-tratetcardiovaicula endurance by:

- .running/walking 600 yar s at own pace
- jumping a rope c9nttnuou ly for one minute

1.05 Demonstrate flexibility by:
- executing a cross-over,ex rcise by lying on
.the back and alternately t ucHing the toes
witrthe hands

- touching the forehead to 'th= knees from a

sitting position `with the le Is extended

forward
JO

1.01 'Demonstrate muscular strength ani endurance
in the arms And shbulders by: \

- performing 5 or Morppushupsvai taining a
straight body posttion throughou

- climbing apeg board

.1.02 DemonstrAte musdularstrength and,e durance,
in the egs by: \

. - jumping a Tope continuously for anTltended
4 period of, time.

- runnidg a timed 50 Yard dash
1.03 Demonstrate muscular strength and endurance7 in the abdominals.by lifting the head and

shoulders offthe floor while lying Om he

.)

back 'and holding a tense position for f ur
counts

1.04 Demonstrate cardiovascular fitness by parti-
cipating in one ormore of the following\
vigorous activities: jogging, \

cycling, Taping rop V

1.05 Demonstrate flexibility by: 1 : '7 . \

- bring back knee in 'contact with the-Chest'

, from a back lying position, i

. - making a back bridge by-arching the body

with only-the hands ar<feet touching he

floor
- touching palms toflbor while legs remain

straight

-. 1. The .learner will-develop.
a level of physical fitness
to adequately meet the
demands placed upon the
individUal by the .

environment

f-
.

,

1.01 Demonstrate a higher level of physical nees

in the areas of muscular strength and/ /endur-

ance, cardiovascular endurance and flexibility

as outlined in previoui grade's

1.02 Participate in a self-designed-phySical
ness unit that may include activities as -
jogging; cycling, weight training, swimming.

17



\A
SWIMMING
COMPETENCY GOAL(S)

r
PERFORMANCE'INDIGiliARS-

Each indicator is one of many which can assess a
pupil's performance. Others may be used if they
Are more appropriate for the learner.

Grades K-3

1. The learner will develop
efficient apdeffective
motor skills psed In
aquatic activities
(when facilities are'
available)

ta.

4.0

-Grades 4-12

1. The learner will develop.
efficient-and effective
motor skills used in
aquatic activities
(when facilities are

, available)

a

s

. .

1.01 Demonstrate an adjustment to the water by: 1
- walking d short distance in waist-deep water
- submerging head in the water. :

. - retr* 8, -c from, a submerged
1" "cr .:

. \ .

pose . ,
.

. -

1.02 Demonstrate thiabllity to maintain bouyancy.
by assuminb a float position

1.03 Demonstrate the ability to breathe rhythmi
, cally by submerging the faceand raising it

above the surface in I frdntal posAtion
1104 Demonstrate appropriate arm action by swimming'

a short distance

1.05 Without assistance, push off'from the side or
bottom of pool and propel a short distance in
a manner characterized.by:
- 'alternating arm pull

- alternating leg kick .

1.06 Demonstrate the ability to jump into water and
return to spot where jump occurred'

-,

1.01 .Demonstrate the ability to stay afloat.by
. treading- water for 2 minutes i

.

` .1.02 *Demonstrate th& ability to maititaiq a 'floating
position while gliding

1.03 Demonstrate the ability to propel himself/
, herself in a:. %.

:. - "tide down" position alternating useluf.
the.legs and arms. ,'-

- proned position alternating the use of.th
legs and arms . _

1.04 Efficiently combine the Use of both arms and
legs to propel himtelf/herself in a prone or
supine position . .

1.05 Efficiently combine the skills to execute a
back crawl.uSing a flutter kick .

1.06 Demonstrate the knowledge,of non-swimming
.

.rescue
1.07 Demonstrate drovn-prOaing skills-such as

treading water,' Tor 5' minutes.
\

26.



COGNITIVE

COMPETENV GOAL(S)

Grades K-3

1. The learnet- will accidire

knowledge and the intel-
lectual skills and
abilities necessary'for
successful participa-

;0 tion.in physical
activities

I ,45

Grades 4-6

1.

ter

),

'1: The learner will acquire
knowledge 8nd the intel-
lectual skills and .

abilities necessary for
successful participation
in physical activities,

Grades 7-9

1. The 1i8rner will acquire
knowledge and the intel--

lectual skills and .

abilities necessary for

suCcessful'participation
in..physical 'activities

tt

PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
Each indicator is one ofmany which can assess a
pupils performance. Others may be used if they

.fare more appropriate for the learner.

1.01 Demonstrate an understanding of con-

qualifies,of space and time. For
example, travePSlowly, then quickly; make a
smallshape, then large Jv

1.02 Verbalize or repeat simple direction or move-'

ment tasks given by the teacher
1.03 ,Remonttrate through movement an understanding

of positional terms such' as over,,

, don around, through, ip, out
.., 1 i P 2 4

1.04 Demainstrate through movemeq,an,upOerstanding
, oraction words such as,iriin,' jimiWc-atchi .- .

throw, pull, stretch , .', ' fl ,,

1.05 ;distinguish and respond differentially upon ,

-requqt4o colors, numbers, shapessand-,-
letters

it.

1.06 Demonstrate the safety4le of, not bu'Oping
into otherkwhile moving (body,awareness -
sp8tial awareness)

of Remember-and follow 2 -step and 3-step direp- 0
ttons given by the teacher or written on task.

cards
'1.02 Describe the most appropriate postures for

( standing,, squatting, lifting,.carrytng,
; pushing, pulling

1 03 Discuss the general terminology rules,
safety nd etiquette practices associated

- . with avariety of phYtical activities
1;04 Demonstrate through behavioral actions an

understanding of the difference between acting
properly and "hbrse play"

1.05 Recognize and list several values of physical
activity for leisure time participation

LO1 Demonstrate thrbugh participation a knowledge
of rules, strategies, safety and etiquette
associated with a variety of, physical

activities
'1.02' Identify and discuss personal safety practices

such as protection from sun, salt, and water
deprivation, heat exhaustion, fatigues,.-
-appropriate clothing'and warm -ups to. prevent

tearing of muscular tissue

,,-1

-2:7
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Grades 10-12

-1

1. Theil learner will acquire

knowledge and the intel-
lectual skills and
abilities necepary for

in physical actlixities

Healthful Living

1.03 Discuss the relationship of djet and weight
control to exercise and general health -

1.04 Demonstrate a knowledge of proper safety
practices and spotting techniques to ensure
the safe partiOpation of others

1.05 !tame several Community andrrecreation0 re-
sources available for leisure time participation

1.01 Demonstrate through participation a knowledge
,of rules, 'offensive qnd defensive .steategies,

safety and,epquette associated with a variety
'of Ohysial'activities,

1.02, Distinguish between Of good and bad, featUres'
of th.eenvironment as iX4relates tO. safe. ,

parfielpatifdh
1.03 Demonstrate an understanding and an appreCia:,/k

tion of the importance of physical, activity
Recogniie myths ihd,fads related to exercise
and diet,Wth may be clanged& ''to ,health'

1.05 Demonstrate a knowledge of safety procedures
by,40isting the teacher in the inspection
andlitaintenance of equipment and supplies

zo
2 8

r.
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SELF-IMAGE
COMPETENCY GOAL(S) PERFORMAN

Each indicator is one of
pupil's performance. 0

.are more appropriate foi

INDICATORS
many which- can aslies a
ers- may be used if they
the learner:

Grades K-3
' r

1. The learner will develop.
a positive self-image
through'participation
in' physical education

A

Grades' /4 »6` ,

4% The learner Will develop
a positive self-image .,,

,thrdugh participation,
'ininPhysicalducation

Grades: 7 -9
'A

1. ,The learner willtdevelop
am4sitive sell -image
through participation
in physical education

Grades 10-12'

1. The leawner will develop
a positive self-image
through participation'
in physical education

% 6

1.01 Explore environment alone with confidence
1.02 Develop an awareness of individual differ7,

ences 'among classMates
1.03 Develop;;, feeling of self-worth by'suc-

ceed' ccording to one's own ability,
1.04 Expre eelings through movement tasks
1.05 Develop sense of accomplishment by com-

pleting learning tasks 144 ;

-1.06\ Enjoy and have 10" in Physic& activity

1.01 Accept one's owNunique capiCity.And poten,teial
liOZ Develop'a sense "of by playing,fairly

',1.03 Eprgss46neself through creative mov'emeW,
1,,,04", Operate with confidence and ease when,partit-

ipatAng with others AO
.1,05 Demcinstrate self - reliance and 0-direction -,1,4

V-mi. by discovering nekikills and ceeating new
IVAc' games , .; , 00.

1.05 Accept with a positive attitude success and,
failure , : .'''' ..

1.01 Understand and accept changing growth patterns
1.02 Appreciate the physical performance of others
1.03 Show self-confidence by using one's own ideas

-
1.04 Accept the consequences of one's own behavior

in a mature way
.

1.05 Evaluateoneself and practice skills that
need improvement

1.06 Accept. with a positive attitude success and
failure ',A=V''''

1.07 Set a goal within reach and be motivated to 4

seek the goal 4,4y
:'''

1.01 Appraise .and eveluate one s own self-worth and

value
1.02 Aisume responsibility for self-development goals

1.03 Participate in group activities with confidence -,
and ease

11104 Appreciate aesthetic experiences derivqd from
physical activities

.1.05 Desire and enjoy creatjvity
1.06 Show self-direction y: choosing' to participate

in a.variety of physical activities
1.071 Evaluate and be objective "about one's oval efforts

29



SOCIAL BEHAVIOR

COMPETENCY GOAL(S)

Grades K-3

1. The learner will develop
desirable social behavior,
through participation
'in, physical education'

Grades 4-6

1. .The 1parfter will develo0

Osttrable social behaviori
_4-through, Rot i cipat ion'

in phy§idal'education
14

Grades 7-9'

. *le The learner will develop
desirable social behavior
through participation in
physical education

e

Gfades 16=12

The learner will develop.
desirable social behavior
through participation in
physical education

,

PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
Each indicator is one-of many which can assess as
pupil's performance. Others may be used if they
are more appropriate for the learner.

1.01 Cooperate with others in small group activities
1.02 Show willingness to take turns and sometimes

allow others to go first 4
1.03 Share equipment with others
1.04 Help others needing assistance

1.01. Respect and appreciate team members
1.02 Treat school equipment and property with due

respect ,
'v'Jf

.1.032'AWist in skills demonstrationto a group or
An individual

1.04' Show respect for authority by following dirk-

A'

, tions °- .

Accept Winning and losing graciously
1.06 especPabilities and limitations of others

in a variety of situations

1.01 Participate cooperative4 and,competiltively
in,coeducational activit s liv ,

1.02 Respect abilities and limitations of pothers
in a variety of situations

1.03 ACcept and share responsibility for group action
1.04 Abide bye-referee's decision while participating

in competitive activities
.05 Follow °rules and regulations As.developed by

school authorities

1.01 Participate sa-CeSsfully in all types of group
situations' .

1.02' Show respect for peer leadership
1.03 "Accept responsibility by interacting with -

others to solve problems, assist in skills and
performance tests and help dm4elop rules and
regulations

1.04 Demqnstrate the qualities of self-control ----
-sportsmanship by playing fairly and honestly

1.05 Show consideration by following the proper
rules of etiquette

22 30
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Safety

Safety education in the schools has an increasingly significant
role t play in helping youth acquire the necessary knowledge, skill*
and will'ngness to live safely. National accident facts reveal that
accidents are a major probled among school-aged youth. Well-planned ga.;
Programs should 'provide all pupils with opportunities that enable t
to demonstrate the ability to meet their safety needs. In the state-.
adopted COURSE OF STUDY, safety is a,significant part of the broad area:

HEALTHFUL LIVING EDUCATION:

_ .

The following pages list some significant safety goals and perform-
. ance indicators regarding day-to-day activities of youth, grades K-12.
;40 , They are sequentially presented in relation to these five areas of: ti"

activity: Traffic Safety, Home Safety, Work Safety, School Safety and
Recreational, Safety.

The goals and indicators presented herein should. not be considered
the total curriculum. Their intended uses are to assist local educators
in curriculum and instruction planning and in structuring' a balanced
curriculum in safety for the educable. mentally, handicapped youth. You
are encouraged to use and expand upon, these goals and indicators to pro-
vide programs that meet the Safety-needs-of youth in your community.

The section on work safety should be cloiely coordinated with
Vocational education.

2$ 31,
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TRAFFIC SAFETY

COMPETENCY GOAL(S)

HEALTHFUL LIVING/SAFETY

PERFORMACE INDICATORS
Each indicator is one of many which can.assess.a
pupil's performance. Others may be used if they
are more appropriate for- the learner.,-

. Grades K-3.

1. The learner will be able.
to ride a bicycle safely

2. The learner will be able
to use school bus tyans-

,

ortation in a safe
-manner

3. The learned will be able
to conduct self safely
as a passenger in auto-
mobiles

4. The learner will be;able
to tonduct self safely

t as a pedestrian "

Av.

1.01 Demonstrate balance, skill and control in
operating a bicycle

1,A2 rIllustrate a safety check to be made, of bicy-
cle and self before riding

.1.03 Demonstrate linderstandinq of rules/of road a
bicyclist must follow

1.04 Identify capabilities and limitations of self
and other' highway users

4k405 Identify ways to interact safely with"pedes
trians and other'4ehicles

'2.01 Identify proceddres for getting tp the bus
stop, boarding the bus, riding and disembarking
from the school bus.

2.02 Identify procedures'fbr crossing a street after
disembarking a school bds

.03, Illustrate proper procedures for ekitio a
school bus during' an emergency situatioh.

3.01 Enumerate safety procedures to follow while
ridintin automobiles'

.02 Illustrate why it is important for passengers
, not to disturb the driver ;

3.03 Demonstrate a knowledge of quiet games for
passengers to play

4.01 -State own name, address, phone number and name

of parent
4.02 DiscusA safe walking routes to schOol, bus stop,

ppy grounds, and other areas the student uses
indicating possible hazards along the way(such
as busy street and strangers)

4.03 Demonstrate proper pr edure for crossing

streets: controlled an ncontrolled, 'guarded

and unguarded
4.04 Identify basic words, sYmbols and signals related

__to traffic control . .

4.05 Develop traffic defense maneuvers (i.e:, not
playing behind parked vehiclesor in driveways,
etc.; children will make themselves visible to
drivers at all times)

MB'



5. The learner will be aBy
to use benefits provided,
by safety helpers in the .

community

Grades 4-6

1., The learner will Leer-
. stand and apply 'traffic

rules and regulations

2. Thelearner will be able
to recognize hazardous
situations and areas

3. The learner will be able
to administer simple
first aid

'Grades 7-9

1. The learner will be able
to understand the indivi-
dual's responsibility to
all within the traffic
environment

Healthful Living,

-5.01 Identify groups of community helpers (persOps
who contribute to the prevention and control
of traffic accidents and njuries)

5.02 _Identify the kinds of safety services provided
by those person's

5.03 Demonstrate an understanding of ways students
may work with those persons

1.01 Identify highway.mles and regulations that
appTyto bicycles and power driven roadway ve-
hicles (cars, trucks, and motorcycles)

1.021dentify rules and regulations about traffic
controls: traffic officers, traffic signals,
signs and marking,

1.03- Identify and,apply safe procedures as a pedes-.
trian, cyclist and as a.passenger in buses,
cars, trains, planes, etc.

1.04 Understand the effects of natural laws and how p.
they apply to safe movement

2.01 Identify and apply safe use of sidewalks,
streets, highways, parking lots, etc.

3.Q1 Illustrate thwkindsrof simple first aid that
should be admThistered by a pupil at this age
level; such as: calm victim and keep as quiet
as possible, stop bleeding, stop choking, try .

to prevent shock
3.02 Identify persons to contact such as doctor, hos-

pital, or responsible adult when help is needed

1.01 Illustrate purposes of,traffic safety laws
1.02 Identify common traffic violations and their

consequences
1.03 Explain the contrtbUtions,made by traffic safety

7 specialists (driver education teachers,. traffic
engineers,- etc.)

1.D4 Identify sources of-information concerning safe
traffic practices and causes of accidents

1.05 Illustrate the importance of performing safely
in daily traffic activities . .

1.06 Demonstrate procedures to follow in, emergency

situations -
1.07 Demonstrate basiC economic factors invOlved in

purchasing arid maintaining a transportation
vehicle

'25
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Grades 10-12

1.. The learner will be able
to perform.afely as a
vehicle operator, passen-
ger, and pedestrian

1.

,

2. The learner will be. pro-
-ficient in making a deci-
sion about the effects of
human factors involved

yin the operation,of a
motor vehicle

3. The learner will be able
to follow appropriate
procedures dealing with

_emergencyqsituations

I

Healthful Living

1.08 Illustrate attitude factors that affect safe
driving

e .

1.01 Demonstrate skill and control as a vehicle oper-
ator,, passenger and pedestrian

1.02 Demodstrate an understanding of the rules of the
road that a vehicle operator, passenger and
pedestrian must follow .

1.03 Identify waysweo interact safely with other
vehicles -

1.04 Illustrate a safety check to be made of vehicle

,

2.01 1.1St the effects of'alcohol and otherArugs on
the decision making process end a'driver's
ability to perform safely

2.02 Identify capabilities and limitations of self
and other highway users

2.03 Demonstrate an ability to make critical decisions
as they relate to driving tasks

, 3.01 Demonstrate ability to make correct driving de-
.

cisionLin emergency situations
3.02) List procedures for handling details in accident

Awsituations such as first aids reporting the

, accident, etc.
.

0 . 4
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HOME SAFETY

COMPETENCY GOAL(S) PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
Each indicator is, one of many which can assess a
pupil's performance.- Others may be used if they
are more appropriate for the learner." -

Grades K-3

1. The learner will be
aware of potential
hazards as they,re-
late to the use, of

matches and'elec-___

trileldevices

1.01 Identify the anger of .playing with matches
1.02 State dangers of-playing_with attached elec-

trial cords
1.03 Illustrate proper procedures around\stoves and

hot utensils ° a _

.1.04 Tell, why metal objects should not be'placed in

2T° The 'Warner will be'able
to use play, things safely
in -safe places ,00

The learner will be able
to report an emergency
properly,

4, The' learner will be able
to use housekeeping pro-
cedures that help prevent.
fires, ,falls, etc.

5. The learner will be able
. to make safe use Of fur-'
nishings, equipment and
matdrials in and arourid
the home

6. The learner will be,able
to follow safe practices
in times of natural and

man-MadeAisasters

1.05 Identify the dangers of playing witt.(electricai
toys incorrectly,

2.01' Identify safe play areas in and around the,hqbe..
2.62 List why toys should be stored in safe places

'when not in use .

.
. ,

, 4,-

2.03 Illu.strate why forggn objectsshould-not be
' °placed in the mouth; nose, dars4"etc.- H :

2.04 Illustrate how to'climb safely . ,

.
. .

\ ' t
.

3.01 List persons to contact to get help in case of
' a.home emergency, , -'

.a
6 \

3.02 Demonstrate prOcedures to-follow in emergency
situations.such as tornado, f4re,, choking, etc.

. i

4:01' Identify safe places to storf-materials, eguipl.
- , ment, etc. (combustible;ant other)
4.02. List reasons. for storing items in proper 'places
4.03 Illustratedangers of leaving-items in improper

places - .

5.01 Identify safe-pracfpgarding hazardous
items in each room of-the home-

5.02. *dentify safe practices regarding hazal-dour
items outside-the home (immediate ,vicinity)

6.01 Identify safe practices regarding natural disas-
ter's (thunderstormshurricanes, tornadoes, etc.)

6.02 Identify safe practices regarding man-made disas-
"Aers (fire, expl4 osiqns,,etc.)

2 35
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, Grades 4 -6

1. The learner will be-
-aware of potential

-relate to the use of
causes of f ire as they (/

matches and electrical
devices

. A
2, The learner will be'Able--

to use housekeeping'pro-
cedures that help prevent
fires,Jalls, electrical
shocks: .

0

qg The learner will-be able
-to make safe use Aof
,furnishings, equipment
and materials in and -

around the hobe

$

.;.

4. 'The learner will be.able
. .* to follow safe practices.

in times of natural and
man-made disasters j

0,

5, The learner will be able
to reportan emergency
properly and expediently
t

'

Grades 7-9°

1. Theitarner will be
.aware of causes of
home accidents re-
sulting froT personal
factors.

2. The learner will be
aware of where acci-
dents are most likely
to occur londfand

around the home

4.. The learner wi(l be able
to select and use consu-
mer products safely

Healthful Living
"

1.01 Identify the dangers of playing with matches
1.02 State,dangers of playing with attachedtelet-

, 1 trical cords
1.03 Illustrate proper procedures around-hot stoves
1.04 Tell why metal objects.should not be placed in

electrical sockets (outlets)

2.01 Identify safe places to store materiels, equip-
ment, etc., .(combustible' and Other)

.2.02 List-reasons for storingv14ms in proper'places
2.03 Illustrate dangers Of leavinvitemt in-imprdper

places.

3.01 Nentify safe practic%'regaAing hazardous ,items
in-,:each room of the frame

3:02 Identfy safe- Practices regarding haorhous items
outside:the home (immediate vicinity).

.$

4.0.1, Identify-safe procedures in2case.of.natural
, ' disatters (thunderstorms,' hurritanes, tornadoes,

flash floods) ..

4.02 jdentif) safe..p.:Ocedures to use in case of 'Men-
- made disasters (fire;

:. ,

illionsl etc.) ' :

5.01 Demonstrate procedures to fall in emelnty
situations' such as emergency`phone numbers, .

nearest relative; neighbor, etc. -

- ,

1.01 ,List ersonal factors involved in home accidents
1.02 Ill strate*how personal factors cause home' /

accidents .

.

1;03 Identify personal responsibility of a.. citizen
for the safety of self and others

2.01 Identify'types of accidents that are most like1,1,
to occur ih.different,areas in and around the

' home

2.02 Identify preventive measures to be taken re-
garding'home accidents

4.01 Recognize possible hazards Of"consumer products,,

4.02 Identify sources of consumer information ,pyl pro-
duct selection and use (product directioAe', con-

- sumer guides, federal agencies)

28
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_ *041'cSAFETY 4
COMPETENCY GOALS)

Grades K73

-1. The learner Will be able
to select and safely use.
work objects'

. The learner will be.able
to use .benefits provided
"by safety friends_wh6
work in the community

Grades .4r6

The learnermill e able
to use work. objec s safely

.10

. The learner will be aae
to'perform safely in avail-
able part -time woric.ex=

periencgs suitable for
this age range

__ ,

Grades 7-9,

1. The learner' will be able
to apply basic safety
copcepts to the world
of' work

2. The learner will be able'
to understand the safety
role of private end
governmental agencies
in work places. '

The learner will be able
to perform safely in
aVailalide work experiences

PERFORMANCE-INDICATORS

-Each indiG4tor is one of many which canassess a
pupil's performance. Others may be used.if.they
are more appropriate for the learner. .

1.01 Illustrate how -to use and store correctly the
objects worked with daily such as house, yard
and garden tools, etc.

2.01 -Identify persons who' can offer guidance in'
work safety such as teachers, parents, doctors
,police officers, and sales persons -

,Demonstrate a knowledge ofthe safety precau-
tions,associatedwith hand tools, vower tools
and dangerous, chemicals J.

Demonstrate 'knowledge safe procedures re--
garding: lifting and carrying objects; baby-
sitting, managing paper routet mowing lawns,
managing farm chores and animals, etc.

7
O

'1.01 Demonstrate-a knowledge of common-occupational

hazards, accidents and'diseases
1.02 Distuss the *relation between fWgue and,.

illness and ocooptionil aCcidents.
1.03 Discuss-how accidents and -diseatet-affect per-

-sonal efficiency and industrial:productivity'',

2.01 Identify state and federal agencies that regu-
Clete a safe environment for workers

2,02 Identify agencies and persons that prgyidg in-'
-formation concerning safety procedures mid
accident data ,

2.03 Identify sources of help in planning aLsafe
work routine

"' ,

3.01. Demonstrate a knowledge of safe procedurei re-
garding lifting and%carrying:objectsi b4by-
sitting-, managing paper routes, mowing lawns,
managing farm chore and animals, etc.\

3.02 Oemonstrate a e of:laws regulat ng work

permits

29
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Grade's' 10 -12.

I. The 1parner will be able
to perform safely at
work as.an individual
prker concerned'with
self and others

,2. The learner will be able
to perform as a citizen
interested in work safety
for all residents of the

'community

3. The learner will `under-
stand work hazards
found in various
occupations'z

e

" t

D

..;

ele

O+

4
p.

Healthful Living

As-

1.01 Illustrate how individual respons,ibiliy can
reduce injury at work 4 V '.

1.02 Demonstrate positive safety practices in work
%activities at school,

IMListtypesofworkinplecommulitYandsafe
practices for each

2.01 Name agencies, Organizations and individuals
that provide work safety related services
within the community (local, state and federal'?

- 2.02 Illustrate how the individual worker 'can work
cooperatively with the above organizations

-
3.0 List hazards that exist in lOcal occupations
3.02 List safety procedures-for dealing with,the

O

es.

identified occupational hazards

.
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SCHOOL SAFETY

COMPETENCY GOAL (4} _

Grades K-3
.

1. the learner will be able
to perform safely while
using school.building,'
grounds, and in all other
school related activities

4

PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
Each indicator is one of many which can assess a

'pupil's performance.' Others may be used if they
are more appropriate for the learner.

2. The 'Tarner will be able
to use safely school ewip-
ment 4nomatenials

3.. The learner will be able
to Use standard. emergency

'procedures

1.' The learner will Under- ,

stand and apply safe
'procedures in school
building, on school
'grounds, and in all

other school related
activities

I.
. .

2. -The learner will be able
to safely'use equipment
and ffiaterials'in the

school

S.' The learner will be 'able!
to use appropriate ..

emergency pr,ocadures

1.01 Identify safe practices while usinlghillways and
lunch rooms -

1.02 Identify safe. practices while ustog loading zones
And playgrounds

.
.

1.03 Identify safe practicevrgated to school excur-,
sions, fielTPtrips and.parties

2.01 Demonstrate safe ways for,lifting, carrying and , ,
,lowering inanimate objects

2.02. Illusfrate.safe use of'school materials and
pencils,'Scissors, paper, etc.)

,-;

3.01 Identify natural and man -made emergency situa-
' tions and illustrate procedures for specific

types; such as, fire, tornadoes, Choking, etc:

1.01 Identify and- apply safe practices while using
various areas of school, facilities

1.02 Identify and apply safe practices while usingk
. loading zonesand playgrounds

Identify and apply safe practices related to
school excursions, field trips, and parties

4.,14/

, A. .

.

2.01 DeMonstrate safe ways for lifting, carrying and.,.
. lowering inanimate objects
2.02 Illustrate safe.use ofr-materialsand equipmento; materials

'in the school
2.03 Illustrate iwhy equipment needs to be stored in

its proper place after use .

3.01 Illustrate:the kinds of simple first aid that
should be administered-tora pupil at this age
level; 'such as: calor.victim and keekas quiet
as possible,. stop bleeding, stop chokirCgrtrY
to,prevent shock - A

3.02. List proper procedures to follow duiling:times
of natural and man-made disasters

3



Grades74 - ,

- .

1.° The .learner will be able.
to perform safely in the

. school*environment

4

Healthful Living

-1.0 1° Illustrate safe practicei while using school
building and gfounds G-

1.02 Illustrate safe use of school equipment and
materials

.1.03 Listhe rules-and regulations governing a spe-
cific school activity and explain reasons for
them

q 1.04 Illuittrate the valueof pupil 4pagAicikatiOn in
. .

the formulation of rules and regulations for°
school activities

.2. The learner,will be abln
,.tv,use pryper emergenLy_

procedures for safety of
self and other's

Grades 10-12

1. The learner will be able

)

4 to-participate in group _

./
activities at school for
the improvement of the -

school safety .program

0

.

. ,

2. The learner will be able
to detect hazards at the
school.and meke decisions
to deal with them

3. The learner will-be able
to interact with agencies
and individuals in the
community regardinglan
improveNnt of school
safety programs

-
. 0

2:01 Illustrate appropriate responses to emergency
. situations at,schooli.such as: tire, natural
disasters,:lab and Workshop accidents

1.01 identify personsfresponsible for safety and-
thelr roles in school safety programs

1002 Demonstrate ways to harmonize and strengthen
the total school safety programi--=-Such as:

analyze s.ch%. accident data and recommend solu-
tions to'pr ems, etc. ,

1°.03 Illustrate ways to participate tffsimprovement of
school safety guidelines'and practices, including
natural and man-made disasters

Identify procedures for safe storage of, chemical
and other dangerous substances in science labo-
ratories
Idenrify_procedures'for safe use of-mach:ines,
tools, and,equipment in otherlaborSories and,
shops
Illusti.ate procedures for safe use of.schoo
operated places of assembly (parking areas gyms,

athletic fields, etc.)
Identify safe practices for intramural sports.

Identify community individuals and agencies with
the ability to help complement the school safety
progra. m

Identify the-kinds of service they can provide-
Identifythe procedures necessary to obtain in
put from these-.agencies

2.01

2.02

2.03

2.04

3.01

4.3.02

3.03.

32
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5. The learner will.be able
to select proper prevent.
tive home safety equipment'

Ab
"4 Grades 10-12

1. The learner will be able
to serve Safety-functions
as the'-future head of a
household

,

The learner vili4.11e able
to particibate.in activi-
ties that create :under-
standingfof mutual
opergivecommunity'
actron for' safety of the
total community

Healthful .Living

5:01 List common home safety devices such as smoke
alarms, fire extinguishers, etc.

5.02 Identify sourges responsible fors providing in-
formation on selecting proper home safety equip-
nlent such as government agencies, reference
books, etc.

1.01 Identify factors to consider in selecting a
home site, building and facilities that will
meet safety needs of all who w411 live:in the
home

1.02 Identify.the degree of protection provided by
agencies and individuals serving the vicinity

1'.03 List management techniques that result in each
member of the family performing in ways that
contributejo the safety of another members

1.04 Recognizediafety hazards for younger children
and assist in the protection and instruction
of these younger children

"1.05 Demonstrate safety, procedures previously learned
') in the operation of all household equipment such

as kitchen, laundry, shop, garden, etc.

2.01 Identify agencies, and individuals'within.the
community that provide safety services

2.02 List kinds of services_that-the above agencies
.-814-indiyiduals provide.

2.03 rTluitrate how to obtain needed services

-

T

a
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RECREATIONAL SAFETY

COMPETENCY GOAL(Si'

Grades K-'3

1'. The learner will be able
to select safe places to
play

2.. The learner will be able
to select and use safe
equipment while Playing

3. The learner will be able
to ,perform safely in

recreational pursuits ,

Grades 4-6

1. The learner will be able
to select and safely use
recreational sites.and
equipment

2. The learner will be able
to perform safely in
various recreational
pursuits

Grades 7-9

1. 'Th; learner will select
and safely use recrea-
tional sites and 'equip-

ment

ti

PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
Each indicator is one of. many which can assess ,a
pupil's performance. Others may be used ifthey
are more appropriate for the learnerr.

1.01 List points to consider When choosing recrear
tional 'sites which reduce risk to a'minimum

1,02 List Wazardkassociated with caves, tunnels,
wells, drain-pipes, construction sites, etc.

2.01 List Items to consider, pro and con, in the
selection and use of recreational equipfnent

2.02 List hazards associated with blastjng caps and
firewOrks, plastic bags, strange'animals, etc.-

Demonstrate a knowle e of: water safety;
sports safety, cam Safety, safety during.
excursions, safety in nting, etc.

1.01 Name points to consider when choosing recrea-
tional, sites whichreduce Hsi( to a minimum
(pro and con)

1.02 name hazards associated with caves, tunnels,
wells, drain pipes, construction sites, aban-
doned refrigerators,, junk yards etc.

'1.03 Name hazards associated with blastingscaps and.- .

fireworks, plastic bags, strange animals, fiie-'s
arms or ammunition, ropes and wire,

1.04 Name hazards associated with special occasions,
(Halloween, fairs, carnivals, circus, etc.)

2.01, 'l1scuss how laws of nature and man -made, rules

rela e to recreational activities
2.02 Disc why it is important to approach, each

activity cautiously

1.01 Identify criteria to follow in selecting and
using proper equipment t

1.02 Identify hazards involyed.in the activity
1.03 Discuss why it.is important to select equipment-

and use it only fon the'activ4ty for which it
was intended

0
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. The leirnerdWill under-
stand the necessity of
rules'and regulations
in all community rec-

, reational.activities

3. The learner will be able
t select and use recrea-
ti nal activities appro-
%
pri to to one's physical
and emotional needs

Grades 10-12

1. The leer er will be able
to select anduse recrea-
tional sites and equipment
safely*,

2. The learner will be aware
of potential hazards as
they'relate,to.the commu-

''' fifty's recreational

program

4'

O

\

Healthful Living

2.01. Discuss the importance of rules and regulations
and the need to follow them

2.02 Discuss reasons why students should partiCipate
in community recreational programs

2.03 Discuss the importance of equating recreational
activities to a participant's,physical and emo-
tional.condition

2.04 Discussthe importance of pacing one's self

3.01 Discuss the importance of selecting appropriate
'recreational activities for one's physical and
emotional health

3.02 Discuss the importance of recreation in main,
taining physical and emotional health

3.03 Recognize physical factors related to partici-
pation; such as: pacing oneself, overexertion,
etc.

3.04 Demonstrate an understanding of the special rec..-
reational needs of handicapped persons

'1.01 gemonstrate knowledge of the importance of
selecting saf places for recreational activities

1.02' bemonstrate a knowledge of the -importance
maintenance of equipment and materials as they,
relate to safe use

-,.

241 Demonstrate an understanding of steps to take in
emergencies .

2.02 List Ounces of safe practices information and
apcidentIcts regarding new recreational acti-
vities .

,

2.03 Discuss practices that grbvide for'the welfare
of each participant ..

.2.04 Discuss individuals and agencies that provide .

for safety in.recreational activities .

2.05 Discuss w43s that Rath individual and /or, agency
contribute to safety in recreational programs`

:2.06 Define needs in community recreational progrAms:
spaces for.cycling skateboards, etc.

,
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Langtiages
The competency goals and performancesfor languages are grouped

into three categories: writing, speaking, and'listening. Four fea=
turei of the materials are'especiallynoteworthy: (1) tie competeficy
goals for each-of the three language processes.(Writing, speaking, %

listening) are K-12 goals, i.e., tie goals are established at the
kindergaften level and continue through grade 12; (2) an attempt has.
been made to list all the goals in a developmental sequence, based
lipoh Ortehiils of:Contributors; however, individual teachers should'
feel free to experiment with other sequences; (3)-arrattempt has been
madeito list performance indiatbrs per goal, in an.order of easiest
tosmost difficult, although teachers should feel free to experiment
with other sequendes of the..performance indicators, as well; (4) the
performance indicators are meant to enable teachers to determine
whether pupils are moving toward mastery of the goqs at reasonably' Y.

expected levels of achievement in each of the grade level categories,
K-3, 4-6, 7-9,- 10-12. .

A
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WRITING
COAMITENCY GOAL(S)

Th

4

LANGUAGES

Grades K-3

1. The learner wi%4b.e able-
to determine a pose
for writing-

.2. -The learner will be able
to clarify and organize
ideas and feelings Wore
writing

3. The learner will be able
to write complete sentences

4. The learner will be able
to compose a piece of
writing that has a main
idea

.

5. The learner will be'able
to.make appropriate word
choices in composing a
piece of writing

.6. The learner will be able
, to use upper and lower
case letters convention-
ally

7. The learner will be able,
to practice ,conVentibnal
usage

PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
Each indtcator is one of many which can assess a

.-Oupil's performance. 'Others may be used if they
are more appropriate for'the learner.

1.01 Draw a picture and the teacher will write 4
captiOn for the picture froth what-you say
about it

1.02 Dictate amord;4rase or sentence which will
beswrittenby the teacher

1.03 `Discuss for writing_(e.g., to describe,
to report, to express a feeling or idea)

1.04 Dictate three to-fiVe sentences that describe
ft

something or tell a simple story. .
;

- .

2.01 Order pictures-in prop& sequence when given
), 'three pictures .(e.g., clipped frames'from

comic strip)'which illustrate events from a
story

1
2.02 Talk about the content of writing before dic

)

stating two or more sentences
. .

1

3/61 Dictate a complete sentence for someone else
to write down

3.02 Arrange word cards to form sentences
's 3.03 Write a compilete sentence containing an ap-

propriate idbject 4nd predicate

-4.01 Dictate or write a simple story or letter that
has a main idea (e.g., letter to Santa Claus,
thank you to Grandmother)

\\4.02 Write a sentence illustrating)own art work

-5.01, Use appropriate and effective' ords according
to teacher judgment,when dictating a brief

. . story or letter

411),Z
, 44

6.01 Write two or'more sentences using capital let-
ters for the following: 'first letters-or words
that begin sentences, proper nouns, and the

' pronoun

,6.02 Supply capital letters for the following:
first letters ofirords that begin sentences;
appropriate letters in titles; first letters of
words in greeting and Closing-When given a
letter with' all capitalization omitted

7.01' Dictate two or m ore sentences using conventional
,subject-verb agreement
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8. The learner will be able
to spell conventionally

9. The learner will be able
to write legibly in manu-
script'

Grades 4-6

1. The learner,will.be able
to write for any identi-
fied audience

2. The learner will be able
to select an appropriate
form for writing and to
write in any identified
form (e.g., narrative
descriptions, letters,
reports, stories, poems)

3. The learner will be able
to compose a piece of
writing with an appro-
priate and consistent
point of view

4. The'-learner will be able
to compose a coherent
piece of writing-with ,an
appropriate beginning,
middle, and end

5. The learner will be able
to make appropriate word
choicei,in composing a
piece of writing

.110

6. The:learner will be able
. to practice conventional

usage

Languages.

8.01 Compose three consecutive "simple sentences with
no more than one spelling error per sentence

9.01 Write name legibly in manuscript
9.02 Write two or more legible sentences in manu-'

script iA terms of conventional: (a) letter
formation and size; (b) spacing; (c) alignment;
(d) format on paper (margins, etc.)

1.01 Name two different people Or groups to whom.
you can writeje.g., Santa Claus, grandparents,
friend)

.

1.02 Write to two or more people or groups

2:01 Dictate or write in the following forms:
narrative descriptions; a simple story or
poem; friendly letters,letters of invitatidn,
and-thank you letters; forms which require .

name, address, telephone- number

3.01 Write tw6 or three sentences about another'per- -
son or object

3.02 Write a story about another person or object

4.01 Dictate or write -a simple story or letter that
has an appropriate beginning, middle, andAnd

4.02. Identify the beginning, middle, and end of own
written simple story.

5.01 Supply appropriate words to complete the sen-
tence when given a sentence with missing nouns
or verbs

5.02 Rewrite sentence and supply adjectives or ad-
verbs .(erg.,-The car rolled

down.the hill-Winto a------aitch)
when giverrsentence with no modifiers

6.0t Use 1st, 2nd, amd 3rd per on pronouns appro-

.

prtately in sentences
6.02 Write sentences using a list of,teacher-

selected irregular verbsdi

4°47
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7. The learner will be able.
to spell conventionally

8. The learger.will be able
to punctuate conventionally

9. The learner will be able
to write legibly in manu-
script and cursive forms

Grades 7-9

1. The learner will be able
to determine a purpose
for writing

it

2. The learner will be able
to write for any identi-
fied audience

3. The learner-wilj be able
to Select an appropriate
form for writing and to
write in any identified
form (e.g., narrative
descriOtions, letters,
reports, stories)

4. The learner will be able _
to clarify and organize-
ideas and feelings before
writing

a

. Languages

7.01 Write two dictated sentences with no more than '

one spelling error per sentence in words that
*adhere to spelling patterns

7.02 Write two sentences with no more than one
spelling error per sentenc? in words that add
inflected endings'

8.01

8.02

8.03

9:01

Use appropriate end marks of punctuation when
writing three declarative, three interrogative,
and three exclamatory sentences
Use appropriate end marks of punctuation, wben
given a short paragraph with end punctuation
omitted ,

Supply appropriate 'punctuation when given a
Short paragraph with-commas omitted

Write two or more sentences in cursive in terms
of conventional: (a) letter formation and size;
(4) spacing (c') Alignmeht; (d) format on paper
(margins, etc.); (e) slant

1.01 Express a purpqse for writing a descriptive
paragraph after a group brainstorming session

1.02 Write a paragraph of five orrore sentences
after verbally having clearly expressed a purpose

1.03 State the purpose for writing (e.g., informa-
tion, entertainment) when given an assignment

, to write letters, reports

2.01 Write a description of a perional experlince to
a friendpand to a'policeman ,

2.02 Identify two different audiences that require..
communicatiou through different language, uses

2.03 Write to explain or'to describe something,'to
two different audiences using language appro-
priate to each

3.01 Write acceptable stories and messages and an-
nouncempnts when given. appropriate prewriting'
experildhces'

3.02 Write acceptable notes/letters, reports, sto-
, ries and descriptions when given appropriate

prewriting experiences

.
.

.

. .

,
4.01 "Brainstorm" about ideas ,and feelings on a topic

and select and put in order, feelings and /or
ideas for a whole piece of writing

4
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5. The learner will be able.'.
. to write complete send

tences

a

6. The learner will be able
. to compose a piece of

writing that has'a main
idea

7. The learner will be able
to compose a piece of
-wr4ting with an appro-

. priate and consistent
.point of view

8. The learner will be able
to compose a coherent
piece"of writing with an
appropriate beginning,
middle, and end -

9. The learner will be able
to make appropriate word
chpices in composing,
piece of writing

10. Thelearner will beable
to uscypper and lower
case, letters conven'
tionallye

'11. The learner will ,be, able

to Practice conventional
utagk

Languages
r

4,02 Write a set of scrambled_directions for an ac-,
tivity and give them to a classmate to sequence .

4.03 Select a main idea and support it ith five
ideas in. sequence .

5.01 Join two simple,r0ated-s-entences y com-
pounding

,5.02 Write fiVe complete sentences when given the
iiisit.sentence pattern NOUN-VERB-NOUN,

5.03 -Arite,complete sentence's when given a list of
,-. subjects. and/or predicates. . ,

5.04' Write a short paragraph that contains no more
than one,sentence .fragment

6.61 Write a sentence stating the'main idea of the
action taking place,_and then develop a Para-
graph with three to five additional sentences
when given a picture -- .

6.02 Use a scrambled list of sentences 'taken from
a. well- organized paragraph to identify the

- topic sentence _

6.03 .Write .a well-organized paragraph that contains
a.clearly stated topic sentence

701 Write a well-organiied paragraph using.the_
first person point of view

-8.01' Recall a personal iexperence by writing how it
o

began] Wiat,nappena-in the middle, and how.it
ended ."

.

8.02 Write a short paragraph that contains a topiP
sentence; two or e sUpportinq details, and
a concluding sentence, 11 of whichtared ac-
ceptable td the teacher .

t

9.01 Select from several words in parentheses the
most,appropriate word to fit each sentence
when-given a list of ten sentences

10.01 'Indicate where capitalization is needed when ""*,-

-given a list of ten sentences with capitaliza-
tion omitted

.

10.02 Write a paragraph. Which .contains correct use
of 'upper andlower case letters

11.01 Correct ten sentences with the following err s;

unconventional\vses. of verbs; Unconventional '"
subject -9erb'agreement; unconventional choice'
of pronouns; us of nbnzstandard words such as
ain't, theirself, ourn,, yourn;Noconventional
degrees of compar. on.

42...
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41

12. The learner will be able
to spell conventionallg °'

13.- The learner will be able
to punctuate conventionally

14. The learner will be able*
to write legibly in manu-
script and cursive forms

'Grades 10-12.

1, The learner will be able
to determine a 00-pdte .

for writing , a
1/4

.

The learner Will be able
to write for any identi-
fied audience__

3. The learner will be able .

to select an appropriate
form for writing_andto
wrtte in any, identified
farm (e.g., narrative
descriptions,.. letters,

-reports, stories)

\

.

w '
I

LanOages

11.02 Write a paragraph,,story, eta., which- contains
the conventional use of verbs and pron*s,
appropriate subject -verb agreement, and-ap-
propriate degrees of comparison

12.01 Write five sentences with no more than a total
of three spelling errors in words that contain"
affixes -

12.02 Use syllabication rules to divide words cor-
rectly at-the end of a line when-given five
sentences to copy

12.03 Use a dictionary to diagnose-and correct
spelling in your own writing ':0,

13.01

13.02
8

Use end punctuation and commas Opropriately
in writing a brief, well-crganiZed paragraph
Use apostrophes, quotation, marks, and semi-
colons in writing a brief, well-organized
paragraph

14.01.--Prepare a.poiter*,in manuscript

It14.02 Write a paragraph in cursive that the acher
judges legible in terms of letter for ion,

size alignment, slant, space, and format, of.
paper (margins)

14.03 Complete a creative writing project in legible
. cursive or manuscript writing

4.01 Declare a purpose for writing.a set of Vireo-
tips and .then write directions tor.another

..,' studentito follow
1%2 Clearly itati'an exikessed purpose and write a

%;etter of-Complaint to a' department stpre
11(kone,ult textbook for proper form of bysinesS °

kLetter')

e- - . .

201 Write a:book ',von aimed toward a class' of '.
3rdlradert (book mai,be on nearly any sub-
jea,'butqanguage and level of-report should
be appropriate`f'or audience of young children),, .

vol..
.

o
3.01 Write a char etch of a.literdry figure
3.02 ,Writo ace Kok reports when given.ap,.

propriat .g experiences

43
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4. The learner will'be able
to-clarify'and organize
ideas and feelings be fore

writing

5. The learner will be able
to write complete senten-
ces

6. The ]earner will be able
to compose a piete of
writing that has a main
idea

7. The learner will ,b able

to compose a piece
writing with an ap o

.priate and consistent
point of view

....mem.

8. The learner will be abld
tacompose a coherent
piece of writing with an
appropriate begindingr
middle, and end

9. The learner will be able
to make appropriate word

. choices in composing a
piece of writing -

Languages

4.01 Organize the elements into an outline form
(e.g., title, setting, characters, mood,
action) in preparation for writing abut
the picture when given.41)icture-
Select twenty 'concrete nouns of intent that
are peculiar to a special area; then organize
these nouns into a logical pattern in prepara-
tion for wri i g a paragraph about.a specific
interest (e.g., skateboarding)

-5.01 Expand each statement into a complete sentence
when given several incomplete sentences from
a newspaper

5.02 Combine pairs of sentences to make compound
sentences-when given a list of sir le sentences

5.03 Edit another student's paper Changing, all frag-
ments to complete Sentences

6.01 Read a three to five paragraph selectigaand
write the main idea of each paragraph, as well
as the main idea for the entire passage

.6.02 Write a topic sentence for a variety of slides
that could be developed into a paragraph about
the slides; select one of thtse topic senten-.
ces and expand into a paragraph

6.03 Write several paragraphs which develop or sup-
port a main idea

4.02

'7.01 Write a. paper pretending to be an inanimate
object in the room.and/explain the way you
think you are thou ht of and/Or used by the

ipeople in the XDO maintaining the first
person paint of vie

7.02 Write one paragraph describing y urself from
someone else's point of view in order to de-
monstrate the ..ability to compose in first and

third person points of view

8.01 Logically arrange the sentences in a'sCrambled
paragraph

8.02 Write about an amusi4Zembarrassing, exciping,
or upsetting experience; on the final copy;
indicate the beginning, middle and end-of the
incident by color - coding the written account

8.03 Read a selection that has not been divided by
paragraphs, adding transitonal,devices- where
appropriate /

9.01 Write instructions and directions in appeopri-
ate language so'tnat they can be followed and
carried out by a classmate (e.q., how to tie 0
shoe)

4a
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10. The learner will lieable
to use upper and lower'
case letters conven-
tionally

.11. The learner will be able
to practice conventional
usage

\\

12. The learner will be able,
to spell conventionally

O

13. Thy learner will be able
to nctuatb conventioally

14: fi4 learner Wil.1 be able

to write legibly,in.manu
script and_cursive forms

Or

''';');

Languages

9.02 Choose the words which you believe sire
approprfatein writing a one-page paper on a
specific'topic when given a list of ten'words
with one synonym for each

9.03 Describe the character in the situation when
given a hypothetical sttuation.(e.g:, trying to
change A flat tire)

J
*

10:01 .Identify* missing capital letters in a
writing

10.02 Edit a piece- of writing that-contains
. talization

1O.03 ,Write several we31-organized paragraphs which
contain conventional. uses of lower and upper
case letters

10.04 Write a business letter and address an envelope,
incorporating conventional upper and lower case

, :letters'

11.01 Select the, conventional form igAMplete each
sentence wheh given twenty sentences with usage
choices

1.02 Write a well-organized paragraph that contains
no more than two errors in use

12.01 Correctly AivideLanehyphenate each word, as if.
each word occurred at the end of a written line

:,when given a list of words and access to a dig-
tionary

12.02 Keepa record of the spelling errors you make and

Appon.accumulating
ten errors, demonstrate mastery

these errors,by spelling each word correctly .

13.01 Write from dictation and punctuate conventionally
a short passage .

14.01 -Write the following sentence legibly: The quick,
brown fox jumped over the lazy dogs:

14.02 Write a well-organized pai.agraph4that the teacher'
/finds legible

14.04' Write in concise conventional form a short-
'friendly letter.to a classmate who must be able
to read it .

piece 'of

no,capi-
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SPEAKING

COMPETENCY GOAL(S)

GIdes K-3
.

.

. The learner will be
able to pronounce
words clearly

2. The learner will be
able to demonstrate
effective voice*Con-

-_,
trot

3. The learner will be
able to express ideas
and feelings

. \
4. The )earner will,be

able to use clear,
vivid exact language.
appropriate to the
audience .

5.- 'The learner will be
'able to adapt a given
message'to the audi-
ence

PERFORMANCE.INDICATORS-

Each indicator is one of many which tan assess a
pupil's performance. Othersmay be used if theii.
are more appropriate for the learner.

4

1.01 Clearly pronounce object or picture names
that comprise all the major phonemes

.1.02 Pronounce a statement so that it is under-
_
Pronounce

1.03 Speak to beunderstood by the class when
dictating sentences, giving directions, etc.'

2.01 Relate an incident or presente'ihow-and-tell
. with sufficient volume to be heaA in the

classtocim, but without shouting
2-.02 Display pitch control variation by presenting

different voices such as Mama, Papa, and
Baby Bear, with lines from "Golthlocks.and
the Three Bears"

2.03 Debnstrate appropriate pacing of words,
phrases, and sentences in telling a story -

3.01 Relate a personal experience.to another in-
dividual and/or small-grout

3.02. Relate to an individual or group your feel-
irlgt concerning a situation 'in which you were
an observer or participant

3.03 Role-play emotions.lind speak according to',an
emotion you represent during impromptu plays

4.01 Describe an object with such clarity that
listeners can identify the object without
seeing it or hearing its name

4.02 Relate a personal experience with accuracy
and vividness
Describe the location of an object hidden from
the view of classmates with such clarity that
the listeners can find it

5.01 'Display, in real life experiences or in role -
playing the ability to adjust the same message
to .different Tisteners

5.02 .Display audience adaptation in .0 variety of.
social situations (e.g., talking on the tele-
phone,,answering the doorbell, introducing

46 5 3
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p

11-- be

able to useleffective
body movements; facial
expressions, and ges-
tures

bl

,, 7. Th learner will be
a rt,to use appropri-
at eye contact in all
speaking situations

8. Theilearnerill be
ahle tcr.use the four
major purposes of
speech: 1) ask and
answer questions;
2)*express feelings,
attitudes, and opin7

'qr ions; 3) entertain
and give pleasure;
4) display courtest
and conform to social
custom .

9. The learner will'be
able td use evidence
to support contentions

10. The learner will be
able to engage in task-
related, problem-
solving group discussion

Languages

_641 Use body movements, fwial expressions or
gestures- appropriate -to the character por-
trayed in'a role-playtng or speaking-situa- t--

tion
r .

t 6.02 Act out simple directiRns through an activity
like charades

6.03 Present a,poeM, short talk, or show-and-tell
with effective hand and4body movements

7.01 Use puppetry act out stories heard in
class .and demonstrate eye contact with

,another puppet or the audience
7.02 Engage in a dialogue with a classmate and

maintain eye contact
7.03 'Engage in a dialogue with the teacher or

other adults and.maintain eye contact'
7.04 Relate.a story orshow-and-tell and look into

the eyes of various apdience members '4\

7.05 Maintain eye contact when participating in`ta
group discussion c.

8.01: Ask such questions as needed to solve-a stated
problem

8.02 Answer questions and give simple' directions
8.03 Clearly state name, age, address,.telephond -

. number, and name of:parents or guardian

. '8.04 Teli a simple joke o riddle_and understand.-
and- convey, the humor

8.05 Tell a simple story for personal enjoyment
8.0r-Role play a social situation in.which you

.introduce several individuals to each Other
8.-07 play the correct way to answer the'

telephone-

8.08 Provide directions to another room in'the_schooi
8.09 Introduce two people and welcome a visitor to

the classroom
el

9.01 Orally^give one piece of e ence to support .

a contention (e.g., "I like school because...")
9.02. Orally give reasons for a request you wish to

make .,

.
.-

.

10.01 tbniribute significantideas for problem-solving
1,0.02 Remainon the topic during a teacher-directed

, - group discussion .
.

10.03 Discuss the topic with a group ofthree to-five
.

classmates when given a topic by the teacher
10.04 Participate in solving the problem with a group

of two to four-classmates-when given a,prtibliem
by the teacher

47
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1.1. The learner will. be
to participate

in a group discussion,
displIkinq needed group
maintenance behavior

Gradei 4-6
40.

, 1. 'The learner will be
sable to prdnounce

Words clearly

2. The. learner will be
- ableto demonstrate
effectivg voice

, - control,

.3. The learner will be able
to expret's'ideasand

. feelings ,

.

1

4. The learner will be able,
to use clearivtd, exact
langudtje appropriate to

. the audience

5. The learner. ill be able
to a4apf a given message
to the audience

;

A

Language* ..0
,

11:01. Participate in a group discusiion.without
monopolizing the conversation

11.02 ,Display a balance between speaking and
listening in a group, showing understanding

- of taking turns

1.01 Recoii'd voice'when, given sentenees which include
a variety of ending consonants and/or tongue .

twisters
1.02 Demonstrate ability to pronoupce.words clearly I

when giving a. short speech on a favorite TV 2
program

Y 1.03 Prepare a One-minute news feature and pay par-
ticuTar attention to clear pronunciation
as a part of a small group presentation

2.01 Read aloud a narrativelelection with 'ode
quate-projection, articulation, and meaning

2.02 Suggest and participate in a role-playing
activity or a play involving variation in
pitch and voice control

2.03 Demonstrate ability to project voice in a two-
minute speech in a large room

3.01 Tell why you liked or disliked the
after reading atory

. 3.02 Verbalize feelings about family relationships
'(e.g. sibling.rivalry)

ers

$.03 Verbalize your own reaction and feelings toward
a story or'poem

4.01 Use exact language while demonstrating a pro- 1-;2

- cess for classmates
4.02 Use concrete action verbs, and appro-

priate modifi in a brief talk to classmates

5,01 Select those words that might work belt_if
the speech were delivered to peers; PTA when.-
given a list of words that might be used in
a speech

'5;02 'Relate an anecdote in language Ippropriate
for peers and in language suitable for parents

5.03 Use role7play to give the same message to a
. fellow employee and to an.employer

48
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6. The learner will be
able to use effective-
body movements, - /
facial expressioni,
and gestures

7. The learner will be ,

, able to use appropriate
contact in all

speaking, situations

8. the learner will organ-
ize according to pur-
pose, audience, and
situationicomparison-
contrast, classifica._ .

tion, time andspace
order, cause-effett,
inductive and deductjve
reasoning, definition)

9. The learner.will be' -'le'

to use the four major
purposes of spreech:

1) ask and answer ques-
tions;'seek and give
information and direc-
tions; 2) express
feelings, attitudes,
and opinions;. 3) ent*-
tain and give Pleasure;
4).display courtesy and.
and-conform to social

custom

. --\_j

,

Languages

6.0i I\Aci out a story0 it is read aloud

6..02 Deliver an oral report that describes an
excttinq action to demonstrate effective

delivery
-6.03 Enact an interpretation of a character from

a story that has been read through drama-

tization

7.01 Mirror a partner's movements and activities,
maintaining, eye contact at/all tithes

7.02 Maintain adequate eye contact with the person
being interviewed during a simulation interview

7.03 Maintain eye. contact with audience while de- -

livering an oral 'report
-

8.01 Compare likenetsesAinddifferences of two
related objects, such as tape and a stapler

8.02. Tell which comes first, middle, and last 'When,
given a sequence (e.g., an egg, tadpole, frog)

8.03 Verbalize the cause (she sat in it)° and the .

effect (it broke) given an -example of a cause

and effect relationship (baby bear's chair
breaking under Goldilocks)

8.04 Classify and give an oral explanation of a
group of pictures (things you eat and things

you wear)

8.05 Relate in-chronological. order three daily

tasks

-8.06 State two possible effectsrwhen.given a situa-
.tion such as falling out of a tree'

ikenesses:and 'differences of three

lated objects (e.g., meat, potatoes,
8.07 Compare

or more
tomatoes)

8.08 Give informal definitions of words r'
, '

9.01 Ask such questions as needed to,solve'a stated

problem-

9.02 Give information about a game, art project, or
craft in order to persuade classmates to.parti-
cipate in this activity

9.03 Create and/or tell a tall tale_to the class

9:04 Role play meeting a new 'person for-the first

time
9.05 'Give twp two-minute speeches expressing

site points of view on a chosen,topic

9.06 -Demonstrate through role playinq'techni es the

..ability to give direct-T(1ns; give inforMat

express, an opinion
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. 10. The learner 011 be
able to use evidence to
support contentions

11. The learner will be able
to engage in task-related,
problem-solving group'
discussion .

r t

12,. The learner will'be able
to 4rticibate in a group
discussion, displaying
needed group maintenance
behavior

Grades 7,4-

Languages

10.01 Give anpral report to the classto tell why
the title is appropriate or inappropriate
When given a story title'

. 10.02 Orally report to the class reasons that two
newspaperileadlines are apprdpriate or inap-
propriate to the contents of the articles

11.01 Team with one other person to:plan and'imPle-
gent a task when given a subject-related task

11.02 'Participate in a small discussion group to
resolve.the problem when given a probldm-
solving topic and a time limit

11.03 Make.a list.of rules for the school and join
with a group of five peers to' agree_ on the

. five most important rules

12.01 Indicate active listening by Paraphrasing the
preceding-speakerbeford continuing with your
contribution to the discussion during a small

. group discussion
12.02 -Demonstrate ability to spec without inter-

rupting another speaker durtng a five minute .

small group discussion on a specific topic

- .

1. The learner will be able :1.01 Read a passage from'en appropriate reading
to pronounce words level using clear pronunciation
clearly 1.02 Tape a selection of,*approximately 200 words

in length, demenstrating'clear. and distinct

. 2. The learner will be able
to demonstrate effecti.ve,
voice control

. 41

pronunciation of all4words- .

II

2.01 Vary meaning by stressing different words in
a sentence when given a sentence to be read
aloud

2.02 -Tell an-exciting tale, using ydice quality
0 to mimic different characters

2.03 'Read aloud with variation in volume,' pitch,
and rate so that'the.meaning of. the passage-
is appropriately conveyed

2.04 Tape a story for a small child.to .hear; vary.,
voice to express different feelings

2:05 Recite the lyrics of a song ora passage of
poetry, demonstrating effective voice control

50
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,

Languages,

,8.01 'Identify something you fear and relate an \

anecdote to illustrate in a group discussiOn
about fear (or some other_emotion)

Cm3.0 Da Onstrate ability to express ideas and
elings by giving a speech on a "pet peeve"

or "IfI could change one thing in this
school, I would Change '

it

3.03 Make a One-minute dramatic speechato tell
something good about another student

D dp 3.04 Choose a character from a book,'play,-movle,
. . TV show and explain how you might have felt

the same, or different .

. The learner will be able
to express'ideas and
feelings , .

4. Thelearner will be able
to use clear, yivid,
exact language appropri-,
ate to the audience

5. The learner Will be able
to adapt a given message
to the audienCet.

6. The_learner will be able
to use,effective.body

. movements,facial ex-
'pressions, and gestures '

.**

I

4.01 Demonstrate' how to make' an item to a group
-Of younger studenfs'and to a-group of class-

: . mates
4.02 'Identify clear and-vivid languaqe,ater .

*listening to a speech or recording,
4.03 Give a two-minute speech describing your ob-

servations, using imagery and accuracy of
description when given the observation of a
specific ;scene or event

4.04 Adapt a two-minute speech-with clear, vivid
exact language to a two person audience of
classmates and then to an adult audience

5.01 Decide something, the school needS (e.g., new
activity.bus, off-campus lunch privileges),
make speeches to convince and gain support
from the following: (1) individual students;
(2.) the; fatulty;, (3) the principal; dnd

t(4) a grdup of parents
. 5;02 Give a description of a'faVorite class and

what youlpin that class to different types
ofpeople'and distinguish howyO4.changed.from
one tjfpeoof audience to the other (e.g., ,

,teather;,peer;:,4 year old)

6.01 Use appropriate body mOyements,and gesture
while giving a deMonstration talk about a,
-physical'activity or skill (e.g., shooting a
basketball; swinging a golf club)"

6.0 Describe to the class an exciting story or
personal experience while demonstrating-effec-
tive delivery

6.03 -Present a poem using visual aids and body
.gestures-to-oonvey a messsage

6.04 Give, two speeches,.One With rio.bod,y:.moverpent

. and one with.11appropriate movements' and ex-

pressions (facial expressions and gestures),
after which class feedback will be used to
evaluate effectiveness

n.
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7. :The learner will be able
to use appropriate eye
contact in all speaking
situations

8. The' learner- will organ-

ize according to pur-'
pose, audience, and
situation (comparison-,

_ contrast, classifica-
tion; time and space,
'order, cause- effect, 'q

inductive and-deductive
reasoning, definition)

9. The learner will be able
to use the four major
purposes of speech:
1) ask and answer ques-
tions; seek and giVe
directions; 2) express
feelings, attitudes;
and opinions; 1,3) enter-

tain and give pleasure;
'4) display courtesy and
conform to social

custom

10.. The learner'will be able
to use evidence and sup-
port contentions

11. The learner will be able'

to engage in task-related,
problem - solving group

discussion

A

Languages

7.01 Ask questions of the audience and maintain eke
contact with the person answering the question
while delivering a speech

7.02 Deliver a speech without notes; maintaining
eye intact, determine effectiveness of the

speech
-

. 7.03 Read a news article as a te'Ivision anchor-
person would read, employing effective eye

contact
A

8.01 _Present A brief talk about ,a place visited, ,

8.02 Give a short talk comparing or contrasting

characters from two different stories

13.03 Organ-Ia.:objects into group and.explain rea-

sons tdr this classification

- 8.04 Use the facts in. an oral presentation to draw

a conclusion when given a list offacts about

a particular subject

9.01 Give specifio'directions for an emergency ve-

hicle and answer specific questions as to the
Iodation when.given_an emergency situation
(e.g fire, accident, burglary) -

9.02 Tell a joke or relate:in entertaining anec-
dote, building upon essential.details and
including a "punckrline"-

9.03 Perforr:a difficult communication exercise
(e.g., returning an item to a store and,
asking for a refund); explain whyy, you said
what was said and what the probable effects

were -

9.04 Sell a product or a "service" to theloup,
expressing an attitude about the product

or "service"

1041 Advance an argument for or agiinst a school
rule you determine to be appropriate or not
appropriate, supporting your position with
evidence based on research

.11.01 Participate in a tT pothetical group discussion
about a home life situation and offer possible .

solutions
11.02 Participate in a survival task (e.g., "trip to

the moon which requires the group to reach

consensus in a small problem-sOlvifig group

11.03 Actively participate in a group that has se-
lected something they.woUld like-to change
about their, own community; as a group member,

move through the steps of problem-solving,

arriving at a feasible solution

52
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12. The learner will be able
to participate in a group .

discussion,. displaying

needed group maintenance
behavior

Grades 10-12 ,

1. The 'learner will be able
to words

/) ,clearly

2, The learner will be able
to demonstrate iffective
Voice control.

ar,

Languages

.12.01 Identify incidents in which members interrupt, .

monopolize conversation, and/or speak irrele
vantly after ltsteninq tb a taped group dis-
cussion

'12.02 Make relevant remarks on.at.least two separate
occasions during a fifteen minute group discus-
sion on a specifictopic

1.01 Demonstrate throdgh'practice drills ability
to pronounce words clearly (e.g., "The dipper
,tipped and the syrup dripped upon the person's
parcel")

1.02 Increase ability to pronounce words without
dropping the final consonant endings or
dropping or adding sounds within words or
syllables (e.g., governtent, athletic)

2.01 Present an oral interpretation of a selection
of your choosing, using effective voice con-
trol to enhance the meaning of the selection

2.02 Participate effectively as a "Readers' Theatre"
group in"presenting a selected passage

02.03 Use deliberate Changes-in vocal quality (color),
in addition to features demonstrated at earlier
grades to convey appropriate.denotative and
connotative meaning .in an impromptu speech

.

3.01 Express an opinion with emotional control is
. 'discussion pr debate on a:controversial issue

3.02 Present a Wee-minute speech with vocal ani-
. mation on a' pet peeve, "a beef," or a "com-

plaint" about.a situation, condition, behavior
or practice Which causes inconveniences or
jrritation

3.03 Demonstrate capacity for-dealing with your own
feelings, such as lcidging a complaint

3.04 Present a three-minute:talk defending or'at-
tacking the treatment of the most powerful
scene in a recent movie you have seen

4.01 Prepare fourvariations on a commercial in
r which you try to sell a prodUct to: (1) a

trucker, (2) a,farmer, (3) a banker, (4) a
teacher

4.02 Demonstrate the use of language' which is apl.
propriate for different audiences during 'role-
playing situations

3. The learner will be.abte
to express ideas and
feeliqgs

4 The learner will be able ,

to use clearc,vivid,
exact language appro-
priate to the audience
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5. The learner,will be able
to adapt a given message
to the audience

. The learner will be able
to use effective body
movements; facial ex-
pressions, and gestures

ti

4

. The learner will- be able
to use appropriate eye
contact in all speaking
situations

8. The learner mill organize

according to purpose,
audiences.and situation
(comparison-contratt,
cilassification, time and

space order, cause-
effect, inductive and
deductive reasoning,

definition)

Languages

4.03 Develop and present to the class exercises
demonstrating understanding of ,different
meanings of words with multiple. meanings,
such as fast, as a noun, adverb, verb, and
4djective

r

. .

5.01 Analyze an ORAL message in terms of its audi-
ence

5.02, Adopt a minority position orNny controversial
ssue and defend that position for three min-
utes in the face of audience interrogatfbn

6.01 Observe people in many areas - the school cam-
pus, onTV, at church, watching a sales clerk;
Pepe-at and demonstrate to the class movements
an facial expressions that you find most ef-
fective for purposes of clear and/or dramatic
communication

6.02 Use videotape to prefent a three-minute speech
using gestures, facial expressions, vocal and
body animation to describe an exciting personal
experience

6.03 Create an entire scene through improvisation
with one or more persons

6.04 Speak to a group without using lectern or
table

-N

7.01 Maintain continuous_eye contact with the.,audi-
eke by establishing a .direCt sense of cOmmu-
nication with each member orthe'audience during
every three to four sentencps °

742 Use ,various visual aids effectively to "enhance/'
an oral presentation, Using eye contact for
dramatic effect

7.03 Maintain eye contact with the audience While
using 3arious visual aids to enhance.an oral .

kesentation ,

8.01 Usethe theses u is better than
(e.g., one Uamit.better than another) 73717
prepare a. short speech organized byacompari-
son and contrast of the two items

8.02 participate'in a group discussion exercise,
requiring the supply of_items for categories'

8.03 Prepare a two minute speech, listing various
probTemsencountereein school (e.g., missed
bus, Stolen books, last pencil breaks, early
dismissal) and classify them according to who
would help solve the,problem

w
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9. The learner will be able
to Ose the four major
purposes of 'speech:''

11 to ask And answer.

,questioni; seek and give
"informationaand dtrec-

tions; 2) express feel-
' ingsattitudes, and

opinior7; 3) entertain
and give pleasure;

-4) display courtesy'and
tcmform to social
custom

10.. The learner_ will be able
to engage in task-related,
problem-solving group'dis-
cussion

Languales

-
8:04 Relate to the class a routine from the time

you wake in-the morning to the time of arri-
val at school, following,a time sequence

8.05 Present a book report stating the events in
. chronological order

8.b6 Present a speech pointing out the causes
and effects of students breaking rules in
school

8.07 IDescribe orally in detail and with clear or-
e' nization the appearance of your front yard
or the front of.your_place,of residence

8.08 Summarize' orally a news article then suggest
possiblecauses of the event and predict. '

;probable'effecti
8.09 Participate in a shoplifting role-playing

situation where you must verbalize the Con-
sequences of shoplifting

8.10 Give an oral explanation of your reasoning
for the solutionof a "brain-teaser",

8:11 State orally that you are alive and then
. prove the statement with at least ten reasons"

9,01 Display the rules of courtesy and conformity
to social custom by detonstrating telephone
etiquette in such situations as seeking infor-
matibn from a library, reporting a theft, etc.

9.02 Practice a social courtesy-as.a guide to .visi-
tors or introducing a,guest'speaker

9.03 Develop a radio or TV commercial for a product
and produce it, with,necessary propston video-
tape'or for class presentation

9.04 Present a three-minute speech ona hobby or
travel 'experience, Nield" questions from the
audience, generate audience interest in fur-
ther information,- and provide opportunity for

audience "follow-uW! (e:g., "dlome Alt to the
art gallery and let me show you...")

4

'10.01 Participate in a pefsuasive discussion for im-
provement of student regulations regarding
'some school problem (e.g., the dress code,
open campus, or parking privileges); this dis-
cussion might 0 beyond classroom activity to
Actual presentation to student council

10.02 Demonstrate ability to sustain the topic by .

makingeno obviously irrelevant remarks during
....a*tintmapute panel discussion of a book, film,
or terevtiion show

p
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Languages (

10.03_ Demonstrate ability ta p rticipate construc-
tively in group proble-m-s lying activities\
involving role-Paying a or-situation games;
suggested activities might include planning \
survival equipment for a-tr p to the moon, for
an--Outward Bound trip, or-f om a literary sale
otion - a trial for Lady MacB-th

56 , 63
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LISTENING

COMPETENCY GOAL(S)

Grades -3

1. The eanner. will be able
to.he r differences be-

-tween and among sounds

2. The learner will be able
to listen literally for

sequence, main ideas,
items of

comparisons/ ontrasts,
and cause-effect rela-
tionships \.,

..3. The learner will,be Ole
to listen interpretively

- in order to predict
omtcomes .

\
,---'

4. The learner will e able
to listen critica ly
foi. fact, fiction

. , _

5. The learner.will be a le
to listen critically 'n
order to draw conclusions
and-make judgments about
Ontent'and perfUrmance

A

fr,^1

' PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
Each indicator is one if many. which can assess a
pupil's performance. 46thers may be used-jf-they
are more appropriate for the learner.

.

1.01 _Identify a number of sounds from nature
animals) with eyet-closed

1.02 Identify voices of different speakers with,
byes, closed

1.03 Identify the consonant sound at the beginning
of each word after hearing a'list of:words

1.04 Identify the rhyming words when given three
words orally, two of which- rhyme (cat, pot,
rat) ,

1.05 Identify the consonant' sound at the end,of each
.word after hearing a list.of words

1.06 State the number of sy.11ables,4ard after
listening to e-given series of words

2.01 AnsArquestions about a story heard (e.4.,
plot, significant detail, colorful desdrip-'
tionssequence)_

2.02 Answer questions ab ut basic items after s

hearing,an oral rea ing ( questions should
focus on who, what, where)

2.03 Identify likenesses and differences when given
a description of two characters or objects

3.01 Predict the outcome of a.story after hearing
the first half

3.02 Provide two possible-cOnclusions to stories
where the endings are' omitted_'

4.01 Identify those elements that could have,beeh'
real after watChing and listening to a film
or TV-cartoon, or after hearing a story

4.02 Jalk.about the facts in the presentation after
hearing a student-presentation about a4class-

i room issue
4.03 Identify a sentence out of context in the

paragraphaft0 listening. to a paragraph'

5.01 Discuss decision by a character with emphasis
upon evaluating the quality of the, decision
after listening to a story

5.02 Identify the-better ending and tell why:after
listening to a story with two different
endings

5.03 Draw 'conclusions based on the facts present d
after hearing a stOi that presents a dilem a

ti
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6. The learner will be able
to listen creatively, in .

order to construct
images and to talk about
emotional responses

Grades 4-6

1. The learner will be,able
to hear differences be-
tween and among,sounds

2. The learner will be able
'' to listen literally for

items of information,
. sequence, main, ideas,

(I\

comparisons/contrasts,
and causeffect re-
lationships

.4

O

Languages

6.01 Respond through body movement in a manner to
reflect the mood, rhythm, etc.,'while listen-,
inopto-a given selection of music

6.02 -Draw a piCture of your response to music
after_ listening to ajiven selection of-music

6.03 Add'to the descriptite detail of characters,
objects, or'envimmonts described in the
story after hearing,a story

6.04 Draw aspicture of the content after hearing
a descriptive passage

6.05 Draw a picture of some feature after - hearing
a story"

6.06 Draw a picture of the effects of the stated'
situation after hearing a poeffi/story about
season /weather

6.07 Discuss the emotions and feelings of.the char-
acters after hearing a story or play
Discuss how a given selection of sound or
music makes you feel ,

6.09. Verbalize your feelings after watching and
hearing a film or. TV program

1.01 Identif he sounds specifically assigned for
the exerci3e when given a group of words con-
taining various blends, diphthongs, and endings
(ing, ,ed, es)

1:02, Identify the accented syllables in each word
'after hearing a group of wordi

1.03 Identify the standard form after hearing seri- .

tences with word form contrasts (them-dem;
4that-dat) . ,

1.04 Identify the consonant sound in the medial
. position, after listening to a given series

. of words
1.05 Identify the long. and short vowels and simple

vowel comblnations"(ow, ar, aw) in appropriate
words

2.01 State in a few words the main idea of an oral
story

2.02. Arrange the events in proper sequence as they
occurred in the story after hearing a short
story and looking at a list of events contained
in the story

2.03 Identify the topic sentence in the paragraph
after hearing a paragraph-read

2.04 Repeat or paraphrase the diredtions to another
student after hearing the teacher give direc -.

tions for an assignment
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1. The learner will be able
to listen interpretively
in order to.predict out-
comes, summarize

4. +The learner will be able
jo listen interpretively
in-order to infer main
ideas, supporting detain,
comparis'ns /contrasts,
cause-effect relation-
ships, *and meaning from
figurative language

. The\learner will be able
to listen critically for
fact, fiction, opinion

6. The learner will be able
to listen critically{ in
order tO draw conclusions
and make judgments about
content and performance

. I

. 7. The will be able
to listen reatively /
in order to construct
sensory ima es and to
talk about motional
responses

8. The learner:vj 1 be able
to listen.creatively in
order to develop solu- )

.tions'to problems and to '

i/ formulate new ideas

Languiges

2.05 Answer the questions who?owhll? where? when?
. ,

why? after hearing a news article read
4

3.01 Summarize the author's main point after hear- (..
ing 'a short story

3.02 Predict the next action of the main character
. after nearing part of a story

4.01 Infer main ideas, supporting detailOrand,
causality, after hearing a story , .,

4.82 Afterhearingstudents' written stories on
the same topic, tell what makes each dif-
ferent from the other

4.00 Describe differences between the settings
given two stories, one about the city and one
about the country

5.01 Identify factors which are intended to influ-
ence attitudes toward the product having lis-
tened to and viewed a designated TV ad

5.02 Identify relevant content after hearing a
speech in which the speaktr deliberatdy uses

_ unrelated content

6.01 Evaluate the speaker's effectiveness after
.hearing a speech

6.02 Evaluate the conclusions reached by.each
speaker and decide whibi speaker reached the
most reasonabletoncluston, after hearing
tapedspeeches by two people on how to solve
the same problem

7.01 Reconstruct the scene being described after
- hearing a descriptive passage in a short
story or poem

7.02 Create a visual, written, or movement response
to the music while listening to a musical re-
cording
Enact the story with group members acting as
'characters, props, and scenery having hedrd
a-story

7.U4 Verbalize reactions toward the characteVs
after hearing an emotionally moving story

7.05 Verbalize how one of the characters felt after*
hearing a recording .of a radio drama or, play

8.01 Propose solutions to classroom or school- .

related problems presented** the teacher or
classmates

8.02 Propose solutions afteTTehyng a portion of
a story in which problemsarepresented
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Grades 7-9
0

1. The learner will be able
to hear differences be-

. tween and among sounds

2. The learner will be able
to listen literally for
items Of information,
sequence, main idea

+The learner will be able
,,-°to listen interpretively,

in bider to.predict out ?'

cgmes, clasiify, summarizes,
and consolidate

r,

, .
).

Languages ,
,

8.03 Live-possible solutions to the problem after'
_hearing a description..of a fictitious fagiTy
problem or a_communttrproblem

8.04 Suggest new methods of fulfilling routine
tasks (e.g., classroom procedures,. home
duties)

i

8.05 Finish a story with your Own ideas after
'hearing part of a f tale with the plot

("TY%
changed (e.g., Cin erella) -0-'

8.06 Construct a,beginn ng after hearing the end
of a story

8.07 Construct a story containing each element af-
ter hearing a list which includes a character,
a place and an action

1

1.01 Identify unconventional prondnciations and
pronouncethem-in the conventional way when
given an audio-taped list of 25 sentences in_
which endings (e.g., -ed, -Mg) are
omitted-or slurred

1.02 Identify in each word tesound. or sounds
which are nos-standard and pronounce them in-
the standard form'when given an audio-taped
list of 25 non-standard pronunciationS

'1:03 Distinguish between-the pairs of words when
given an audio-taped 'list of pairs of simi-
larlypronounced words (e.g., feel, fill-;
want, .won't; well, we'll; pen, pin)

2.01 Accurately repeat general information about.°
t conditions in the forecast after listening to
a weather report

2.02 Make or construct the object after listening
to oral directions foAeaking°or constructing

\an object .

2:03 Retell the main idea after listening to a news
story

3.01 CoMplete the story orally-after lister ng*to.
an open -ended story

3.02 Determine the category into which the items
fall upon hearing-a.serieiot names, events,
places, etc.

3.03 List the arguments presented after listening
to an editorial

60 .
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4. The learner'will be able
to listen critically for
fact,:fiction, opinion,
bias, Apaganda,'
assumption, inference,
and relevance

5: The llarner-frilibe able
to listen critically in ,

corder'to-Ofaw conclusions
and make judgments about
content and performance'

r--

6. The .learner will be able
to listen creatively in
order to construct sensory
images and to talk about
emotional responses

O

7. The learn Or will be able
to listenftreatively in
order to develop solu-
tioni`to problems and
to formulate new ideas

Languages

4.01 Analyze In writing persuasive materials, such
As TV ads

4.02 List any irrelevant statements by panel speak-
_ " ers during a panel discussion
4.03 Analyze material that supports-a bias but

which is unreliable (e.g.,ostudent:who op-
poses a dress code must-spot distortions .ed
wen arguments in a given speech favoring a
dr ss code)

5.01 Evaluate.it as to the consistency of its vfew-
poifit and tone after listening to "a short'story
written by a classmate

5.02 Write a summary of a speech, convering all main'
.

points

5.03 Make acomplete, orderly critique of a speech
5.04 Observe critically a play, television produc-

tion, or movie and make judgments about content
and performance

6.01 Write a reconstruction of a situation or draw
a picture of it 'after hearing an oral presenta-
tion

6.02 Evaluate the suitability of visual aids used
in a speed? (key question: Were.the visual
images'apOroprlate for the verbal message?)

6.03 Evaluate both the literal and suggestive stagin
of a play or IV-show -

6.Q4 'Listening to a recording of mood music, pre-
pare a written or graphic presentation ,(e.g.,
essay, poem, collage, slide presentation) in-,
terpteting the sensory images evoked by the
music .

6.05 Write an answer to uestion, "Hbw did the
poem make me feel?" aft hearing an oral
reading of a poem .

6.06 Sed a play or TV'performan and explain what
was moving

6.07 Formulate apgropniate respons s.to emotion-
filled oral messages (e.g.; friend says that
she is pregnant, or that her father has been '-

laid off, or that she won a scholarship.)

.01 Write a thorough solution-to the problem after
listening to a "Dear Abby" letter

7.02 'List at least thtee possible solutions as.al-
ternates to the stor !s conclusion about a
character's inner c nfljct

*7.03 Suggest an idea w ch you have derived from dis-
cussion after actively participating in.a brain-,

storming activity
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8., The learner will be a'bfe-
to listen creativell.in
ordert0, develop solu-

' tions.to problems and to
,formulate new ideas, ,

*ft

Grades.1ff12al
,

1. The )earner will'be'able:
t'b hear -differences be-

tween and'among sounds

.4,

2. the learner Will be able
.toy listen literally for

...

items of inforniation,

,sequence; main ideas,
comparisons /contrasts,

. and-cause-effect re-
. lationships

. .

t2

3. The, learner will be able
to listen.interpretively
in order toAinfer main
ideas, support* detailsot
comparisons/contrasts,
cause-effect 'relation- 5

*lips, ,and meaning from--

fitprative language ,'

.

7

.

t
'

.

e

tjes . 4
.4 .' V

"

.

8.01 Contribute_Aorutions tea "tell-and-add" story
'8.02 Develop,'other possible solutionito thetprob-

leniS prelented in'the story afterilearings,a"
.

story . ,

8.03 Express other possible solutions after-hearing
a talk in which a solution to a problem is

. proposed . , ,
. .

: °

8.04 Suggest new adventures for the main chgasters . -

. after hearing a.story

'2 0

. 1.01 'Listen to a' list of words commonly Onfused,
such a; homonyms and various forms%of the
same word, and distinguish' the differences
in meaning and pronunciation; identify these -
differences orally

1.02 Distinguish orally among the. noticeable dif-
ferRnces in pronunciation given two recording,

- one of'an American speaker and the other
5 Britisspeaker (e.g., schedule, aluminum,

and vitamin)

e2.01. Answer questions calling for recall of detail,
sequence, and main idea after hearing a story

t read '" -
,

.

2.02 Defineandliiustrate fact,.opinfon, value

judgment 414 . - ,
,

. -

,1

,

3.01 Write the purpose,o f the letteana the ma-
sons that support thatpurpose.afterlisten-
ing toy a reading pf a letter to the editor

*. -of a- newspaper_ '

3.02 .Hear two descriptions of the same incident and
coinparp and contrast the two descriptions.

3.03 Littentoads for two similarproducts.44h
different brand names to determine similarP..'
ties and differences in the. ads.

'3.04' Identify the major supporting devices and
arguments used after hearing a fiye-mindte"
speech on a proposition of policy

3.05 ':COmPare and contrast the varying viewpoints,
expressed after listening tTi panel dis- .

cussipn Of an adolescent problem
3.06 Analyze the message in terms of.majn idea.and

;sur3porting details after licstening to a pop-

, 'ular song,or ballad
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4. The learner will be' able
to litter' interpretively
In order to infer main
ideas, supporting details,
comparisons/contrasts,
cause-effectrelationships,
and meaning from figurative
language-

'.

5. The learnerwill be able
to listen critically for
fact, fiction,-opinion,
propaganda, assumption,
and relevance

The learner Will be able
to'listen critically in

c_ order to _draw conclustohs.

ind make judgMents about
Content and performance

J,

11'

.1

7. The learner' will be able
to listen creatively
in order to. construct
sentorY images aneto
talk about em tional, .

responses'

,'

he,

r.
,

0.

r .

Languages

4.01 Identify the,-main idea after hearing a ballad
4.02 Identify figurative language after hearing

.. selected poetry
4.03 Identify the major and supporting

details after hearing a shOt, persuasive
speech

5.01 Distinguish betwee statements which represent
opinion and those which represent fact by lis7
tening to campaign speechet (school or politi-
cal) ,

5.02 Listen to a student's speech,and state oraily,
what was fact and what was opinion

5.03 Distinguish orally between fact and fiction
after listening to a,recording of science

IdentifyIdentify the vie, point/bias of ,that paper after
listening to editorials from the same newspaper

5.05 Listen to a discussion on a designated topic
and point out some irrelevancy that occurs ,

during the discussion

Evaluate a classmate's speech by.using a pre-
pared check list
Identify the,conclusions,drawn. and evaluate
the delivery of the selection when given a
five-minute persuasive selection
Evaluate a ballad on the basis of how closely
it-conforms to the definition- of a ballad

6.01

6.02

6.03

7.01 Des&ibe the mood of a, selection after liiten=
ning to a selection of music' ;

.7.02 Reconstruct the place or event orally after
hearing an'audio-taped narrative about some ,

'place or event r s

7.03 Identify the visual images in tHe poem after
hearing ,a descriptive poem

7.04' Identify the mood after listening-td a con-
temporary song'

_ 7.05 Report at least one emotional incident in the
plot and describe your reaction to it 'after
watching a TV production

7.06 Identify those emotional appeals with greatest
impact and explain why after hearing a persua-
tive speech dealing with an emotional topic
(child abuse, teatment of the elderly)
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Languages

7.04 Suggest an'alternative course of action for
the main'character"Which would Nye changed
the outcome of the story after hearing a short
story read aloud :4F*

7.05 Take part in developing a new story by con-
tributing an original segment after,lisfening
.to an introduction to a storr

7.06 Prepare an 'argument advancing a solution based .

upon the material lotsented in the narrative

given a detailed narrative about a major social

Create7.07 Create a conflict and resoldtion for a charat-
ter after listening twedetailed character
sketch

t
. ". ,

,
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Mathematics
Cultural changes occurring in our time have significant implications for

the curriculumas whole and for mathematics in particular. The technological
world in which'we live makes it imperative that all citizens have some under-
standing of matneMatical°reasoning and.that at every level of proficiency, a
much larger group have an understanding of mathematical method. All pupils
-ShOuld at least-be given the opportunity to learn the mathematics which will
provide them.with the basic,mathematical skills to function as productive in-
formed%citizens.

, ; 4

Mathematics id Grades K-6

From the teaching standpoint, our overall objectives are to help learners
develop the ability to: 1) think rationally-rather than merely to memorize
facts, and formulas; 2) feel comfortable and self-reliantwith the mathematics
jn_their everyday. lives; and 3) establish a foundation which will support later, .

more sophisticated skills in mathematics.

While we feel that the learning tasks identified here are essential ones,
We recognize-the inability of'anyone to predetermine when given concepts or
skills will be mastered: We know that some-Tupils may master them earlier or
later than at the time.specified here. When skills are acquired is not at im-
portant as that all be given opportunities to learn.

Macheil of each grade should examine theperformance.indicators for the
previous and next higher grade.' By doing so they.can see how their segment fits
into the total Mathematics program for children. It is impossible to order the
competency oloals,and performance indicators so 'that they are compatible with'
every teacher's plan or every learner's maturation rate. That responsibility
must be left to'indiyidual teachers. We have organized the material under these
broad topici: 1) geometry, 2). measurement, 3) number.and numeration, and 4)com-
putation. This does not imply that concepts must be developed in this order. It

is obvious that learning may take place in several categories at the same time.

.It is the ultimate goal df specIal education for all EMH learners to com-
pl'ete high school and obtain_a diploma:, To accomplish thispassage, of the .

competency test is necessary, therefore, all objectives included ittgrades
'10.:12 should be those needed by all learners; including the Odu;a6le mentally
handicapped.

1"...
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MATHEMATICS

. -COMPETENCY GQAL(S).

Grades K-3

1. The learner will respond
to and use tie vocabulary
of mathematics in a manner
commensurate with his/her
mental bility

2. The learner will classify
items according to a
selected characteristic

L.

3. The learner will deal with
number concepts in a manner
commensurate with his/her
mental ability

PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
Each indicator is one of many which cdn assess'a
pupil's perfprmance% Others may be used if they
are more appropriate.

1.01 Use physical activities and manipulation of
objects to demonstrate understanding-of the
following:

- 'size relationship (small, large, short,
tall, thick, thin, etc.)

- amount (few, many, empty, :full, more, less,
etc.)

- positioh (left, right, before, after, in
front of; behind, etc.)

- shapes (square, circle, straight, curv ed,
etc.)

- comparisons (small, smaller, smallest, etc.)

2.01 Return objects to their designated places when
given the appropriate storage facilities

2.02 .Select objects into designated sets,
2.03 ;Demonstrate one to one matching between mem-

. bers of two equivalent sets
2.04 Distinguish between members and non-members

of a set .

2.05 Identify the set that has more members when
given two sets

2.06. Identify the set that has less members when
;given two sets

2.07 Identify an empty set /

'2.08 Use pictures to designate sets of pictures
2.09 Distinguish between members and non-members

- of a set of pictures
2..10 .Arrange sets in order according to different

sizes

3.01 Count by rote as high as practical
. 3.02 Count objects to answer the question "how

manyn
3.03 Select objects into designated sets
3.04 Demonstrate understanding of "adding to" and

"taking away" of objects through the use of
manipulatives

3.05 Tell what number comes before or after a given
number

3.06 Demonstrate an understanding of -terms "first,"
"second," third," etc., through the use of
manipulatiVes
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4. The learner will demon-
strate an understanding
of what money is and what
it is used for

.

5. The learner will demon-
strate an understanding
of how we use and meas-
ure time

6., The learner will demon-
Aotrate an understanding
of what measurement is
and how it is used

A

7. The learner will demon-
strate a recognition of
simple geometric shapes

3.07

1.08
3.09

4.01

4.02

4.03

Mathematics

Demonstrate an understanding, of a fractional
part of an object (one half) -

Recognize symbols for numerals
Write symbols for soMe numeral

Explain orally in.children's-terms that money
is paid to workersfor services rendered
Explain orally in children's-terms that money
is used to buy things

Identify using actual coins and currency a
penny, nickel, dime, quarter, half dollar,
dollar coin '(Susan B. Anthony), dollar bill,
five dollar dollar bill, etc.

4.04 Count'how,many,pennies will equal a nickel,,
how many nickels will equal a dime, etc.

5.01 Explain orally the meaning of the following
terms: morning, noon, afternoon, day, night,
today, yesterday. tomorrow, -etc.

5.02 Name correctly each day of the week
5.03 Explain,orally some of the,differences between

summer,*winter, spring, and fall
5.04 Explain orally the function-of a calendar
5.05 Explain orally the function of a clock
5.06 Select pictUres to show each season

6.01 Begin to demonstrate using manipulatiyes-lhe
distances represented by an inch, foot, and
yard

6.02 Demonstrate using actual containers the amount
of liquid'Or sand contained in a pint, uart,
and gallon .

6.03 Determine own body weight by using bat room
scales

6.04 Identify the,following measuring instruments
by naming them and-explainingowhat they meas-
ure: ruler, yard stic tcales,-thermometer,
measuring cups, etc.'

7.01

7.02

7.03

7.04

7.05

Sort objects according to shape - circle
squart, triangle

_ Distinguish circles from other (shapes when f

given a model

Distinguish squares from other shapes when
given a model

Distinguish rectangle froM other shapes.when.
given ka model,

Distinguish triangle from other shapes when
given a model

7:06 Choose2objects'according to shape- in response
to shape names (circle, square, triangle, rec-.
tangle)
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Grades 4-6

1. The learner will com-
prehend and use stan-
dard mathematics
vocabulary

2. The learner will be able
to. understand and apply
simple mathematical
concepts

3. The lsicaer3411 be able,
to perform the basic
mathematical processes
.of-addition, subtrac-,
tion, multiplication
and diyision

. . .

Mathematics

7.07. Demonstrate a path 64om.Lou point to another
.7.08 Construct a square, rectaP9 le and triangle

when given a pegboard, geoboard or other-
material

1.01 Demonstrate through the use of manipulatives
and verbal response a knowledge of standard
math terms such as: add, subtract, multiply,
divide, Ojus, minus, sum, total, difference,
problem, example, equals, etc.

1.02 DesignaIeobjects by condition: hard-sdft,
soft -loud, low-high (of sounds); young-old,
cold -.hot, old-new, dirty-clean, etc.

1.03 DeSignate-position of objects: under-qver,
bottom-top, etc.

2.01 Count by rote as high as practital (eitension
of intermediate level)

2.02 Recognize-and verbally identify numeral sym-
bolsbols

2.03 Count and write to 100 by ones, twos,. fives,
and tens

2.94. Demonstrate an understanding of.fractional
parts of ;objects

2.05 Identify:and write arithmetic "signs such as
-, x9-49 > =9 $, (it, it, %, etc.

2.06 Developsight recognition of words such as
gone "two, three; etc., ladd, subtract, multi-

ply, divide, sum, total, etc.
2.07 Demonstrate an understanding of place value
2.08 Demonstrate the use of zero as a placeholder

3.01 Perform addition of Vg6-numbers in examples:'
where.the total is nine or less (digits pre-
sented vertically)

3.02 Perform:Addition of two.or more numbers in
examples where the total is nine-or more and
carrying is not required

3.03 Performs gation of. two or more numbel-s where
carrying is required.

3.04 Perform subtraction of one digit numbers (no
borrowing)

3.05 Subtract two or more digits (no borrowing)
3.06 Subtract-two or more digits (borrowing)

3.07 Identify the fact that zero times any given
number is zero

3.08 Perform multiplication of ones table
3.09..Divide.sets into equivalent subsets and name

the number of subsets that is formed ,
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4. The learner will demon-

strate the ability to
--- identify and use money

4

5. The learner will demon-
strate the abi)iky to
use time terms and in-
struments -.41

6, The learner will 'demon-

strate measurement skills
commensurate with his/her
mental ability

Mathematits

3.10. Multiply to find products of twos,.threesi
fours,-five4

.3.11',Identify operation of addition, subtraction _

or multiplication to solve word problemi
3.12 Identify of numerals through 10
'3.13 Demonstrate the ability to utilize sets to

illustrate division
3.14 Di0de a 1 digit dividend by a 1' digit divisOr
,3.15 Divide a 2 digit dividend by a 1 digit divisor
3.16 Divide a 3 digit dividend by a 1 digit divisor

4.01 Identify sand name coins andunderstand the
; value they represent

Identify, Ord name bill1-74 to $100.00
4.03 Read prices
4.04 State cent value of coin combination
4.05 Differentiate'the worth of con and curricy
4.06 Exchange money up to $20.00
4.07_ Mike change using coins
4%0E1 Make change using coins and currency to $20.00

.

5 :01 Name the months of the"year
,5.02. Fill in numerals and hands on aclock form
5.03. Designate thelour hand and the minute hand
5.04 Tell how many 0Ays in a week
5.05. Tell how tiny monthslin a year
5.06 .Tell how many daYs'in a year

1'5.07 Tell timeto the hour, half hour, quarter
e hour as appropriate

5.08 Understand .concept-of night and day, before
and after

5.09 Demonstrate proper-use of calendar,
;locate months, days, hdlidays, and.specific
dates

6.01 Identify heavier and lighter when comparing
'objects

6.02 Discuss purpose of thermometer and how to read
it to the nearest marked degree

6.03 Use a straightedge to connect dots or points,,
6,04 Identify and use some units of measure
6.05 Measure given Tine segments with straight edge
6.0,6 .Measure quantity in_ given container to nearest

whole number; using a non-standard measurement .

-6:07 Identify-standard metric erms.G in relation to

what each measures (i.e., meter - length)
6.08 _}dentify and use measuring devices (i.e.', cup,

jpoon4
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7. The learner will demon-
strate development of
some intuitive geometric
concepts

Grades 7-9

1.1 The learner will be able
to perform the necessary
addition and\subtraction
in order to solve basic
practical application
problems

2. The learner wil
strate an under
of the basic ma
associated with
vocational proq

1 demon -

standing
h skills
a pre-
am, i.e.,

maintaining checking and
savings accountS, computing
hours worked, aril pay,
preparing,simple budgets,
etc.

9

Mathematics
, ,.

7.01 Recognize and reproduce shapes
t2(

77'.02 Identify open and closed curves

,..

1.01 Perform addition and subtraction. problems which
were introduced at the intermediate level.
Emphasis-athe junior high level is on
accuracy

1.02 Perform addition and subtradtion.of money,
decimals, time and fractions

1.03 Select theappropriate operations(s) for a
given practica application problem (word-
problem) and perform the appropriate oper-
ation accurately to solve the problem

= 2.01 Compute the amount of time J4rked (weeks,
days, hours) in' a given paysperiod

2.02 Compute gross pay and take home pay earned
during a given pay period

2.03 xpc

11:C

*(1

ib4

nk services -

- is

- saving -a counts

- loansidep sits
1 safe depo it boxes
- certified Pecks

- cashier' checks
2.04 Write deposit slips, checks, end withdrawal

slips, and maintain account books required for
--personal_checking and.savingi accounts

2.05 Explain how one would open and use both a
-.checking account

- opening-a6 account
- stopping payment
- balancing statements:.
- endoesing checks
- cost
- legal responsibilitie s'

it savings' account

- open account
- - close account

2.06 :Tel time to the minute.
2.07 Identify the various measurement inst uments. .

associated with the world oft/work, i.

rules, scales, liquid measurement conta
etc.

ers,



3! The learner will demon.-

strate an understanding.
of the skills necessary

/ to function as an aware
consumer in.the market.,
place .

;

Mathematics

2.08 .Prepare simple budgetsl?or individual income
- advantages and disadvantages
- record keeping'
- estimating income

- sources
,- deductions .

- expenditures
- fixed

- tent or house peyment,

- taxes
- insurance
- pledges

- variable
food

- utilities
- clothing
- transportation and upkeep
house'upkeep

- health care
- education
- contributions, gifts
- recreation, entertainment-
- personal allowances for family members
- savings_

3.01 Determine consumer*needs "realistically, i.e.,
identify items of necessity from luxury items

3.02 Compile a shopping list and follow it to avoid
"impulse buying"

3.03 Compute a "running total "-when shopping to

avoid overspending. Use of pocket calculator

Alshould be encouraged
3.04 Demonstrate an aweeness of good buying prac-

tices.
using guides
advertising

----labels,11brands .

- warranties and=ivaratees-

0 - 'choosing stores
- seasonal and sales buying
= discounts ----

3.05' Explain the advantages offered by consumer,
agencies
- governmental agencies',,

- cooperative professional and induttrial

agencies

t,4

-------
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Grades 10-12

1. The learner will compute
using whole numbers

2. The learner will compute
using fractions

3. The learner will compute,
using decimals

4.' The learner will compute
using percents

5. The learner will solve
problems involving
money matters

o.

Mathematics

.1.01 Add whole numbers with as four digits
when presentedin a horizon -or vertical
format

1.02 Subtract whoklerrbers with as many as five
digits when Ores pted in a horizontal or '

vertical format--
1.03 Multiply tw'o or three digit whole numbers

involving renaming when presented_ina hori-
zontal or vertical format

1.04 Divide whole numbers involving as many as
fpur digits

2.01 Add,whole'numbeft, mixed numbers and common
fraction.s.-4hen presented in a horizontal or
-vertical format 9

-2.62 Subtract,whole numbers,°mixed numbers and-
common fractions when presented in a hori-
zontal,orVertical format

2.03 Multiply whole numbers,.mixed numbers and
common fractions when presented in a hori-
zdntal or vertical format

2.04 Divide whole-numbers, mixeiTnumbers and come
Mon fractions when presented in a horizontal
or vertical format

3.01 Add decimal numbers,when presented in a hori-
zontal or venticarforjpit
NOTE: As many as fouf digits with .three deci-
mal Places

3.02 Subtract dgcimal numbers when presented in a
horizontal or vertical format'
NOTE: As many as four' digits with three deci-
mal places

3.03 Multiply decimal numbers when presented in a
horizontal or vertical format
NOTE: As may as.four-digits,with three d
mal_places

.3.04 Divide decimal numbers in brh the diviSor a
the,dividend

4.01 Find the percent-of_algiveh number, such as .

10% of 80

MI Compute subtotals and totals, inclUding tax,
when given a'bill of sale

5.02 Compute change when given the total amount of
a bill and the amount of money available to
-pay the bill

8 0
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Mathematics

5.03 Compute the increase or decrease in the monthly
rate when Oven a rent receipt showing More
than one month's rent

5.04 Compute the average rent per month when given
varying amounts of monthly Vent

5.05 Compute the balance to be paid after paying a
fractional part of the rentaNamount when
given the monthly rent

5.06 Write the amount in words when given a speci-
-fied amount of money

547 -Compute the total wages when given the hourly

wage rate and the total number of hours worked

5.08 Determine the time interval between two given
times and compute the totali'cost-for that Ap-
terval when given cost per time interval e,

5.09 Determine a subtotal prior to tax being added ,

when Wen &list of items and the cost of
each item

5.10 Determine the total bill, including tax, when
given a list of items and the cost of each item

5.11 Compare the costs of various clusters of items
contained on the list when given a list of

items and the cost of each item

5.12 Compute the amount of tax charged on the parti-
cular item when given_the.cost of a particular
item, and the tax rate expressed as a per

5.13 Compute th@ total cost of mOtiple tickets
which fall into the various categories when
-given a list of admission price categories to

a particular event
5.14 Determine the'cost of a specific item from-he

advertisement when given,an advertisement in-
. volving a table of sizes; prices and tax

5.15- Determine the amount of tax charged-for one'or
ifibre-items from the advertisement when given

an advertisement involving a table of sizes,

prices and tax

5.16 Determine the amount spent for a utility for

a year when given a utility-bill which covers

at least one month's service

5.17 Determine the hourly rate of e rnings when

given a statement of wages wing hours

worked salary earned and various deductions

-'5.18 Determine the total amount of State and Fed-

, eral taxes deducted for, thaf given period when

given a statement of wagei'showing hours worked,

salary earned.and the various deductions for a

-41ven-period_such as a week

N
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Mathematics 1 i.
.

5.19 Determine total earnings for a fraction or ql.

multiple part of the given, period such asfour .

weeks.when given a statement of wages shoviihg
hours worked, salary eafned and the various
deductions for a given period such as a week

\15.20 Determine the .total cost ,of an item including I
shipping and handling charges when given an

_ installment buying situation including cash,
price of a given item,'sshippilig and hapdaAlti
charges

,,

5.21 Deterpine the total costs for a'given'time
period when using the installment plan spe-

c cified when given an installment buying situ-
, t ,ation including cash price of a given item,

e, Wooing and handling charges,' .

5.22 Determine the Offelice between the.cash'price,
and the price paid wIlkusing the installment

,1- plan when given an installment buying situation
including cash'price-of a given item, shipping
and handling charges

\5.23 Use the appropriate operation to 'reflect a
withdrawal or a deposit when given a check-
book record

5.24 Use the approriate'operation to reflect the*
writing of one or more checks. against an
account and show the balance after every
transaction when given a checkbook recz.rd

5.25 DeteimitiOthe number of days he/she ha; to >
.pay the bill after receiving it wren ,given a
credit card siatement.shOwing'the payment due

,

date, monthly finance charge,-credit Um*
and total.charges, .1.f,

5.26 Compute the finance.charge for late paymeA' i -e
.... when given the percentage and the balance dug'

.# on a credit card'statement shOwing the payment,
due date, monthly finance charge,.credtt limit,

, and total charges e '
,5.27- Compute the total cost pf a-multiple number of

-items frob the price 'list when given 0 price

,

..

list such as that ofa menu' ffom a fast-food,

.. . restaurant
5.28 .Compute the difference between the cost of two

4,---,tv.---
separate items from the list when. given a price

. li§t.such as that of -a menu'froma fast-food .

i. ,
. restaurant /

,

5.29 Determine the least expensive item when given
t the costs ofitems packaged in different- sizes

r
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'6. The learner will, solve
problems.' involving

measurement

,
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.7. The. reamer w411 use
: .ileometfic, ideas in

everyday
froblems

, , -
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Mathematics

6.01 Make the necessary tomPutationi for. each in-
gredient to expand or. decrease a recipe by a

given factor,
6.02 Compute time intervals when given any two

entries from a time-card with'entries for
-various days' f. .

.6.03 Compute the total earnings,when given the to-
4a1 number of hours worked, and the hour4y
wage rate

6.04 Determine the time elapsed 6etWeen two given
,times and compute the cost for the total-time
elapsed when'given a situation involving cost '
per time interval

6.06.Solve-problems 'relating to area when given
the dimensions of'a geoMetric figure, such as
a square . '

6.06 Dete0One the number of tiles,of.a given di- .

men$ion that would be needed to tile the floor
when given the dimensions of a'geometric
ure,,such as'a square

6.07:, Compute the total' dost of tiling `a floor when

given the cost per .tile and the.number pf
;.:,tiles needed to tilea floor

6.68..Solve'problems relating to perimeter When
giventhe dimensions of a'geometric figure,
such ps asguare

.6.09_ Compote the average temperature for time inter-
v is when_g:Penirs-eries-of- temperature readings

* for specific time interVtls
6%10 Determine the amount of increase -or differenpe

IL., between tworeadings when given two temperature
' readings on d thermometer graduated in degrees
Celsius and Fahrenheit

Mt' Compute the difference between two given'times
, .

-when-givenza sitidtlon involving a time sched-
4...u4,-stich a movie schedule

fi.12 CoOlpute,the time it takes to travel between

,twa poipts on.a.schedulewhen.given a trans-'
pprtation sclieduleouch as a bus schedule
Determine differendes betWen two times pre-
$erited orCa.schedule when given a transpor-

:, .tation schedulg4ssUch.as a'bus schedule

6.14 Determine the'dimeggions of specific rooms
When-givelOadflp r-lan or blueprint',,'

. 7.01 'Fin'd the ar "en given a geometric figure,
,

skch.as :is square; with the dimensions indicated,.
7.02 !Determine the area.of.a geometric figure using

more,then.ont'unit ofjpeasure when given dogeo-..
mttric figure,'such is a square, -with the di- :

Tins4Ons indicated

4
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8.'The learner will read,
interpret and usemaps,
graphs, chatts, and
tables

J.

6

9. The learner will apply
knowledge of probatility -
and-Statistics .two very-- -

day situations

10. The learner will esti-
mate answers to problems

0

a,

Mathematics

7.03 Find the perimeter of a -geometric figure, such
as & square, with known dimensions

X7.04' Identify parallel or intersecting Sstreets when
gNen a,city map

8.01 Determine driving distance between two cities
when certain routes are4specified,usidg a
standard road niap

8402 Determine -the- approximate number of miles be-.

tween two- citiet that are three inchts apart.'.
on the-map whemiven a highway map and-a

. scale, such as one inch = thirty miles
8.03 Determine the total.cost of single and multi-.

ple items from a table when given an adver-
tisement involving a table of sizes, item
costs ancitax

-8.04 Determines a method for 'finding the amount of
time it takes to get from one location to
another when given a transportation schedule

8.05 Determine departure'time that will enable -

him/her to arrive at'the desired destination
on time when giVen a transportation schedule
and specified tint of arrival at a particular
location

A

9.01 Compute the average temperature foi: intervals
when given a Series'of temperature readings
for specified time intervals -

9.02 CompUte the average per month when given
varying amounts fdr monthly rent

ts.r

10.01 Find the approximate number of miles between
two pities when given. a highway map and a T .

scale, suchas one inch = thirty miles
Determine the approximate driving. time for
the trip when given the distance between two

es and the 'rate of:travel
Estimate what,can be purchased-when given 'a
menu and a specific amdunt of money

11. The learner will solve
problems involving
computations with whole
numbers, tractions;
decimals and pertepts,

:

. .
..

9

11.01 Determine thebest day of sales when given a
record of daily-sales for a/one-week period
in a table form .

11.02 Determine. he total sales for a-one rweek
'period When givei a-record of daily, sales.
for a ohe -week period in table form
Determine the difference between any two dif-
ferent'daye sales when 'given a record Of the
daily -sales for a one-week period in table form

.,11.03

".
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12. The learner will solve.
mathematic- problems per-
taining to transportation

ti

Y6

or

'o

. 13. The'learner
-sti-ate an a

the- financi

involved in

1

will-demon-
Wareness of
al facts
obtaining

housing-a.

..t .

-Ss,

,

or

Mathematics

--. 11:04 Determine any one of the three variables when
the other'two variables are given (problems 116

involving distance, rate and time)
11.05 Solve problems involving finance charges,

sales tax and discounts (using percent)-

.12.01 Demonstrate- knowledge about ownership of a

vehicle. 1' :a

- purchasing,-
- comparing Wit-doW sticker price to actual

amount to be financed
sales tax -

- excise tax.
- registratton fees
- down payment or trade -in allowance

- advantages and.disadvantages of buying
a new car

- advantages and-disadvantages of buying.

,a-used-car
aOntinuing costs :
- operation expenses
- fixed-expenses

- insuring a car
- North Carolina laws .
- bodily injury liability
--collision
_Rroperty damage liability

- comprehensive
- medical payments. 4.

-- uninsured motorists
- automobile clubs

12...02 Demonstrate knowledge about commercial trans-
portatiOn
- leasing and-renting an automobile
- traveling toy bus, train, airplane, boat
- shipping goods by parcel post, express, or

freight
J2.03 Demonstrate an awareness of trip planning skills-

- reading a map
- estimating trip expense s

4

13.01 Demonstrate an awareness.of the issues in-
volved in renting rhause .

- adyantages
- disadvantages
.-.selecting a rental unit

- cost
- location
restrictions --

-.size and arrangement .-

- available utilities'

- appearance
- extra'charges
- lease .

11.

66

; 'a
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Mathematics
, - . .

13.02 'Demonstrate an awareness of the issues in-

volved in using mobile homes to 'provide
ihousng .

$t .

- renting
- buying .

- parking space
. - availability and cost of utilitie4

- local codes-and i-egulatioks-.

-., size and floor plan-
.

, -'appearance .

- furnishings and appliahces

, cost--
- interest. charges - '

.

- towing andipstallatiofirsOsts .,
= depreciation -:

' --,insurlece -

- maintenance
13.03 Demonstrate an awareness of the issues in

vollied.in buying a home. i
- advantages
- disadvantages_. ---

, - costs .
0 . !

- related to income.-
- down'payment s

- interest . .

- closing .

-
_

annual payments for principal and ,interest.
.- rues

insurance .

maintenance
detweation

. - selection
- type: .

- apartment .

- 0d house
-ready-built new house
- building new house.;.'

- neighbottood
- community 'facilities

- available utilities 'I
I -.zoning law

- building codes and regulations-
,

tastes, assessments. .

- titTe-and deed restrictions

- landscaping r .

,... resale value.

- securing legal, services
.

N
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.0"

14., The learnen will under-
. stand the basic concepts

of,lnsuance

)

;
-"" .d0of

Mathematics

13.04 ,Demonstrate an awareness of the issues in
-volved in financing a home
- loan sources' s

build mg and loin companies
, - mortgage companies
- life insurance companies
bank,' .

- trust, companies

= private investors
- financing methods

- cash
- loans
- federal housing administration'

- veterans administration.

=farmers' home administration
.-second mortgage

14.01. Demonstrate a knowledge of issues involved,
in buying insurance
- ,seledfing the company
- selecting' an agent
- analyzing a policy

risk covered
. --tjme.coVered

-'amount or limits '
- premiums
- warranties
-.-contestability

. reinstatement
=premiumwaivers
settlement'options

dividends
- exclusioni.
-.beneficiary.
- rebate

QemonstrAte an awareness of issues- involved
in life insurance
straight -.

- limited
endowment

-.term
. . ,

- combinatiOn ,policies
- group '"

1-

,

industrial
A' annuities

14.02

P

.

- national service life (GI insurance)

14.03 .Demonstrate an awarenesof 'issues involVed
-in-hea4th-and-accident;insurance
- hOspital. '

- surgical
- medical
- major medical

income protection

.80
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Mathematici

14.04 Demonstrate an awareness of issues involved
in property insurance
- fire and extended coverage
- casualty
- title and mortgage

14.05 Describe the benefits of social security
- disability
retirement'
=. survivor's #

- lump.sum death payment
. - medicare

hospital
- voluntary Medical

14.Q6 Demonstrate a knowledge of unemployment in-
surance and workmen's compensation,-

15. 'The learner will demon- 15.01 Compute and explain federal and state income
-

strata an awareness of taxes
taxes -- services purchased \

, . - individual tax return ',,,te
.

. .

,, . tax forms
. t .. - income records.

- filing status
-'exemptions

.
0 ..

A.

W-2 forms ....*

-.taxable income
. - deductions

i''

- tax computation

,\(

.

- refunds
, - payment of tax due

-

)
- necords 1

- penalties for non-complian& .

. - differences between state and federal taxes
.- .02 Demonstrate a knowledge'of4property taxes

=,

- relinds'* -4 al :*: .,. .

1 personal _.
t,

, - intangible .
a

- evaluation,
-1 - assessed value

- --rate
.

. -,.

.

4 - amount due..

'-'services ,

listing
. .

- pepaities-for non-compliante
,h-15:03,_Vemonstrate an awareness of tales tax

15.Q4 Explain vocabulary related to taxes

rd
81
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16. The learner will demon-
strate knowledge of
consumer credit

WI/

4

.s

17. The learner will demo
strate knowledge of
schemes practiced t
defraud the public

Mathematics

16.01 Explain credit usages
- how
- when
- where
- .why

- .advantages

- disadvantage':
Explain hoW n individual establishes credit
Explain the 'Truth-in-Lending .Act"
Explain th types of consumer credit
- open acc unts
- revolvi g accounts-,
- budgbt/payment plans
- credit cards
- ready/-cash reserve

- installmenticash credit-T.,
- life insurante loans '
- pawn shop loan50

16.05 Explain the uses of consumer credit
- major item purchases
refinancing existing payments-

18.06 "E plain the cost of consumer credit
- interest
- additional charges

4 required credit insurance 1
16.07 Explain vocabulary related to aucrgdit

credit contract
- promissory note,(signature)
- open-end
- conditional sales
- deed of trust .

- legal-aspects

- foreclosure
- delinquency
- repossession

- - bankruptcy

16.02
16.03
16.04

17.01 Explain how advertiiing schemes
defraud the public "

- bait advertising
- bogus prizes
- simulated checks

- deceptive pricin
- list priCes
- discounts--
- irade-in allowances
- comparative pricing
- wholesale_oricing

17.02 Explain deceptive packaging
17.03 Explain how. special sales may

- auctions -4
-

- sample or float. merchandise
loss of lease= R

- fbrcedloankruptcy
- going out of business

',it
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Mathematics.

17.04 Explain guarantees and.warranties
17.05 Explain debt consolation rackets
17.06 Explain "free home trial" .

17.07 Explain how chain letters may be gyps
17.08 Explain home improvement swindles

-- official inspect- on furnaces,.etc.
- exteriors improvements -- siding, paint,
-coof, etc.

, n storm, wpidows-:
,.

- paving driveways .

- nursery stock and landstaping
17.09 Explain how games of chalice may be.ri ed
1'7.10 Explain.how to respond to charity collections

- honest
- dishonest

$ .

C.I
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Reading
The purpose of-the doNietency Goals in' reading is to present A se7,4_

quential developmental reading program'beginning with pre-reading skills°
and continuing through grade 12. It is intended to be used-as a re-
source luide. Efforts have been made to use common terms coupled with
simple definitions for clarity.

It is the ultimate goal of special educ tion for all educable men-
tally handicapped pupils to compete high scho and obtain a diploma.
To accomplish this,-passage of tbe compet cy to t is necessfy. There2'
fore, all objectives included should be nd objectives for the
high sqhool educable mentally handicapped pup el s those in
regular education. 1

,0?

0
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PREtiDINsG SIOIL4S

COMPETENCY GOALS) .

READING

Grades
a 4-

1. The learner will demon-
. strate oral expression

commensurate with his/her
mental ability

44W

/

The Tearnervill
strate adequacy of
visual discr4mination
and nieMory colmensurate

'with his/her -mental

ability 4
,

qrf

PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
Each indicator is,one of many which can assess a
puRjrs performance, Others may be used if they
Ire more appropriates for the learner.

1.01 'State personal information: name, age, city,
address

1.02 Respond orally to Dolch Picture Nouns
1.03 Name eight basic colors A,;1

1.04 Recognize letter and number symbols
(akopposed_to random scribbling)

.1.05 ReOlond to likenesses and differences in:
(a) concrete objects, (b) pictures, (c) geo-
metric shapes-including,circles and squares

1,06 Distinguish the differences in letters of
uniform case (tipper and lower) and verbalize'
na s. of letters

1.07 5 g action songs
1.08 le slay
1.09 presillimself,herself through use of Dolth-

Oitture-word list of flaunt
1.J _Verbalize names-ofnumbers 1-10
1.11 Name concrete objects, pictures, and geometric

shapes
1.12 Speak in sentences
1;13 Explain purpose of environmental concrete ob-

jects: police station, fire station, post
4

office car, house trailer
1.14 Use of body gestures when Speaking
1.15 Up common.greetits and responses (Helfd,

Aood-bye, Thtek You, You're Weltome, Please?
Come In)

1.16 'Talk over phone
1,17 Identify the beginhing sound-in a new word

4
2.01 Identify eight basit colors
2.02 Distinguish ikenessesqand differences

e 2.03' Recognize protective Word symbols and signs,
i.e., traffic and.pedestrian signs, flashing
yellow Light; tchoolAcrossing

_2.04 Identify name in print d,,q
' 2.05 Recognize numerals 1-TO 's

2.06 ilecogmize alphabet A-Z
2:07- Copy first and last name
2.08 Recognize label words,of classroom' objects,
2.09 -Write first,and'last name from memory.\

87
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,3. The learner will demon-
strate adequacy of
auditory discrimination
and memory commensurate
withuhis/her Rental

41

4. The learner will demon-
strate adequate compre-
hension skills

1/

.261

5. The learner will demon-
140strate use of word attack

skills .

0

-

Reading

3.01 Hear differences in sounds of words

3.02 Follow oral directions
3.03 'Imitate sounds
3.04 Listen to stories,' music, and nursery rhymes,

TV radio, telephone, record 'layer, tapes
3.05 Repeat sounds or words in sequence
3..06 Recognize sounds or words in sequence

3.07 Answer questions after listening to stories,
, nursery rhymes, etc.

3.08 Repeat sequences of words, sounds or numbers
in a forward progression

3.09 .Rhyme words
3.10 ".Repeat` sequences of words, sounds, or numbers

, . in reverse progression
3.11 RecoOize,like-and different initial Consonants,'

°4

4.01 Describe objects
4.02 Answer questions about a story
4.03 identify Significant details in a story

. 4.04 Recall story in sequence
4.05 !identify descriptive words -

4.06 Identify phrase.and sentence meaning
4..07 Demonstrate use of punctuation as a guide to

meaning
Distinyuish speaker andicharacter-addressed

4.09 Identify words of speaktr

4.10 Identify text with related illusti-ations
4.11. Identify main idea of a paragraph

4.12 Identify fitts
4.13 Distinguish between- true aid falsestatemeilts

-5.01 Identify and-demonstrate abilitc to hear initial

'consonants

5.02 Distinguish' rhyming words from non -rhiming words

5 .03 Distinguistconfiguration clues by Witching
5.'04 Substitute nitial'consdnants
5.05- ,Identiy s suffix. ending
5.06- Identify 7,74h9l,as a question word

5.07 Identify 17id-demonstrate ability to hear final

consonants in words

5.08 Substitute initial consonants

5.09 Recognize.given words ins context

5.10 t'Substitute final consonants

5.11 Speli;words:in Dolch list of nouns ,

45.12 Spell words in Dolchlist..of Basic Sight Words"

5.13 Identify possessives
M4 Identify phonetic elements in rhyming words_

Identify.contractions

5.16 Identify and build compound words

5.17 Name vowels a, e, i, o, u
I,

IP
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6. The learner will demon-
strate visual -motor skills
commensurate withTher/his
7ental ability

Z. The learner- will demon-
strate an adequate
vocabulary

-

,

_a

Reading

6.01 Cut from a specified pattern
6.02 Demonstrate correct use of pencil
6.03 String beads and/or blocks from pattern
6.04, Demonstrate left-right progression
6.05 Trace
.6.06 Color within given lines

7.01 Show an understanding of the meaning of words 1

which identify objects in the pupil's immedi-
ate environment, i.e.,'house, street, items
of clothing, school, food, toys, etc.

7.02, Show an underitanding of .the meaning of basic
words used by primary aged children such as 4

in, out, 0, down, opefi, close; etc.
7.03 Understand ideas through listening by answering

questions
7.04° Show intdrest in words and symbols as measUrfd

by teacher judgment I

S

°
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COMPREHENSION

COMPETENCY GOAL(S)

Grades 4-6

t. PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Each indicator is one of many which can assess:a
performance. Others may be used, if .they

".r are more appropriate for the learner:

v 1. The lear4idr will demon- .1,01

Strate comprehension : 1452
skills commensurate , ..:1 1'.03-

.with .his /her mental 1.64 '-

. ability . 1:05

0

Organize main ideas in.sequence ,,

Verify answers through reading
.DistinguiSh'between fact and fancy
Perceive simple cause and effect
jnterpret'author's point of view

1.06 Construct'a story,endfrigi telling what might
happen to a given character based on-the se-,
quence of events relited'in the story .

1.07 Demonstrate recall by orally responding to.
'

compreh6hsive questions in simple sentences
1.08' Order.facts or events in logical'seqpence

°

it
C

r

1.09

1.10
1.11.

1.12

1.14

1.16

.1.37

using story the.pupil hasread
Recog ze-Conversation in a story
SuMmarize,a paragraph . :

Identify main ideas in own words
-State ,main-ideas in'own _words
Predict 'bostiffleolitcomes .

Iagintifysupporting details'and state ,in own,
words .

, , 7.*

-Prat conclusions $sed on evidence
Recall 'specific fact% by answering comprerien7
Von questions about a%movie ".

,

Interpret the mood of Story, and a picture
1:18- Make siniple generalizations from,5nformation.-

given, in'a Story : -
.

,
-1.19 'Verify a predictio9.ofout,compt.based.on spe-

ic content '. .:,.. ,

1.20 ,Read critically' twidentificduse and effect_
relationships

..." '
A -I . 7 '

-

4

-

0
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WORD ANALYSIS

COMPETENCiGOAL(S)-

4
0

PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
EaCh indicator, is one of many which can assess a
.pupil 'y performance. '43thers,may be used if)they
are more appropriate tor the-learner,

Grades 4-6 .

1. The learner will demon-
itrate word attack
in identifying words in

?Fi

i reading

O

.

t

,

4-0

. 1.01 ,Identify the' initial blends br, fr, gr, tr,
cr, dr, and pr I - , .

1.02 Firrt-CotracTions , -; '
( 1.03 Spell 20 words from.the bola List of 'Nouns

'\(Set #)
. \k:

1.04 Akly the generalization that, z at the begin-
ning of a ward is usually a Nisdhant;.at the
epd of a word it is usually a\_,owel.

1.05 Ideptify and discriminate leriOdowel sounds
1.06 Spell 15 words from the Dolch '6 Sight Words

.

(Set F) . 1
..

4 . r

1.07 Hear syllables . ,

. .

.

1.08 Identify the sound of certain letter groups of
..

', . phonetic elements that recur in words; ad,

, . ', ame, ar, en, ew, ight,Ild, old,. ook., and-e'r.

1.09 W1T-70 17176-drin-105Tch-Ci4-Uf lroas (SeT-G)
1.10 Substitute initial blends br, fr, gr, tr, and,pr
1./1 Identify and-discrtminatelTh*T-vael sounds.,
1.12 Apply the generalization'that when a word has

only one vowel, the vowel usually has a shorlk
sound

6.

1:13 Identify the sounds of oo as in foot
1.14- Spell'15 words froM the-Ublch Basic Sight words

(Set H) ° . . .

. ..
%

1.15 Spell 15 wordy in the Dolch List bf Wins

4 V. 3 '(Set I) ,

. 1.16 Discriminate visual and auditory differences

,
. of the long and short vowels denoting the short

vowel with no markings and the long vowels with
,q * a'macron

1
. 1.170 Apply the generalization,that.when'there are

. two vowel's, one of whichis finel e, the first ,f ..

, , . vowel is usually long and the e is silent
1.18 Identify the suffix er, as an agent, such as

. , farm - fa-rmer ,'. .

1.19 Identify and use-the'prefix un
1,.20 Identify consonant blends sc7st*, sp, sk,.sm,

sw, and tw' ,
0

1.21 nentiffi-The sounds of oo as in food ..2

1.22 Identify one, two, and -Tree syllable words
1.23. Spell 15 words from fche Dolch Baste. Sight words

(Set J)
,

1.24 Identify root words
4

..

V
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a

0

ReaJin
,

1:25 Identify root WOrds'in words which contain
the prefix un

1.26 Identify consonant digraphs ck, Eh) tch
. 1.27 Identify silent, letters, botE-Consonants'and

vowels .

. 1.28 Identify word families: aka, ail, ans, ate,
ill, ink,-ing, and.ite

1.29 rantiT7aFirdiscriFFate the'sounds of the
vowel digraphs: oa, ai, and ee ,

1.30 Distinguish the hard and sOft7-s-ound ofc
1.31- Spell 36 words from the Dolch Basic Sighl words

(Set k)
1.32 Identify the f sound of _ph and* as in graph

and laugh

1.33 'Distinguish the hard and soft sound of a,
1.34 Distinguish special cases 'of three.letter.ini-

tiaT consonant 212.-J s u spr, E21)
shr, chr, scr, str

1:35 GigniTasFrinal-Consonant sound atj na) nk
and ck

1.36 Drop-The final e before adding 916kina, ti,
est, or Lto base words

1.37 .Spell 36 words from the Dolch Basic Sight words
'' (Set L)

1.38 Identify root words in variant word forms:
e.g., exciting - excited - excitement

1.39. Identify word parts: la, 212; amp,
age

1.40 Syllabicate words between like consonants ,

1.41 Syllabicate coMpound words as in some-thing
1.42, Identify .

1.43 Spell 36 words from the Dolch Basic Sight wordS
(5et M)

1.44 'Identify root words in words with ,affixes
.1.45 Syllabicate words between unlike consonants as

- in in-dulge
1.46 Identify shun sound of final suffixes: ion;

sidn, tion71Tib ation .

1.47 SP11 37-gbrds fr-7o7The Dolch Basic. Sight words
(Set N)

(
4

.
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STUDY SKILLS

COMPETENCYyAL(S), ,

9

4

PERFORMANCEIWICATOR5
Each. indicator is one df many which can assess a
pupil's performance. Others may be used if they /
are more.appropriate for the learn 'er.

Grades 4-4

1. The leirnerwill demon-
strate skill of alpha-
befizing-

2. The learner will use:
dfctionary skilli

.

3. The 'learner will demon- .

strategy skills of locating

and int&prettng informa-
tion using bookparts

a

1.01 Alphabetize to gecond ,Letter
1.02 Identify words according to category
1.03' Alphabetize ta third letter,

2.01 gle thedictionary to locate words
2.02 1 guide words in locating a word in the

d.cfionary
i.03 L ate one definition of a word in the dic-

tio ry
2.04. Loca definitions of a word in the dic-

tiona

2.05 sDivide wor4 into syllables'with the use of
a dicti nary ,1

j.01. 'Locate information using chapter, author,
table of contents','and pages included in tge
story

3.02 'Identify use of parts of.a book: table of
. contents, preface, index, tabte:page, main

part,"giossary, .

3.03-Temonstrate use of the telephone book

93
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, VOCABULA-FtY

COMPETENCY GOAL(S)
,

4

Grades 4-6

' 1. The learner velop
oral vocabulAfy

2: The learner will recog-
nize and use high fre-

'\__ quency words.

3. The learner will recbg-
nize and use words in
basal readers '

0 f.

4. The learner will under-
, stand and use special

types of word groups

S

416

*grades 7-9,

-1.* The learner will demon-
(' strate interpretive com-

. prehension skillt commen-
rate with his/her

metal ability

.1.1111

. PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
Each indicator is one of many which can assess a
pupil's performance. Others may be Used if they
are:more.apprlopriate for the learner.

1.01 Develop oral vocabulary sufficiently to con-
.vey ideas as measured by-teacher judgment

1.02 Demonstrate understanding of ideas through
Tistening by retelling a story

1.03 'Dictate simple sentences and stories -

1.04 Recognize,and read the printed form df own
vocabulary

2.041 Recognize, pronounce, and understand high fre-
t' quency words on sight such.as the Dolch 220

,
. 2 02

.

Recognize and read orally survival words
y-

3.01 Increase basal reading words knowledge through
the basal reading series by selecting from a
list,of words the ones named by the teacher

4.01 Recognize signal words such as: who, what,
'where, when, how,.howe'ver, whereas, therefore
and because

4.02 Understand multiple meanings of words by using'
the appropriate word in context

4.03 Understand and use synonyms
4.04 Understand-and .Use antonyms
4.04 Understand and use homonyms. t.

4.05 Understand and use homographs
(words having the same spelling. but different
meanings) by sriting sentences .

6

1.01 Identify cause./effect statemenisby Orally com-
pleting sentences giving. an appropriate cause
of the action. Example: John celled the fire

. department because.,.*. or Diane waedangry at.
her brother because . . .

1.02 Complete orally a sentence by giving an appro-
priate effect of an action ,

ExampTe: The water was,socold,'the swimmers-
.- . . or Thea1f6ackwaS so exhausted, he: .

1.03 .Identify impliedmain ideas of a 9.1i/en title
by 'explaining what theselectfonis.about.
Example: "'The-Return of the Chainiaw`Vilainmr

1.04 Employ character-ana13/sisby verbally describing
a character-when giVen the, character's name;

. physical appearanceand-behavior

94
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(

2. The learner 011 use
structural arralYsis
inibentifying words

3. The learner will demon-
- strate'increased vocab-

ulary usage
.44

4. The learner will use and
understand content area
vocabulary

5. The learner will,under
'stand and use special
types of word groups
in oral and written
language

Reading

Example: "Sarge" was a tough yet fair, leader .

of men. He demanded strict obedience from the
men in his platoon. ".

"1. How -would you describe Sargels appearand.e?
, 2.. How do you think Sarge wo0d act if he got

mad?
.

1.05 Predict appropriate-outcomes df,what would
happen net in a sequence after a portion of
a story is read -

'2.01 Identify words using prefixes. -Example: dis=
not; non-not; re-again; sub-under; uni-one;
un-noti pre-before; mis-wrong; to -no-C.;, mono -i

one; trans-cross. ,
2.0? Identify words using suffixes. Example:

able-Capable of being; nt/ent-state of, Person
who; ive-like or pertaining to; ation, tion,
ion-state of; ous-full of; ment-action or pro-
cess

3.01 Identify the appropriate' meaning for a word
used in
Exapple: What is the Lfter? A rocl< is solid
matter.

.

3.02 D776Fal vocabulary to convey precise meaning

4.01 Use content area vocabular34by associating con..
rectiTiMInTvMTh words-unique to the subject
area

5.01,

5.02

.

5.03

Uriderstand and use multiple meanings
Example:. Mary will eat the sweet roll.

Shirley will roll her hair.
The dog will 'roll.over.

Understand and use synonyms (words having the
same or nearly the same meaning)
Example: liquid, fluid; walk, stroll

Rank synonyms as to the degree of intensi-
ty. Example: breeze, gale, wind
Res-Nte the author's meaning

Understand and use antonyms (words having
opposite meanings

Change the.underned word so that the sen-
tence has 'an opposite meaning

Jack likes candy
Add the words the continuum between
antonyms

beautifill
=17

:1711117

5.04 UnderstaWra-nrge7tbnyms/homophones (words.
that sound the same but have` different spellings-
and meanings) by 6reating.-No sentences for
each word
Example:. waste, waist; great,'grate

I
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GI;Oes 10-12

1 :The learner demon-
'strate word knowledge
and use Contextual
clues and abbreviatiOns
to determine word
meaning

0.

\

.1,

2. The.learner will read
/ and follow written

- directions accurate* ...

Readi0 NB

° 1

5.05 Understand and use homograph/heteronyms (words
having the same spelling but different mean-
ings) by creating two sentences for each tiard
Example: tear; live; conduct'-

.

5.06' Understand and use analogous words by.comple-
',tint) lists ' ,

1 -Example:, -
. .NJ

t . Animal Group . Animal OffsKir_A
It lions 'pride goat ---kid

wolves pack . cow calf
5:07 Undertand and use oral and written figurative

language ..
,

- Understand and use similies by comparing two
things using words such as 'like, than, or as
Example: The childlssmile melted like a
s *
nowflake. .

- Understand and use metaphors by comparing and

Example: The road was a ribbon of moonlight,.,
- Explain meanings of idiomatic eXpressions.

Example: hit the nail on the head
beat around the bush

,

- Illustrate idiomatic expressions

Understand personification (giving 'human qual-
ities to inanimate objects)
Example: The racing skiers laughed as the
wind whispered' in, their ears.

o,

.

- Understand onomatopeia (wot:cis that sound like
what they mean)
Example: The egg went splat on the floor.

- DeMonstrate compreheujon of 'slang expressions
by giving an oral exPlanation
Example; wheels- modes_of transpOrtation (car, etc.

bread -money
Identify a cliche' .

Example: The tablecloth was white as snow.
- Understand dialects by restating the meaning

. . iof spoken or written communication

contrastin two'unlikeobjetts.

1.01 Use contextual clues and abbreviations to ob-
. tain the iteaning of the writer when given a

classified ad

1.02Use contextual clues for identifying words and .

interpret the meaningS of abbreviations and
words when given a newspaper and/or magazine
article, telephone directory, various applica.:

. tion forrG

2.01 Identify the Piroper placement pf the given' data
on the application when given an application.
form forLanrauto.lban or similar application
form

6
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3, Ipe learner will read .

and select the main
idea and related
detail

4.

41

;.,

The learner will read
and classify informa-
tion

Reading

2.02 Match.information to the correct numbered space
on the application when given a library, card or
biller card on which personal statistics are
to be printed

2.03 Use tie given instructions to identify the data
needed and identify correct placement of requested
data on thelorM when given an unemployment in-
surance claim form or similar form

2.04 Determine the correct placement Of specific in-
formation on-numbered blank spaces on a form when
given an employment, change of address form., ap-
plication to rent an apartment and/or similar
forms

2.05 Follow the given instructions and determine the
proper placement of statistics on a form when
given an.applicatfon for a social seamity card,
or any similar application form '

2.06 Complete the given instructions for correctly per-
forming a task when given a set of.'1Da It Your-
self". directions

2.07 Apply the proper sequence in answering questions
when given a set of "Do It Yburself" directions

2.08 Answer specific questions concerning labe4 (such-
as insect spray poison, medicine bottles, 'danger
signals, etc.)*

2.09 Follow directions inintergreting items such
restriction code, datei which appear on the lil
cense, etc., when given a driver's4Oicense

3.01 Detfrmine the main idea and related; details when
given passages from a sample driver's licente
test or similar paragraphs

3.02 Determine the main idea.and related detail ;when'
'given classified ads,. or similar materials

3.03 Determine the main idea and related detail and
answer specific_ questions when given a magazine
and/or newspaper article or similar reading

. .

'passages
3.04 Determine the main idea and related detail when,

given various-kinds of warranties (automobile,
yacuum cleaner radio, refrigerator)

3.05 Determine the main idea and related detail and s'

answer specific questions when given a'business
and/or persorial letter .

4.01 Classify informationiin,order toAptermine the
/information required 'for proper completion of

forms' when giyen various applications forms
(libraryCafd,-unemplbyment claim). employment
application, charge account agreement,"apart-
ent rental'application', etc.)

f
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5. The learner will read
and draw inferences
from various reading
materials

6. The learner will read
and draw conclusions

- 7. The learner will com-
pare and contrast
various reading
'materials

Reading 4

11

ZS

4.02 Demonstrate classification skills by classi-.
fying informatiod into appropriate categories
(use .of dictionary; fiction/non-fiction, etc.)

4.03 Use map readinTskills to identify. various num-
.bered highways, interstate highways, etc. using
a highway map

4.04 Use classification skills to distinguish between
information such as joint return, single, in-
terest, refund, etc., in order to facilitate .

correet placement of informatioh when given an
4pme Tax Form or similar dopment

4.05 Adswer questions regarding the order°oUthe steps
in.preparation of food when given a recipe

5.01 Make infefences from concise abbreviated informa-
tion when given classified ads, or similar read-
ing materials

5.02 Draw inferences about various programs, time,-\and
stations, etc,', when given information of the
form presented in TV Guide

5.03 Make appropriate response as to the meaning of
road signs when given a series of road,signs

5.Q4 Make appropriate inferences from reading selec-
tions when given various magazine and newspaper'

. articles, warranties, uti]ity bills, etc.
5.05 Obtain required information whin given-an index

such as a telephbne directory, catalogues, de-
partment store directory, repair manuals, etc.

/41

6:01- Read and draw conclusions to answer specific,
questions when given newspaper and/or magazine. ,

gar icles
6.02 To 'oncluSiOnsin identifying correct placement

of data on the forms wheRgiven various types of
i application forms

6.03 Draw conclusions on ibtationsid4reCt4imsi-dis-
. tanbes, etc., in answering specific questions

when given various awls of mapssandscharts

7.01 Compare various prOgrams; stations, time, etc.,
when given information from a TV guide

7.02 Compare and contrast various numbered highways,
streets, directions (N,S,E,W), etc., when given
a map (highway, city, street, etc.)

7.03 Determine differences in dailyractiv,ities in
various time zones when given a map including
more than onetime zone
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8. The learner will read
and organize information
using various types of
materials

9. The learner will 4o-
cate and apply infor-
mation

Reading

8.01 Identify the data needed in order to correctly
complete the form when given various forms such
as an unemployment insurance claim, charge' ac-
count, apartment rental application, auto loap
application, etc.

8.02 SelectfrOm the listings the correct time, chan-.
nel and content of various programs when given a

A . page from a, TV Guide

803 Organize thesinformation pr6vided to determine
the correct answer to speCifio quest-rot-is when

given a yellow pages index or vpage fr.om
. telephone directory
8.04 Use the -information provided on the maps to de-

termine direction, routes, distances and various
locations to answer specific questfbns when

.. given various types of map's' ' .

.

. -
. .

:.,SL-:0'1 Demonstrate correct logationand application of
i

et. specific informalion by responding to specific
--7-questions when given gn event listing such as

a page from a TV Guide Or similar schedule
9.02 Locate specific information and solve informa-'

(

-tional problems when given an index--or directory
9.03 Locate places, routes, and other information iri

order to respond to qbestions concerning loca-
tions, travel, directions, distances, etc., when
given a-series of maps

'9.04 Locate and apply various information forlong
distance, dialing direct, telephone repair, area
'Code, etc., when given a'page in the telephone

9.05 Determine the amount of service, period of time
the service covered, costof service, penalty
for past due payment, etc.,-when given a state-

, ment such as a utility bill
... ..

10.01 Use grid markt,' map direotions, time zones, street
names, highway numbers, ett., in answering spe-
cific questions, when" given various kinds of maps
(highway, street, area code, etc.)

.

10:02- Explain themeaning of the pictorial signswhen
given various highway signs

10 43 Answer specific questions when given charts
, 4e

A(Postal rate, population, weather, etc.)

10. The learner 'will inter=
pret maps, legends,
Charts, and pictures

t( .
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Science.
r '. -. . ,

The competency gOals are correlated very Closely with the content,
,

attitgdeil, and skills sections of the-ttate science course of study as
they appear inthe Course of Study foreElementary and Secondary Schools
1(-12. .

.
, ,

....,....... . 54,4 a .. % I
. f ..

Development of a doCument tot assist teachers and'admipistratort in
developing.and implementing science progi.As at.theloca) level which
meet the needs. of all:educable mentally handicapped pupils.has,been a
major. objective of ..this endeavor. An effort was made,to.provide a doc-
ument with flexibility, which permits speciil curriculum deve)opment
that 'ensure programs suited to the.needs,of 'all pupils being .

served and yet omprehensOe enough.to ehSure =balanced programs.
...

!.
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ELEMENTARY SCIENCE (Biological, Physical,:
Ecology, Energy,Eart4 and Spade Science) SCIENCE

COMPETENCY GOAL(S) PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
Each indicator is one of many which can assess'a
pupil's performance. Others may be used if they
are more appropriate for the learner. '

Grades K-3 -- Biological Science, Physical Sdlence, Earth Science

1. The learner\will under-
stand that there are
many kinds of plants
(biological science)

2. The learner will under-
stand thatall plants
have certain needs
(biological-Soience)

3. The learner will under- -

stand that there are
- many.kinds of animali

(biological:science) ,

*
,

4. The,learner will under- tk

stand that all animalS.
4 have certain needs

. /

I-

( biological science)

777'
5. -The learner will,under-

%
.

under-
stand that all, animals

reproduce themselVes"
.(biolo§ical.science)

1.01 Select which are plants when given pictures or
examples of familiar plants and other objects

1.02 Distinguish which..are.trees when given pictures
or examples.Of ten plants

143 Sort pictures or examples of plants as flowers,
vegetables or fruits when given pictures or
examples of plants

1.04 Identify the root, stem, leaf and flower when
shown plants -or pictures of plants

2.01 Reply water[food, soil and light When asked
what a plant needs to grow

2.02 List rules for conservation, of plants when
asked how to take Care Of plaats

3.01 Sort as animals or not animals when given(pic-
tures or examples of animals jhdrotlier objects

3.02 SOrt those living on land or in the water'when
given,pictures.or examples of animals

33 .Spe 'fy o; demonstrate how the animal moves
whe ,give.n_piCtbrS op examples of animals

3.-04. Specify which will likely be found on the 'rem,
in the zoo, or in the woods when given QictureS'
of animals"

a.05 Name common farm animals and/or pets likely to
be found' in North Carolina when given pictures,
or examples of animals

4.01 Specify the essential needs of each (types:of:
foods, shelter and water) when given pictures
of animals.

.4.02 Respond appropriately.when asked hQw animals
protect themselves from danger

4.03 Respond appropriately when asked to describe.
procedures for caring for animals (feeding,
bathing,.*walkirig, etc.)

5.01 Match animal pairs when shown pictures of dif-
ferent young-animals,and adult animals

5102k Sort which are either born alive or hatched
froM eggs when shown pictures of animals

.103
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6. Theeirner will under-'
standnman's use ofplants-
and animals (biological
science)

7.: The learner will under-
stand t1 human body
(biological science)

8:- The learner will under-
stand the use of energy
and machines .(physical
science)

I

.9. The leaener'wirl under-
stand that all matter
,has certain properties
such assize,, weight,
-shape; texture, and
color (physical
science)

10. The learner will under- .

stand that energy reacts
with"matter to, produce

,changes (physical science)

11. The learner Will Under-
, stand-earth .concepts

.(earth. science)..

12. The leirner will.uhder-
stand the characteristics
of four seasons -(earth

science)

S

Science

6.01 State'which comes from plants and which comes
from animals when shovin pictures ()floods

6.02 Describe how man uses these other than for food
when shown pictures of plants and animals '0

, .

7.01 Name principle partS of the human body when
shown pictures of a human body or using own body,

17,02 Respond: Eat and drink many kinds of foods,
kew,'clean, get adequate-sleep, play, work, _get
fresh air and sunshine when askedwhat the hu-

- Man body needs
7.03 Arrange pictures in developmentaIjorde When

shown three pictures (baby, child,-and adult)

O,

8:01 Describe uses as well as dangers of fire
8.02 Tell which will burn faster when shown pictures

of objects)
8.0f Name at least 3 sources of heat
8.04 Name 3-uses of electricity
&.05" Identify machines while listening to familiar

sounds of machinery
8.06, State usefulness of" 4 wheels
8.07, Demonstrate how magnets pull (or attract) some

'objects and -not others

Group,:objects aceordino size, shape, color 4-

and texture when given & collection of different
objects
Sort pictures or objects according to, the ma-
terials of which they are made: paper,wood, .

cloth, etc.
Arrange objects in sequential order according
to length and size when given a collection of
objects .

Predict which is heavier when given two objects

Describe whil happens when given three examples
of energy reacting (freezing waters heating
water, burning paper)

9.01

9.02

9.03

9.04

10.01

11.01 Describe the earth as Very large, round, has.
land and water and air

11.02 Describe the uses of soil

11.03 Identify samples of rocks, sand and soil

1104 Name'the uses and dangers of water

11,05 Demonstrate that air is around us

12.01 Describe the changes in seasons appropriately

- 104
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.Grades 4-6.

1. The learner, will

stand the basic charac-
teristics of planti
(biological science)

2. The learner will under-'
stand.the'basic charac-
teristicsoranimals.
( biological' science)

411

The learner will under'l
stand man's use of plants
and animals (biological)

.

4. The learner will under.,
stand the human body '

(biological science)

r

g

(

<1

Science

1.01 -Demonstrate the care of plants when given re/1
and-artificial plants'

1.02-Describe the importance of roots
1.03 Describe the importance of plant leaves
1.04 Describe how new plants can be grown frpm Seeds,

bulbs, cuttings and runners
1.05 Name, describe and match common trees and leaves
1.06 Identify the, trunk and its protective overing

'of bark when shown pictures
1.07...Describe how environmental forces (weather, ani-

mals, human beings) can. aflect.plants

Z.01 *Discr.iminate Ltwepn living and non.;;Iving ani?
. . anis when given pictures or models

2.02 DesVibe basic characteristics* each when
shown pictures of conftn.animals '1 ...

2.03 Describe the animallibasic needs suh as food,
water,protection, air, etc. '. :

.

2.04 Classify according to habitats when shown pic-'
'tures of animals

,

. .
.-

3,01 Describe the various ds Oa is provide such
as 'fruits, vegeta6les, c sugars, nuts,
beverages and seasonings

3.02 Classify food as fruits or vegetables-When shown
food pictures

3.03 Describe the following basic characteristics of
the food: (1) type of 'plant; (2) how food is
grown.;.(3) how food is eaten (raw, cooked,
canned, frozen, dried); when shown pictures of
foods grown from plants

3.04 Describe the various foods animals provide such
as eggs, meat, honey, milk, dairy products

3.05 Des,cribe foods that are produced by each when.
,'shown pictures of animals

3.06 Describe food preserVation methods'such as,re-
frigerating; cooking, canning, freezing, drying

3.07 Explain why every person needs to eatjmany dif-
ferent types of foods to have aeftalthy.body

4.01- Describe thefive sense organs
`4.02 Describe the purposes of the skeletal system

(gives body shape, helps it move, and protects
essential parts of the body)

4.03 Describe the main function of the following: .

muscles, heart, lungs, teeth, blood, stomach
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The learner will have
an understanding of .

ecology (ecology)

.6. The learner ,will under-'
stand that all matter.
has wei-ght and-fdkes up

space (physical science)

4

.N5

7. The'learner'will under.-

. stand that -matter exists,in

three forms -- solids,
liquids, and gases
(physical science)

8. -The learner will under

..
'stand that differen.t

kinds of matter have
characteristic proper-
ties (physica science)

9. The.learne( '11 be

familiar with several
different kind
energy (physical
science)

r

V

Science

5.01 Identify ways- in which indivluals'can,help
protect the environment

5.02 Identify ways people have harmed.;the,environment
5.03' Define recycling

. ,

6.01 Give at least four properties.-"-e.g., size,
shape, weight, color, texture --when given an_

object

6.02 Describe objects thrd'ugh senses of-touch and/or

smell WhenPgiven-an object

'6.03 Predict that a tumble(,will not fill up with"
when it is pushei mouth downward into an

aquarium of water !Ace e it Contains air, .10

Predict that a balloon containing air is
heavier than one not inflated (when both are
compared on a balance, the answer., is obvious)

6.05 Predict that the water level.will rise when ob-
jects are placed into'a bowl of water and con-
clude that objects take. up space .

"6.06 Weigh and measure a group of objects, n a -0Ven

unit .

.

.6.07:1Predic,t thata liquidmill take the shape ofa
cent per as it (liquid) is poured into a con-
taindr- - ,

o

6.04

7.01 State Wtich is liquid, solid or .gas when con-.
ducting experiments with water

t i

1- ! .

8.01 Describe color, shape, textureand weight of
Oven-objects when given different kinds of
matter such, ds wood, glass, metal, and cloth

9:01 State, ugik of energy such as in heating,home,
running machinery, and moving vehicles (trans-

portation).

9.02 Name several sources of energy,

- sun :.

- coal

electritity
- gas e.

wood
- wind

- water
- others

los



.10. The learner will have
a general understanding'
of relation between
math and energy
(physical science).

C-\$,
. 11. The learner will Under-

stand how homes are
heated and cooled
(physical science)

12. The learner will under-
stand that environmental
forces change the earth
(earth and space)

13. The learner'Will have
an understanding of
weather reports
(earth and space) J

14. The learner will have
an Understanding of
the fourteasons

15. The learner will have
a general. understanding
of heaVenly bodies
(earth and space)

16. The learner will have
a general understanding
of air (earth and space)

Grades 7-9

1. The learner will,- under-

stand that all life comes
from life -- reproduction
(biological science)'

learner will under-
stand the many uses of
plants and animals
(biological, science)

(

Science

10.01 Explain (in simplified terms) how we get energy
from matter (e.g., burning of coal and digestion
of fOods)

10.02 Describe the three (3) things needed tn order
for fire to burn (heat, air and fuel)

11.01 List sources of dome heating
11.02 List ways homes may be kept cooler during hot

seasons

12.01 Describe ways the earth has changed through
natural processes (e.g., flooding, climate, wea-
thering, earthquake and volcanoes) .

soil erosion12.02' Describe how water causes s
.

, .1

13.01 Demonstrate ab ?ity to read a weithei- therano
.13.02 Read weather reports
13.03, Describe the usefulness of weather reports

(e.g., weather predictions)

er.

14.01 Classify spring, summer, autumn and winter when
given pictures of the seasons

, .

14.02 Describe how some plants (trees, 'shrubsi grass)
change_from"season,to season .

15.QI Specify that heavenly bodies are the sum, moon
. stars, and planets

.15.02 Give specific information about the sun, moon,
stars, and planets

:16.01 Describe the basic characteristics of air
-(occupies space, cannot be seen, moves, has
weight) .

16.02 Describe the usefulness ofair (fires, living
,- things need it, breathe it)

11.

1.01- Usraamples to explain "life comes from life'
.1.02 Give examples of charafteristics oflieredity .

2.01 Name 5-10 ways man uses trees
,

2.02 Name 5-10 wayein which' man uses animals

112
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3. The Warner Will under-.
stand the4basic functions
of the skeletal` and /

-muscular...systems

(biological c(ience)

4. The learner wilj und04-- .

stand the bask ftinctions,
of the five senses ,

V99

5. The learner wil Y under-.-

stand the hasiccompo-
sition of the .earth .

(.earth science)

6. The learner will under-
4stand the basic compo-

. sition,of dodiestof
water (earth science) ,f

elt

a

9

7. The learner will under-
stand that an atmos-
phere surrounds the
earth's surface
(earth science)

1

8. The learner will under-
.' stand_the composition

of the solar system
(earth and space science)

.. Scienc
,

:. ,.

3.01 Name a_minimUm of three function& of the skejetal
system.

.s,.

3.02 .Name a minimum of three functions of the muscles
ku3.03 Demonstrate how the joints work

4.01 Name the major parts of each sensory organ and
what it does

A.02 Explain what we cap do to help keep our sensory
organs functioning'propedy

-5:O1
Understand the formation of rocks

6A2 -Understand the terms,-.- piedmont, mountain and
coastal regions -- of his/her home state

5.03 De ons rate some methods used by researchers to
de rm ne ages of artifacts and other things

found om digginqi
5.04 Explain a d demonstrate how the forces of

gravity work

6.01 -Name well-known lakes or rivers in his/her home
state/community

- r
6.02 Explain.5-10 uses of bodies of water

6.03 Explain how coastal landscapes are changed by
waves, tides, currents, winds and tectonic
action

6.04' Give examples-of efforts to control,shorelines_l
such as seawalls.and jetties showing how na-
tural systems41pre responded

7.01 Demonstrate the air_Movement caused by heating'
and cooling

7.02 Demonstrate a fair, understanding of cloud for-

mations

7.03 Explain the production of precipitation when
given a chart

.7.04 Show t:ivy different types of precipitation form

under different.temperatdre
giver a chart

7.05 Explain the basic causes And effects of airpol-
lution when given a Chart

8.01 Name the:major bodiet of the solar system

8.02 Demonstrate how the sun is the center of the

solar system
8.04 Demonstrate a basic understanding of stars and

planets
Demonstrate how the earth rotates and revolves
through the universe

8.
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9. The learner will under-
stand the nature of
climate, weather and
seasons

10. The learner-will under-
stand the changes -in
weather (earth science)

. 11. The learner-wilt-under-
stand the concept of
the four seasons and '

their relationships to
weather and climate
(earth science)

12. The learner will under-
stand the importance of
using a scientific ,method
as a way of solving many
everyday problems
(physical science)

The learner:will.under-
stand that science
depends on accurate
measurement (physical
science)

13.

14. The learner will under-
stand that all matter .

is composed of basic-
units called atoms-which
can be described by their
physital properties
.(phyilcal science)

Theslearner will under-
'stand that energy is ,

the ability to do work'

(energy science)

.,

o

Science ;

9.01 Explain the difference between climate, weather
and seasons ,

902 Demonstrate how physical factors affect, the
climate 0

. %

9.0a Demonstrate hOw 'seasonalithanges'causeclimate
changes in North Carolina .. -:,:

10.01 Explain the terms: hurricanes, tornadoes,.

. thunder.and lightning °

10.02-'Explain the importance of weather forecasting
10.03 Explain the differencein weather Watches and

warnings,

11.01 Demonstrate how the movement of the earth de-
termines seasons

11.02 Explain what causes leaves on trees,to change
colors

11.03 Identify characteristics of the seasons in-
cluding weather, plants and animals and daylight
hours

12:01 Name the major steps of a scientific method of
problem solving

12.02 Demonstrate the ability tcz apply a scientific'
method in solving the problem when given a
problem to solve

13.01 Demonst ate a knowledgeof the basic units of
length, mass, volume and temperature when given
medsurement probleths ;

13.02 Demonstrate how inaccurate measurements can
result in unsuccessful or incomplete' results.

14.01 Demonstrate and explain that.all' matter occupies
. -space and has weight .

10'.01 Distinguish which is chemical, heat electrical,
mechanical, etc., when given a list of. sources
of energy

15.02 Demonstrate that sound waves,are produced by
vibrating matter and must travel through some-
physical medium -

15.03. Give examples of how to conserve energy,,
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16. The learner under-
stand that Achines help
to make work easier
(energy science

17: The learner will under-
, stand the nature of
population and its ef-
fect on ecology (ecology)

18. The learner will under-
stand the implication'
of humans in peir en-
vironment

1.

(ecology)

Grades 10-12

,l. The learner will under-
stand biology as the
study of life science
(biological science)

2. The learner will under-
stand that living'things,
receive characteristics
from parent organisms
,(biological science)

3. The.learner will undei.-

stand the-"hature of

multi-cellular plants"
(biological science)

I

4. The learner will under-'
stand the general ch'ar-
'acteristics of inverte-'
br (biological science)

Science

15.04 Name three to five forms of light energy and
how each works

15.05 Demonstrate how heat and fire are used as forms
of energy .

15.06 Name and explain five ways to heat the home,
school' or office' . ,

15.07 Explain the household use of insulators
15.08 Explain man's useful control and need for fire

16.01. Diagram three 91asses.of machines and explain
how each works

16.02 Describe the following simple machines: magnet,

level, pulley, wheel and axle

17.01 Explain how the.populttion has increased and de-
creased over.the past year

fF.02 Discuis the relationship between population in-
crease, energy and,food sources

18.01 Describe effects people have had and are having
on the environment

18.02, Kscuts issues of world hunger, popqation con-
trol, alternate energy sources, pollution eon..
trol and endangered species

1.

1.01 List and discuss the characteristics of living
- and non-living things

2.01 Explain the process of heredity and how living
things have same and similar characterfstics
of their parents

2.02 iscuss why offspring are similar to or dissim-
r from their'parentt

3.01 Explain-the importance-of-mosses and ferns to
people

3.02 Describe the°1*le and function of seeds c,.

- 3.03 Explain the process and importance 0 phofosynr
thesis 1 -tea

. a.04` Describe the Ways that plants reproduce 50, grow ,1

4.01 Name three, invertebrates ansAxplain their im-
portance to people .
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5. The learner will Linden--
stand the .general -chae-

acteristicS of verte-
brates (biological
:science)

.

6. Thelearner-will'under-
stand'the nature and
.functions of the human
body

7, The learner will under-
stand the process of
problem solving through
Scientific methods

-(physical science)

,8. The learner will under-
stand how science is -

ap lied to daily living
ac Oties (physical

. scie ce)

a-

Science

.5.04 Label five types of fish and explain the relation -

ship of fish to human beings
5.02..Identify reptiles in Notth Carolina and deicribe

the relationship of reptiles to human beings
5.03 Identify ch ra eristics of common birds of

North Carolina a d explain their relationship
_to_ man beings

5.04 Iden ify mammal characteristics and be able to
__group mammals into order when given a list of

common mammals
'6.05 Describe mammals' (animals), relationships to-people
5.06 List structural similarities and differences

when given specimens of varials vertebrates

/6.01 Label. and describe the major organS of each
major sys em of,the human body

6:02 List majo functions of the organs composing
the hums body .

6.03 Discuss he effects of disease (nutritional,
pathogen c, genetic) upon the physiology-of
the ,hums body.

,6.04 Discuss issues such as abortion, birth control,
venereal disease s.thild abuse

.6.05 Discuss the consequences of the use of alcohol,
narcoti s and tobacco

7.01 Demonstrate'steps in problem solving: (a) getting.
facts0(b) trial conclution; (c) thecke trial .

conclusion; ( make final conclusion

8.01. DemonStratescientific principles for using the
family car, household equipment., and on the job

8.02 Demonstrate and discuss safety practices at
home;and on the highways

8.03 Name;and discuss methods of using and preserving
energy and natural resours thrRugh daily acti-
vities

8:04 DemOnstrate preservation oLfoods through vari-
ous methods . .

8.05 DeMo4strate measurements of heat and temperat&e

O
ak' 0
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. aThe skills component of this document is.to be US in conjunction
with the knowledge component, skills bein4,4introduced, practiced, and
refined as learners deal with goals arid- perfortnate indicators for know-
ledge., Selection. ofeage appropriate.centent fdis..skill development is
essential at the high schoollevel. - d

' o 0 e.

-

.. . r
.

" ,.".

_
As a matter of organization,

e`

,econoini*ds are'included-ine- _the section
on vocational education. The 'critical' queitiog4ds not, ."Can the educa-
ble mentally; handicapped :learner ina,ter; the high 41001. traditional
social studies-content?" but rather; "Is it a 'justi"Rable use of the

-14rner's timel" Consequently social t.tudies at the high-44ml level
focuses on assisting the learner make /he 'nedess ry transition from
school to the larger community. The following ccial ittudies ctirriculjil
are included for the following g reasons:. ' ,

.
,.., . c

g-7

'1. Most educable nientally handicapped learners will as addlts
continue to reside in the county of their birth, therefore,
they should learn as much as posseiblefabout the loc,,a1 coun-
ty and state -- services available to him/her, as we" as

. hisTher responsibilities and ricjifts as -a'citizen in a demo-
cratic -society. -

2. Citizenship -- every young'adult needs to -be aware of his/
her rightvand responsibilities as- a titigen.'.z,;, "

1$
3. To- fully accept his/her responsibility as,a citizen,, the

young adult should- vote in iy, srat; and national elec-
tions. Therefore, lie /she heeds tóltfitiw."when," "why,"
"how," and "where" to vote. c

,

4. Educable mentally handicapped pupitg require onger
period of time to learn and.unlerstand-the information
needed to pass the driver's edetcation, coUrse. Thit' unit
is deSigned as a supplement to the: regular drivers edu-
cation course offered to all pupils; .

. 1. . .3-

5. Educable mentally handicapped- pupfls a.re, not always' .
fullyaware of the consequences of their behavior or --
of the legal, structure designed 'to arbitrate trans- °

gressions against the system. Therefore; the section
on law focuses on acquainting thelearner with the. legal .

implicatiofis of his/her behavior. .. ---7-
. ,

---- '0
AL
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''SkILLS

COMPETENCY GOAL(S)

Grades K-3

1. The learner will iden-
*: tify anddefne prob-

lems and sugOtt, ways
:"'eof solvingethem

\

2. The learner Will 10-
cate-needed'informa-

,*tion

3. The learnerswill-gather
information

IP

,........) PERFORMANCE IND4CATORS
Each indicator ls!'one of magi/ which can assess a
pupil's performance. Others may-be used if they
are more appropriate for the learner. .

.D7 Define terms in an appropriately stated and
. pertinent problem

1.02 Set up a tentative hypothesis for dealing with -)
the problem-

' 1.03 Suggest possible consequences of various courses
-of 2ctiott

0

2.01 Use primary picture dictionaries and primary
picture encyclopedias

-

4.
.

The learner will evaluate
information

., The learner wild Organ-
ize and analyze infor-
mation and draw concha-
sions

6. The learner w use
maps.

-

7. The learner will have
a sense of time and
chronology

,

O

.0*

/

3.01 Collect information through field tripsand in-
terviews!
4- :identify the purpose of the activity
- plane procedures, rules' of behavior, questions r
to be asked; things to look for

- describe informa "ion gained during the' field
trip or intervieks .

4.01 Distinguish between fact and fiction

-5.01 Organize information
- identify similaritiesand difMirces in data
- classify or categorize data' r

- place ideas in sequence

0

6.01 Identify, given examples, maps, photographs,
p'i'ctures, and models

6.02 Locate places on map
locate home town and county-on_ma0 of North
CarOlina

= locate the Iquato and polar circles on a
world map .

7.01 Demohstrate an Understanding of. the time system
and the calendar-

0 - tell time eby,the clock
name jn order the days X.the week) .

- name .in order. the months of the year °

- Ocate the dateS of special events-on a cai-
, ,. , endar.

- ,ssociate months with seasons" of the .bear

. ,
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J
8. The learner will demon-

strate growth in self,
management skills

I

1,

7:02 -Demonstrate an understanding of the chronologi-,
cal sequence of events

0 - arrange in chronologi'cal order.a series of
personal

- express order or sequence in terms of first,
second, third, etc.

8.01 .Decrease, given age-approprtate.,experiences,
-

. egocentric (self-centered) perspectives
- identify examples of physical perspective
- identify, given6 'story, ,picture, or film
depicting different ways of:living, differ-k
ences'and similarjties, between her/his own
perspective. and thOse depicted

-or& in the capacity to'act in response to
the interests and welfare of others

8.02 Increase, given age,appropriate experiences,
in the capacity to empathize (to "step into

. tnother's Owes" or to understand that others
may "see things differently")
- demonstrate growing capacity to describe the
.thoughts and feelings of others
- role-plaicharacters in social context'from
own social context

8.03 Increase, given age-eppropriate experiences, in
the ability to accept diversity increasingly as
natural and inevitable
- ascribe some physical'differences to heredity

-7 ascribe some behavioral diffrences to training
or upbringing

8.04 Develop, given age-appropriate experiences, in-
creasingly constructive attitudes toward change
- .identify examples of physical change

recognize the results of change
8.05 .Accept, Oven age - appropriate experiences, con- -

Ulla as inevitable-and potentially manageable
- identify human'situations which contain

conflict

- suggestsreasons for a given conflict
- suggest ways-a given conflict might have,been
avoided

----propose ways of settling a given conflict

9. The learner will par-. 1.
ticipate in group
ac4ivities

114k

9.01 Participate in appropriate group.discussi 4
planning
- inittateldeai
- listen to the. ideas of others
- 'suggest ways of resolving group differences

\OW
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Grades 4-7

1. The learner will iden,-
tify and define prob-
lems.and suggest ways
pf soling them

2. The learner will lo-
cate needed information.

S

3. The learner will eval-
uate information

4. The learner willor-
ganize and analyze
information and draw
conclusions .

So ial Studies

. .

9,02 Engage in group decision-making ,

- fpllovi democratic procedures help ng to
make group decisions

- follow established rules
- anticipate possible consequences of .roup

decisions
-40uggest means of group evaluation

9.03 Act upon group decisions
-- assume responsibility for car

signed tasks .

accept responsibility ,for group actions "
taken as a result of democratic group plan-,
ning and decision-making;

1.01 Recognize, givenan appropriately stated and
pertinent body of informations, that a problem
exists

1.02 Identify theme value'conflicts inherent in the
problem are

2.01 .Choose"appropriateireference books and Sources
to locate needed information
-- primary dictionaries
- encyclopedias
- age-appropriate newspaperi and magazines

.

- atlases ,

2.02 Begin to use the index in books
2.03 Begin to use the table of contents in books

3.01 Checks-new data against a background of facts,
. given sources of information on a subject or
topic

-_-,..-

3.02. Identify emotional words .,.

4.01 Collect information (verbal sources)
- :display information gathered

.

- relate,a short summary of the ideas in
own ,words

4.

hii/hen

4.02 Analyze information
- construst-circle graphs ,

.

4.03 Select a rational course of action ased on eon-
clUsions -

Qrsliit 'alternative courses of action
1. list arguments for and against each alternative

t'the courseof action most likely to .

achieve goals .

:
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5. The learner will use'
maps

0

6..% The learner will have ,

a sense of time and
chroltlogy

7. The learner will demon--
strate growth in self-
management skills

C

6 4

J
4110

... i ..-

SOcial Studies
.

5,01 Construct-maps ,

. sr '

.,

5.02 Locate places on maps
. .

- use the number and key system to locate
places on highway maps .

5.03 Use scale and compute distances.
use small objects to r( present large ones
(i.e., blotks = houses; a'photograph,of a
.given area = that area; model of an area or

- objecy= that area or.obje4)..
. 5.04 Interpret map synibols

- recognize s or political boundaries
tvation of 'a given point on a

color contour and raised relief map 0

- disticguish between land masses and water areas
- locate and identificontinents and oceans.

- l,ocate the home state and city (nearest large
'town) on a hap of the United States,

5'.05 Compare maps ..

A
. 14

- choose, given-a'question and variety of maps,
the. map-which will best answer the question

6.01 Demonstrate"an understanding af the time system
'end the ealefidar

6.02 Demonstrate...muhderstanding of the chronological'
'sequence of events --

- compute the lengih_of time between two given
dates

7.01 Decrease,, given age-appropriate exper,ienced,,'n
egocentric (self-centered) perspectives .

- anticipate the feelings ,cr a person with a
life style different froT hiS/her.own ,. .

- accept as legitimate the dissimilar views of
people different.from himself/herself

. 7.02.Decrease, givqn age-appropriate experiences, .

in ethnocentric perceptions% (the,view that one's
own group is the'ceriter Ofeverything)

-7.03 Decrease, given age-appropriate experiences, in
stereotypic perceptions (.4

- revise iterotyped statements to' make them. more -

qualified \ t
..

- use qualified ( "some," "inally,").rather than

stereotyped ("all,", "every") descriptions of
groups, beliefs, on events

7.04 Increase,' given age-appropriate experiences, in
the capacity to empathize ("to step into another's'
shoes" or to understand that others may "see '.

things differently") ,

7.05 Accept, (liven age- appropriate experiencesi'di-
versity :increasingly as 'natural and inevitable

118
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Grades

14 The learner will eval-
uate'information

.

. 2. The leaher 'will have
a senseof time and
chronology

Learner will use '

41.

;

it.

4

4:

Social Studies

7.06. Increase in'the capiCity to deal with uncertainty
- accept the best answer available, knowing, it
may not be the final answer

- change opinions and actions when presented with
new .evidence

1.01 DIstingdi h, given a body of data, 'among facts, ,

inferenceky and value judgments
1.02 Identifyiyen a body of data, assumptions con-

tained in the data

2.01 Demonstrate an understanding of the time system
2.02 Demonstretefn understanding of the chronologi-

-cal'sequence event's

- state, liven an appropriate!issueror
its historical- antecedents

.; t A

.3.01 U.sey scale and compute distances

- use small objects to represent large ones
=:houses; a photograph of a

given area = that area; MOM of an area or
object = that area or object)

problem,
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0 SKILLS (Citizenship, History, Government, Geography),.

COMPETENCY GOAL(S) ,PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
Each indicator is one of many which de assess a
pupil's performance. Others may be used if they
are more appropriate for the learner.

Grades 10 -12
,.

1. The learner Will-know
the services available
to hiM/fier in the county
in which he/she resides

2. The learner will know
about the social and
economic factors. of

his/her county

. The learner will know
how members of .his /her

community are governed

k

IdentifYst4following public agencies
- Social Sdrclices
- Mental Health
- Public Health
- Police
- Fire
- Sanitation-
Postil Services

-'Employment Security
Social Security

-.Libraries
- Courthouse
-Agriculture Extension
- Vocational Rehabilitation
- Park"and Recreation
- Other

1.02 Identify services available through the above
mentioned agencies

1.03..Describe how to access the above mentioned
services .

1.04 Use,a telephone directory to-find the telephone
number and address of public.agencies

1.05 Use a map ofothe town/county to locate the
public agencies

2.01 Identify educational services available within
countj,

2.02 Identify civic organizations and,the major ser-
vices availabltjhrough each organization, ,

2.03 Name andodiscribe the'benefits of North Carolina's
natural resources, i.e., waterliforest, agricul-

,ture, industry
2.04 Use- social and economic factors-to determine the

availability of jobs
2.05 Define transportation and*coMmunitation as eco-

nomic factors

o

3.01 Define what laws are ".

3.02 Explain why there are laws
3.03 -Explain how laws are enforced by the following

- city and county police
- sheriff's department °

- highway patrol
-- state bureaU of investigation

120 124.
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4'. The learner will know
- the process of a demo-

cratic election

I

5: The learner will know
about the towns/landmarks
located within his/her 4
county

6. The learner will know
about the major towns
and cities in his/her
state

7. The learner will be
Anowledgeable about
(Sing public trans-
portation

r t4

0 y

4.444

Social:Studies

3.04 Name the legal fights and responsibilities of
. an individual

3.05 Explain, juvenile status in terms of the law,'
. 3.06 Use. related Vocabulary'
3.07 Identify elected town, county, and state officials

4.01 Define, giyen appropriate experiences, such as-
student'council elections, the following terms
associated with the electoral process
- registration
_goting ,

- chndjdate
- campaign
1 primary election
- political, party

- party convention
- general election

442 Follow an election campaign through the following,.
media
..teleOsion
-.radio
- newspaper
- person
- school

4.03 Critique speeches
4.04 Explain the process of Voting.

- why
- where
- how

- machine voting
- write -in -vote

- paper ballots

5.01 Use maps tolOocate towns/landmarks within the
county

5.02 Name the county seat and larger towns within
the county ,

6.01 Use Maps...to locate-cities within the state
6.02 Name thestate capital

7.01 Identify pub sic transportation in the town/

county
7.02 List any tree transportationavailable, in the.

town /county

7.03 Use a map to travel within the town/county
7.04 Identify correct change for bus fare_

7.05 Interpret bus/train time schedules and fares
7.06 Use A bus.schedul -to plan time needed to get

to and from specific places, i.e.; work
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'8. The learner will be
knowledgeable about

. driving regulations

9. The learner will know
important developments
in North Carolinahistory

.1

Social Studies

8.Q1 Explain how the individual makes.highways safe
(passengers, drivers, and-pedestrians)..

8.02 dentify and .explain the highway siglis
8.-03 Explain driving regulations
Q.04 Identify the various parts and functions of a

vehicle
8.05 Describe the responsibility of a driver, a

passenger, and a pedestrian
8.06 Explain how obtain and retain a drivers

license
8.07 Explain financial responsibilities for4Operation-

of a vehicle as defined by North Carolina law

9.01 (xpiain why North Carolina was settled
9.02 Deteribe early colonization under England
9.03 Describe the establishment of the Union
.9.04 List the causes of the Civil War
9.05 Describe:North Carolina today

- population increase
-.development of educational systems
- economic, conditions

- spci41 conditions
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KNOWLEDGE (History, Economics, Government,
Geography, Sociology/Anthropotagy)

COMPETENCY GOAL(1)

Grades K-3

1. The learner will know
that people and,their
homes and schools
change over time
(history)

2. The learner will know
commonly accepted
symbols and,observances
of the American heri-
tage ory, govern-
ment) .

3. ihe learnervill know
famous people of history
(history government)

4.° The learner will *now that
unlimited wants and limited
resources create scarcity
(economics)

5. The learner will *Kow
that all families produce
and consume good's and
services (economics)

6. The learner will know
-that there is a division
of,labor in home and
school (economics) .

* Defined by the teacher in
in age-appropripe terms

PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
Each indicator is one of many which can assess a
pupil's performance. Others may be used if they
are more appropriate for the learner.

T.01 ,Describe changes in self and family (growth,
birth, etc.)

1.02 Identify; given appropriate examples of change
(series of photographs, etc.); those' things .

which have changed

2.01 Identify fromPamonialternatives
- the National Anthem
- the American Flag

2.02 Interpret orally or artistically the symbols
and/or importance of special days as hay are
celebrated
- Columbus Day
- Thanksgiving
- .Lincoln's Birthday
- Washington's Birthday
- Memorial Day
- Independence Day

3.0 1 Know
- that George Washington was the first President
of the United States

- the'present Oretident of the United-States

4.01 Distinguish between wants and resources given-an
appropriate listing of both*.

4.02 Distinguish between scarce apd plentiful resour-
ces given an appropriate listin

5.01 Distinguish, given pertinent examples`, between
goods and services . . 0\

5.02 Identify, given, an:appropriate description of a
family, those family members whq are
- .producers

- .consumers

- both producers and consumers

.

5.03 State that families earn their money by,droducing
goods .or services

6.01. Identify jobs performed by various family members
whep provided with an appropriate written, oral,
or)visual description of a family

127
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7. The learper will know
that'ruIes and laws are
:part of community fife
:'(gover04101t, sociology/

ahthropology)

.

8. The TOcirner will know
tiiat people living in

groups need rules and
laws (government,
sociology/anthropology)

k

-9. The learner will know
the effects Of climat- .

on hat people
(geography, sociology/
anthropology

'10; The.learner will know
that maps are repre-
sentations of the
earth's surface
(geography)

..,

11. The learner will know
that individua t and

4
faMiliesdare : th .

alike and diff rent.

(sociology/anthropology)

12. The learner will know*
that individuals occu-
py multiple roles in
families and schools'
(sociology/anthropology) ..

L

Social_Studies

-6.02 Name and describe, following a trip around the
school and/or interviews with school workers,
the .job's performed by the various categories

, of school workers
6.03 Identifyand state, given descriptions of jobs

performed by school workers, the relationships
between such work and the well-being of the
school community

- Z.01. Identify rules of family living when given a
story or- llustration depicting a family living
in 'cmf's:own or another culture

.

8.01 Suggest the need for rules or laws when pre-
"sented with a situation illustrating dangers or

confusions causedby the absence of rules or
laws

8.02 Suggest appropriate rifles for aAme when con-
- fronted with.a childhood game without _rules-or_

with confusing or, inappropriate rules

9.01 State, given descriptiOns of changing seasons,
what clothing is suitable for Wear in differ-
ent seasons -%

9.0214 IdentPfy games, recreational activities, and
*holidays associated with different seasons

10.01 Identify mapsand descybe appropriate uses
10.02 pmstruct and locate places on simple.maps of

--wthe home
the' classroom

- the school

11.01 Distinguish, given appropriate experiences,
likenesses and differences among familia-
in.terms of
- size
- composition

12.01 Distinguish amting the social roles one occupies'
grandcfiild, sibling, learner,, teacher)

12.02 Ident4fyi given an appropriate description of
a, child, the;, grouts of which the child,lsa-
memliei.: (e.g., family, school. religious, play,

community)

124 128
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Grades-4-6

1. The learner will know
that neighborhoods and
communities-change over
time (history)

2. The learner will know
commonly accepted sym-
bols and observances
of,the American heri-
tage (history;
government)

. The learner will know
that unlimited wants

. and limited resources.
create scarcity
(economics)

4. The learner will know
that there is a
division of labor
('specialization)

neighborhoods and
coniiunities

(economics)

The learner will know
that' money is a means
of economic exchange
(economics)

6. The- learner will know
that people living and
working-in groups need
rules and laws (gov=
ernment; sociology/
anthropology)"

7. The learner will know
that rules and laws
are a part of community
life (govehment,,
sociology/anthropology)

wt

Social Studies

1.01 identify changes which have occurred wh pre-
/

sented with appropriate maps, pictures, r

descriptions of change in a given neigh4 rhood
or community

1.02 Predict logical future changes when given an in-
complete set of pictures or an unfinished film
or story

2.01 Repeat the Pledge of Allegiance to the Flag--
2.02 Identify from among alternatives the Flag of.

North Carolina
2.03 Interpret orally or artistically the sy bols

and/or importance of special days as th y are
celebrated

Labor Day
- Veterans Day
. Martin Luther King's Birthday

3:01 Conclude, given an appropriate problem of scar-
city (i.e., not enough pencils, paper, or scis-
sors for every pupil; not enough money to buy.
all the toys one wants), that one must make
choices about how scarce resources are to be used

4.01 IdentifyAand describe jobs performed in
neighborhood /community businesses and industries
following a field trip to such businesses or
industries

5.01 Distinguish between money and barter (or trading,
usiapOng")

5.02 Identify incidences of money Ming exchanged for
goods or the performance of se vices

6.01 Suggest; given a situation in which rules4or,
laws are not obeyed, the consequences of such
non-obedience

6.02 Suggest practical and workable rules for class-
room and school, behavior and justify the need
for such rules

7.01 Suggest appropriate rules when confronted with
a situation in which the absence of rules causes.
confusion'

7.02 Identify laws. of. one's own community

cs,_145
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8. The learner-will know
that the local community
makes laws to goverh'.
itself and that adults,
elect men and women
from the.community to
operate the local
government( government)

9. The learner will know
the effects of climate
on how people live
(geography, sociology/
anthropology)

10. The learner will know
that maps are represen-
tations of the earth
and will ust basic
geographic terminology
(geography)

11. The learner will
0
know

how individuals, families,
and communities are alike
and different (sociology/
anthropology, geography,
government)

12. The learner, will know
individuals occupy
multiple roles in
families, neighbor-,
hoods, and communities
(sociology/anthropology),

Social Studies
.(

8.01 Identify governmental bodies
8.02 Distinguish between rules and laws w

age - appropriate examples of both

..

n given

9.01 State how ways of living might difier im dif-
fering climates

9.02 'Identify some.practices and invenVons which '

enable people to overcome the effects of climate

10.01 Construct simple maps of one's own neighborhood/
community and. locate places on them

10.02 Construct simple maps of communities studie d and
locate places onthem

10.03 Identify and use map symbols to represent'
- streets, roads, highways
- rivet's, oceans, lakes
- structures of'various kinds (bridges, various
buildings)

- land areas
,10:04 Locate on an appropriate map one's own ci

county, state, and nation and correctly use
these political/geographic terms

11.01 Distinguish likenesses and differences among care-
. fully described individuals and families in terms'
of
- physical attributes
- behavior
- human needs

11.02 Distinguishtsimildrities and differences between
two carefully deicribed communities in terms of

- climate /physical environment'

- economic activity. ,
A

12.01 Identify the multiple roles occupied by familiar
adults

12.02 Identify from a description of an unfamiliar
adult,the multiple roles.he/she occupies

. ,

f
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13. The learnerwill know'
that human groups main-
tain norms'of behavior
(sociology/anthropology)

Grade 7

°.1. The learner will know
that Ways,.of71-Tyjng

,change over tithe end

how and why these
changes occur
(history) '

7
2. jhe learner will know

that change affdcts the
-lives of people (history,. .
sociology /anthropology)

3. The learner will knOW
major everts in 'the
history of North,Carolina
(history, government)

learner will know .

that the past of North,
Carolina affects the -

lives of its citizens
today (history, gov-
ernment, economics,
_sociology/anthropology)

,

5.;- The learner willknow
the natural and human

"'resource's found in
_12 North Carolina..

6. The learner will know
that liwt are made by
all 16els ofgovernment
(government)

111,

e

9

.

Social Studies_ ce

13.01 Identify, TimW a-careful description of familiar
-groups

- group rules. (customs)
- how group rules (customs) are learned
- , how group rules (customs):, are enforced

tained)

-

1.01 Identify changes which have occurred when' given.
an appropriate series of photographs depicting .

changes in ways of liv-ing (dress,.housing, work,
transportation, entertainment,:etc.) in North
Carolina , .

Identify from among given alternatives the ef-
fects orYesults of 'change in North Carolina
explain the reasons for carefully selected
examples of change in North Carolina

1.02,

1.03

4** 2.01 Ptedict logical. effects on the lives of people
o1f a given change in North.Carollna -

2.0.2 Select from a list of possible results of a
given change in North Carolina, the most logical
result(s) of the change

3.01 Identify major events in ihhi§tory o' North

Carolina wdeff-giver7.4ist
_

. ..

. 4.01 Identify pertin4fit, collies (or antecedents:). in

the past of_a.Iignificant and appropriate. North
Carolina phenoffienon or,event

4.02 Identify the influence of An important event in
:North Carolina's past on present ways of living
in the state .

-- .,

5.01 Name resourcds2found id. North Carolina

. 5.02 Suggest the.use being made or not-being made of
.specifieti natural resources of North Carolina

. .

..
.

b6.01 Name levels drgovernmeni,that make laws
6:02 Identify the-compqSition of law- making bodies at

'local, stage,-"and national levels given, concise.
sinformation about these bodies .

_..-._ .

'
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7.lThe'lea
7

r will,kn
that-in'tdemocracies

citizens must commuz
nicate their wishes
to thtir .elected.

governments
(government)

8. 'The. learner will .know

. the-process of ,a den%
cratic election
(government)

9. The learner will kno
that local, state,, d-

. national governMents
often assist one not er
in meeting the needs o
people (government)

10. The l earner will know
that there are tradi-
tional symbols of
citizenship
(gover6ment, history) °.

11.

. Social StUdies A

7.01 Identify, from.given examples and non-examples,
means by which citizen$ can influence their
-elected governments

,

7.02 Choose from among specific alternatives the
°means which citizens will find are most useful
in influencing local governing bodies

8.01 Define, given appropriate experiences, such as
student council elections, the following terms
associated-with:theAlettora) Process
11t candidate 4-440 . .

campaign .

-.general election .

-.*
911 Identify problews4hat more than- one level' of

goVerhment addresses

1

. 1

4

'10.01 Identify from among alteratives ,

1.1. The learner will know
that governments get
their money fivm.people
(economics, government)

12. The-learner will know
that physical geography
isa factor in deter-
mining where and how
'people live (physical
geography:, waterways,
forests, mountains)

13. The learner will know'

that they is an-unequal
distribution of natural

,resources (geography,
economics)'

I

- the Governor OHNorth Carolina. . ",.

- the capitals of'North Carolina and the United
state. tt

'- the: flag of Nor ,Cirolina .

the, North Carolina State,Seal
- the'North Carolina State ,Song.

11.01- Distinguish between services provided by public
tax support and'those funded privately',

11.02 Distinguish between local and state taxes
11.03 ,/Explain that public services cost tax dollars

- e
12.01 Explain how physical geography influences how

;

and where people live
0,

13.0.1 Locate on a physical/resource map of.North
Carolina .

- areas best suited Tor agritulture
- areas best suited for the location of bas ic-

industry

12$
4_
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*14. The learner will krioil

that resources may be
consumed, conserved,
polluted, destroyed,
and renewed I
"(geography, economics)

':15. The learner will knoW
! the influence A ideas

,

and inventions in
changing ways f living

.(sociology/ant opologSf,

history, econom cs)

Grade 8 ,

,

1. TheT'leirner will know
-that ways-Of living"

change over time- and

why and how these.'
changet occur. (history)

Atei. The learner will know
that change affedts
the lives of people`

'(history, sociology/
anthropology) !

3. The learner will know
sthe basic attributes
of-the economic system
of the United 'States
(economics, government)

41

* Defi ed%by the teacher
in -appropriate terms

Social Studies

13.02 Locate, given an appropriate map ofNorth
Carolina, major landforms and bodies of water, -

14.01 Predict the, conieguences of overconsumption,

,.. given an appropriate local case study of the'
overconsumption of non-renewable resources

14.02 Suggest causes and effects; of, as well-as after-'
natives to, the pollution of resources in re- -

sponse to,a carefully, chosen case study

- state reasons why the pollution 'occurred

- suggest alternative uses of the resources

- sUggest wayS of renewing-or recycling the

polluted resources .

16.01 .Describe the changes made.fn ways of living in
North Carolina.* such significant inventions
as automobiles, television, etc. -

15.02 Describe and Cite reasons for resistance to
these changes

15.03, Cite both positive and negative effects of the

changes-

LW Identify changes whictrhave occurred, when given
.

an appropriate series of photographs depicting
changes in-Ways of living (dress, housing, work-,
transportation, entertainment,. etc.). in the

-United States - _-

1.02- Identify from-among alternatives the effects or-

results of important changes which have occurred .

fn the kited States , '-'
-,

2,01 Selett frOm.a list of possible result5of.egiVen.
change iekhd Uniti&St.. ates,the result(s):of the

change ,*,

... . .

,,
, .

2.02 Predict effects On'the lives of people- of given
significant change occurring in the United Statet

47'
.3.01 State the importanCe.of consumer demand in -de-

ciding what goods and services*eproducedi
-given basic pertinent descriptions of the-market

.
economy of the United States at work

3.02 Describe the interaction of the fbllowing ele-.

ments in the production of a familiar product

- natural resources

- capital
- labor
- transportation.
- 'consumer demand

129-
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Social Studies

4'.' The learner ill know
that laws a made by

4'local, stat , and

national governments

The learner will know
'that in dem6ctaciet,
citizens-must commu-
nicate thee`'' wishes

to their elected
governments
(government)

6. The learner will know
the process of a demo-
cratic electiOn
(government)

7. The learner will know
the 'rights respon-
sibilities of.citizent

8. The learner Kill know
that local, trate;and
national governments ,

often assist one another
in meeting the needs Of

*.people (government)

The. learner will' know
'.thaelbvernments are
supported by taxes

'. paid by. citizens
(government economics)

.,

'10. The learner will know ,
that physical.geography
is a factor in deter- .

mining -how-and where
people. live (geography)

* Given age-approOlatg
experiences

A

I

4.01 Distinguish among local, state; and national
govergments'from descriptions of all three

4.02 Identify legislative (enact laws), executive
(implement laws), and ,judicial. (enforce laws)
functions of local,:staXe, or national govern-.
ments given adequate descriptions of theSe , -

functions -

5.01 Identify wayscitizens can influence their ov-
ernments

5.02 Suggest-means t hat citizens might use to influ-
government policy given an example of-gov-

ernmental apathy on an, issue of popular concern
5.03 Suggest some consequences of'the failure of-ci-

tizens to communicate ;their wishes_ to their
elected governments .

6.01 Define, given appropriate experiences'; such a$
studela council elections,,the following terms .

assoented.with the eledtoral process *
- registration .

- voting
- candidate ,. e
-.. campaign

.

id

ta
.

.

I

7.01- Explain the righteof citizens in- the United
,....... ,

StateSe.given a listing of possible rights of
individuals

7-.02 ExPlain'the respbniibilities .ok citizens' in the
. United States, given a list of possible ,i-e-spon-

sibilities of individuals . ,
,

8.01 Identify examples of cooperationAssistance among
local, tate, and national governments,r..given

.

both examples and non-examples
8.02 Identify problems as'being largely rote, state,

and/or national from a,gilki list of problems'

4lems'-.. ' \
. .,

9.01 -Distinguish beIween examples and non-examples oftaxes
.
9
f
02 'Cite relationships between tax payment and gov-

ernmental services
,

10.0t Ldentifyinstances in which Physica Reograptiy. is
a significant factor' in determininthow/here
Teeplellive

''10.02 Identify technology as,a means of overcoming
effectsof,physical geography
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11.. The learner will know
-thg natural resources
may.be'consumed, con-
served, polluted, de-
stroyed, and renewed
(geographyeconomfcs)

The learner will know
that while each indi-
vidual is unique, .'
similarities among
%peoples are greater
'than differences .

(sociology/anthropolo6)

13, The learner will. know
the influence of ideas
and inventions in
changing ways Of living

,(sociology/anthropology,
history,, economics).

S

ti . .

>

.

Social Studies.

11.01 Predict the consequences Of overconsumption**.
.given an appropriate case study of the over-
coniumpfion lif,bon-renewable resources in the
United States . , . _

11.02 Suggest causes and effects of, as well 'as alter-
natives to, the pollution of resources in response
to a carefully stated case study
- state reasons why the pollutiorf occurred
= suggest alternatives to ,the pollution of re..7 ..

sources
. -" suggest ways of renewing the resources, or sub-

stituting for.them % .

12.01 Distinguish likdnesses and differences among se-
lected peoples in terms of physical attributes
and ways of living

. .-

13.01 Describe changes_made an ways of living in the
. United States by such significant inventions
as the automobile, air travel, television, etc.
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Vocational Education
Vocational education comprises a major portion of sound programming

for all educable mentally handicapped pupils. Pre-vocational skills are
an integral pari.of the total curriculum for anlypupil; therefore, pre-
vocational skills 'are,also' included in all the other sections of this

--volume. PlanningGuide on Secondary,Prbgrams for the Educable Mentally.
°Handicapped represents a joint effort of the..Division for Exceptional
Children and the Division of Vocational Education and the Division for
VO,ational Rehabilitation Services, Department of Human Resources to
describe sound programming fo'r the educable mentally handicapped popu-
lation at the secondary level.

4r,
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SKILLS

COMPETENCY GOAL(S)

VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
Each indicator is one of many-which can assess a
pupil's performance. Others may beused if they
are- more appropriate for-the learner.

Grades K-3

1. The learner will develop
good grooming habits

4

2. The learner will use ap-
propriate classroom:work
habits

0

3. The learner will be aware
of the importahce of work-
ing with others

4. The learner will develop
an understanding of the
work down by family
members

.

5. The learner will develop'
an understanding of work
performed by school staff

6. The learner will develop
In understanding of the'
duties of community
helpers .

'1.01 Discuss the importanae.Of having a clean body
and hair.

1.02 Discuss the ,importance of wearing clean and
suitable clothing

1.03 Discuss the importance of eating the correct
f ods

1.04 N e ood health habits that are practiced daily
1.05 Col ect pictures showing good health habits

2.01 Use and store classroom supplies and equipment
properly.

2.02, Perform assigned classroom tasks
2.04, Discuss the importance of having a regular time

for performing tasks :

2.04 Discuss the importande of completing his tasks,
2.05 Discuss the impOrtance of doing tasks properly

3.01, Discuss getting along with others
3.02 Discuss getting along with persons in authority
3.03 Take,turns in classroom activities--
3.04 Share materials-and equipment

a

4.01 Discuss tasks they perform to help famil,y,
4.02 Discuss tasks performed by brother and sisters
4.03. Discuss work performed' by mother and father
4.04 Discuss'the concept that everyone whois able

works
s

5.01 Discuss the role of principal; teacher; aide,
ca eteria manager, librarian, custodian, school
nor, etc.

5.02 Prepare posters which demonstrate the work done
by school staff

6.01 Discuss the services performed,* doctor's, den-
tists, firemen, postmen, sanitation workers, etc.

6.02 Assist Wplanning field trips places of work
in the community .

6.03 _ Collect pictures of, community helpers °
6.04 Give name of personal doctor, dentist, postman,

etc.
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Grades '4 -6

1. The learner will develop
an understanding of indi-
vidual differences

2. The. learner will be,aware
of the effect Of personal
cleanliness in relation
to others

3. The learner will develop
an understanding of time
allocation

,

4, The4learner will develop
an understanding of the .

social skills needed to
get along with others

5. The learner will develop
an understanding. of skills
needed to perform certain
tasks within the school,
home, and. community

4'

'6.. The learner, will develop

an understanding, of
earning, spending, and
saving

Vocational EducAtion

t

1.01 'Discuss differences in individual's looks,
health, behavior

1.02 Discuss the advantages
i

ages of being different
1.03 Name ways he/she is different from others in

the class

'2.01 Discuss personal grooming,characteristics.of
people-they like

2.02 Discuss the kinds of clothing they would wear,
for different events

2.03 Make posters shOwing proper clothing to wear
for different kinds of work .

'2.04' Practice habits of cleanliness at school

3.Q1, Discuss why and how a day's work is planned
3.02 Discuss the,valk of starting and completing a

task within a planned period of time
3.03 Discuss the importance of being on time
3.04 Keep a thart showing the amount of time, it takes

to complete specific tasks

4.01 Discuss the general principles of getting along'
with others - being courteous - carrying your
share of the load - respect for the individual's
rights and property

4.02 Demonstrate socially acceptable` behavior in dif- n

'ferent situations
4.03 Role play persons in authority, friends, family

9 members, etc.

5.01 L\st kinds of work performed in school, home .

and community -

5.02 -Prepare posters listing skills necessary in per-
forming various tasks

5.03, Distuss money earned for the various t -or

jobs performed
5.04 DiscuSs why3pay was different for4sOme of the

jobs .

6.01 Discuss what pupils, do with money earned or any
allowance they are given

6.02 Discuss reasons for saving

6.03 Set up and operate a classroom store where items
can be purchased for tokens. earned in the class-

,

room for,good work .

6:04 Keep list of earnings, exlienditures, and savings

139
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Grades 74

1. The learner will commu-
nicate feelings and
ideas effectiVely

2. The learner will recoq-.
nice onal.interests,
abi ties, and attitudes

,

The learner will/evaluate
Physical and Mental a4ili-
ties in relation to job
opportunities and per-
sonal interests

4. The learner will analyze
the relationship between
self-confidence and
success

5. The learner will describe
the differences between

- realistic and.unrealistic
work image of self ,

Ihe learner will idintify
reasons people work-

7. -Thelearner will identify
occupational clusteri and
a variety of occupations
in each cluster

8. The learner will recognize
characteristics and abili-
ties of workers in selected
occupations

9.' The learner,will deicribe
the effect of supply and
demand of workers on emr
ployment trends

J

Vocdtional.Education

1.01 Carry on conversation with other persons -

1.02 Discuss an idea-or a feelidg with another person
or group

1.03 Evaluate one's personal effectiveness in commu-
nicating with, one or more persons

2.61 Identify interests, abilities, and attitud0
,

3.01' Identify different abilities
3.02 Compare personal abilities-and interests with.

lhose.required.for various jobs

44)1 ,. Explor self -image

4:02. Identif behavior of a self-confident person
4.03 ,Identify different reasons which contribute to

a feeling of success.

4.04 .Compare the behavior shown by A self-confident
person to the behavioral characteristics of a
successful person "

.

5.01 1Recognil realistic and unrealistic work *ages

.

'.6.01 Name several reasons people-work .

7.01 7DisCuss basic skills required' in a particular
vocational field and-, id ntify,occupations re-

,

:lated.to that field

4

8.01 Identify the job characterittics i selected
occupations

.

8.02' Recognize the abilities needed for elected
occupations

941 -Identify factors_ that affect employment of'

-workers,(seasonal employment,,new industry,
-strikes, bankruptcy, availability'bf resources,.
;automation)

9.02 .Recognizi situations that indicate an oversupply.
or.undersupply of workers for,certkin Occupations
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TO. The learner will apply
appropriate procedures

- 411r used in seeking em-
. ployment

11. The learner will apply.
for a Social Security
card

12. The Tear* will analyze
high school programs
as they relate to jobs
and tentative persdnal
educational opportunities

13. The learner will compare
positive work habits and
attitudes with one's
personal behavior as re-
quired.by specific jobs

14. The learner will'assume
responsibility for..corn-

pleting job task's con-
.

sistently A

15. The learner will maintain
her/his work area in a
satisfactory manner

16. The learner will use
materials; tools and
equipment in a retpon-
sible manner

17. The learner will recog-
nize the importance of
personal hygiene and

. .

appearance

s - -

Vocational Education

10.01 Identify.and use in rmation about employment
. opportunities from'a riety of sources,

10.02 Demonstrate the ability to correctly complete
a job application and other forms related to

- employment
10.03 Identify appropriate procgdures for securing a

job interview
10404 Role play interviewing for a.0job

?r,_
11.01 Complete appfication for Social Security card
11.02 Mail application to the'correct address

,

12.01 Identify and explore each high school program
area in.her /his school

12.02 Recognize the relationship between jobs and
different high school courses

,

12.03 Develop a tentative educational plan according
to her/his abilities

13.01 Identify positive work habits and attitudes k

13.'b ,Evaluate personal work habits and attitudes
13.03 Evaluate personal behavior that is required'for

specific jobs

14.01 Recognize the need for completing job tasks con-
sistently'

14.02 Evaluate one's own behavior in accepting respon-
sibility

15.01" Follow the teacher's plan for maintaining a spe-
cific work area .

15.02 Recognize when a work.station is left in a sat-,
isfactory condition

16.01 Recognize the importance of using material
tools, and equipment in a responsible manner

16.02 Demonstrate the proper use and care of mate- .

rials; toolsosanci'equipment,

17.01 Discuss perional hygiene and personal appear-
ance as it relates-to getting and holding a
job

17.02 Practice personal hygiene.and good grooming.
habits

138
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.18. ..The learner will func-
tion cooperatively'.
with fellow students
and school personnel

Grades 10-12

1.' The learntwill develop
an unders ding of the
free enterprise system .

Vocational Education

18.01 Evaluate one's personal ability to interact
cooperatively with school personnel

10.02 Eyalyate one's personal ability to interact
cooperatively with fellowstudents

41

1.01 Discuss the characteristics of the free enter.-
prise system such as individual investment op-
portunities/ motivation, and rewards .

1.02 Identify tfe influence of competition on pro-
:duct, price, promotion, and distribution goals

1.03 Interpret the influence of automation and/or
specialiiation on th-6-"economy, business, and
the individual

1.04 Identify the effects of law, regulations; and
agencies of governments on business organizations_

1.05 Identify-the effects of taxation or, the economy,
business, apd the individual

6 Interpret the role of capital anc' investment in
planning and control for business organizations'

1.07 List the-influence of labor and labor rgani-
zations on the economy, business, and he indi.
vidual

1 .08 List,local and national economic factors,such.
. as strikes and demonstrations which may influ-

ence one's business
1.09 CoMpare the American private economic system t

2. The learner will gain
hands on work experi-
ence

3

3.' The learner will attain.
pre-employment skills

\ a.

a

.other /economic systems

2.01 Participate in in-school work experience
2:02 Enroll in vocational-education courses appro-

priate to his/her interests and abilities
2.03 Secure after school employment 1

2.04 Participate in work study program designed by .

vocational or vocational rehabilitation counselor
where such experiences are available

2.05 Demonstrate ability to complete assigned work -

3.01 Complete various types of job applications
-3.02' Complete types of job interviews
3.03 Maintain.approprtate personal hygiene and appear -

once
3.04 ,Dress appropriately for 'job' interview

0..1)5 Dress appropriately for work
3.06 identify employment benefits , -

.07 List characteristics, abilities, and interests
of successful workers
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4. The learner will attain
basic money management

5. The learner will acquire
effective communications
skills

.

6. The learner will recog-
nize the importance of.
public relations

Vocational EduCation

4.01 Discuss the role of occupational efficiency
and income in providing for basic needs and
luxuries A

4.02 Discuss responsibilities for managing one's
. income ,

4.03 Name common financial obligations and how they'
should be accommodated

4.04 Discuss advantages and .disadvantages of buying
on credit

4.05 Discuss s ving as a,technique in total self-
manage nt, i.e.,.bank depbsits, petty_cash-,
as ho , participation io pension benefits

4.06 'Discuss the relationship between general habits
of saving and their cumulative effect on income

4.07 Prep'are biweekly and monthly budgets-baied on
data furnished by instructor

0.--
4.08 Discuss principles of banking
4.09' Write sample checks correctly

. 4.10 Compute bank balance

5.01 'FolloW oral and written instructions for per-
forming job tasks

5.02 Handle inquiries for general information satis-
factorily

5.03 Describe how to address other people-in a
businesslike manner whether they are customers,

.,fellow employees, surpervitors, or management
5.04 "Use the telephone correctly
5.'05 Talk clearlyiand 'pleasantly to convey spirit

and enthusidin in one's speech
5.06 Express one's feelings, hopes, aspirations, and

concerns,

6.01 Describe how understanding others and one's s6lf
is basic to working harmoniously together.

6:02 Describe how a positive attitude is reflected
in one's work

6.03 -Identify way; to show an interest in others
6.04 Demonstrate-acceptable work attitudei and behavior
6.005 Function ,cooperatively.with fellow workers and

superVisors

6.06 Exercise self7control during trying situations
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